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Let’s not make the same mistake twice, America.
Former first lady, New York senator, Child Rapist Lawyer and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton wants to be President of the United States. Before Americans let that happen, they need to be open to the truth about Hillary.

We told voters ahead of time feabout the real Barack Obama, but those with liberal-imposed white guilt taught by liberal union school teachers felt the need to vote for the first half-white, half-black President. They were not open to the truth, nor were they willing to listen. That didn’t change until the “If you like your plan, you can keep it” lie. So this time around, America needs to listen!

“She has fooled, and made fools of, many, many people over the years. Those who think she would be a good president are worse than fools.” – Patricia McCarthy, the American Thinker.

Here is the truth about Hillary Clinton. We correct the record. This is the Hillary Archive. The only Official Hillary Clinton List. This list contains the Hillary Clinton lies, flip-flops, scandals, hypocrisy, gaffes and more that “Ready for Hillary” & “Correct [and by that, they mean ‘Lie About’] the Record” doesn’t want you to remember.

“The only thing that makes her a rock star is that people keep calling her one.”

– Jonah Goldberg, National Review.

1. Hillary Email Scandal # 12: Claims She Did Nothing Wrong (AGAIN & AGAIN)!
2. 3/10/15 In her confused claim that she did nothing wrong, Mrs. Clinton seems to have forgotten and ignored one document in particular. From ABCDEmocrat News: “Clinton maintained that she “fully complied with every
rule I was governed by.” She did not directly address a 2005 update in the Foreign Affairs Manual codified by the State Department which ruled that employees could only use private email accounts for official business if they turned those emails over to be entered into government computers. That ruling also forbade State Department employees from including “sensitive but unclassified” information on private email, except for some very narrow exceptions.” Mrs. Clinton continues to believe she is above the law.

3. Hillary Email Scandal # 11: Blames Her Own Husband!

4. 3/10/15 Microsoft-NBC reports Madame Secretary says the top secret server is not her fault and wasn’t even her idea! “Her office also said the server is at her home, which is protected by the Secret Service, and was set up by former President Bill Clinton’s team.” See? It wasn’t even her that did this! Gag. “Clinton also talked about the private server that was used to host her email domain, saying that the system was set up for her husband and his post-presidential office that “proved to be effective and secure.”

5. Hillary Email Scandal # 10: Lied about Convenience (AGAIN!)

6. 3/10/15 – In her lie conference for the press today, Hillary Clinton claimed she used her own private email because it was more convenient. How was it more convenient? Well, she says this way she only had to carry one device. This is beyond stupid because you can (obviously) have multiple emails available on a single device. She knows that. This is a lie. But she thinks most people are stupid and will fall for it like Senator Lindsey Graham who said he has never sent an email to anyone. “Republican National Committee Chairman Reince Priebus called Clinton’s press conference “completely disingenuous” in a statement released late Tuesday. If she had an ounce of respect for the American people, she would have apologized for putting our national security at risk for ‘convenience.’” Meanwhile ABC Democrat News reports, “Looking back, it would’ve been better for me to use two separate phones and two email accounts,” Clinton told reporters at the United Nations. “I thought using one device would be simpler and, obviously, it hasn’t worked out that way.”

7. Hillary Email Scandal # 9: Lied about Convenience

8. 3/10/15 – Mrs. Clinton lied to America today claiming she wanted secret emails because it meant she would only have to carry a single device. Wouldn’t want to be bothered with multiple devices, right? Oops. She is on tape doing a TV interview bragging about having an iPad, an iphone, a Blackberry and more! Caught you again, Mrs. C. “Secretary Clinton didn’t hand over her emails out of the goodness of her heart – she was forced to by smart, determined, and effective oversight by the House Select Committee on Benghazi,” Boehner spokesman Michael Steel said. “The American people deserve the truth.” Microsoft-NBC News reports, “Hillary Clinton acknowledged Tuesday that it “would have been better” to use a government email address.” Meanwhile Clinton-BS News reports Hillary “regrets the decision” to use personal email. She also claims no classified material was ever sent over her email.
11. **Hillary Email Scandal # 8: Says she won’t hand over her Server**  
3/10/15 – Now, it’s hard when you’re Hillary to keep up with your own list of lies. However, Mrs. Clinton said today she deleted all her personal emails. She also said she handed over all the emails that involved government business. Sooo, that would mean there are no longer any emails on her server. Yet she claimed she won’t hand it over. Why not, Mrs. Clinton? After all, there is nothing on it, right? Or was this another lie?! Conservative American U.S. Rep. Trey Gowdy said he wants to see Clinton turn her server over to a third-party arbiter who can determine which documents should be public and which should remain private.

12. **Hillary Email Scandal # 7: Claims She Did Nothing Wrong (AGAIN)!**  
3/10/15 – Hillary claimed today that she did nothing wrong with her secret home-based email accounts. That’s an interesting claim since the Obama administration has already said it was Team Obama policy that only government emails were to be used. So, turns out she did do something wrong. Oops. Oh well, Mr. Obama is a big fat liar too. He first claimed that gosh, he first learned about this by watching the news (which he also claims he has no time to do). We now know that was a lie. He emailed Clinton at her personal email address! Birds of a feather.

13. **Hillary Email Scandal # 6: Claims She Did Nothing Wrong!**  
3/10/15 – In her press conference to lie to the country about her email scandal, Mrs. Clinton pointed out that “the State Department” (which she ran at the time) allowed the use of personal emails. Oops. She actually signed a memo telling all State Department employees not to use personal email! That’s the scandal below…

14. **Hillary Email Scandal # 5: Signed Memo Telling Employees Not to Use Personal Email!! Hypocrite (AGAIN)!**  
3/5/15
20. Catherine Herridge

21. From one of the best reporters in our country, Catherine Herridge: “An internal 2011 State Department cable, obtained by Fox News, shows that then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s office told employees not to use personal email for security reasons — while at the same time, Clinton conducted all government business on a private account. Sent to diplomatic and consular staff in June 2011, the unclassified cable, bearing Clinton’s electronic signature, made clear to employees they were expected to “avoid conducting official Department business from your personal e-mail accounts.” The message also said employees should not “auto-forward Department email to personal email accounts which is prohibited by Department policy…”

22. Hillary Email Scandal # 4: Hillary Chastised an Ousted Ambassador for Using Personal Email!! Hypocrite!

23. 3/5/15 Judson Berger at Fox News reports, “…a U.S. ambassador under her [Hillary’s] watch was sharply reprimanded for doing the same [using external email for government business] — and reportedly, it contributed to his being forced to resign. Scott Gration, then-ambassador to Kenya under [Hillary] Clinton, resigned shortly before the release of a damning inspector general report in 2012. Many aspects of Gration’s leadership style were called into question… but a central issue was his handling of the computer and email systems. “He has willfully disregarded Department regulations on the use of commercial email for official government business,” the 2012 IG report said.” Hats off to Judson Berger for finding this information. More Clinton Hypocrisy!

24. Hillary Email Scandal # 3: Hillary Clinton’s Email Scandal Hypocrisy!

25. 3/5/15 Hillary Diane Rodham Clinton used to think secret email accounts were a bad thing that was shredding the US Constitution. Of course that was when George W. Bush was President. Laws don’t apply to her…

26.
27. Hillary Email Scandal # 2: Hillary Clinton’s Twitter Lie About Wanting People to See Her Emails

29. 3/5/15

30. Give us a break, Mrs. Clinton. This is an outrageous head-fake lie! From the scandal two days ago, we learned “Mrs. Clinton’s advisers reviewed tens of thousands of pages of her personal emails and decided which ones to turn over to the State.” If the lying Hillary wanted all of her emails released, all she would have to do is go home, and release them from her own private email server. Just more Bulls**t from Hillary to try to get the media to drop it already. Check out the key phrase in bold from her helpful liars at the State Department: “State Department Deputy Spokesperson Marie Harf released a statement early Thursday saying, “The State Department will review for public release the emails provided by Secretary Clinton to the Department, using a normal process that guides such releases. We will undertake this review as quickly as possible; given the sheer volume of the document set, this review will take some time to complete.” So the department will ONLY review the emails hillary CHOSE to release. What a bunch of bull. Bloomberg reports Hillary apologist David Brock thinks “Hillary Clinton Handled Her E-Mails 'Perfectly' David Brock, founder of Correct the Record and Media Matters, defended Hillary Clinton's private e-mail account on “With All Due Respect.” The Washington Postal agrees with us. Conservative American U.S. Rep. Darrell Issa tweeted: “#HillaryPresser requires that we merely trust that Clinton was an unbiased arbiter of her own e-mails. #tcot #HillaryEmail”

31. Hillary Email Scandal # 1: Hillary Clinton’s Illegal Use of Private Email Address while Secretary of State
32. 3/3/15 – In a violation of federal law, the liberal New York Times reports 2016-hopeful Hillary Clinton used private email accounts instead of government accounts while she was Secretary of State. It is only the latest of her 350 (as of today) lies, scandals and gaffes. From the NYT: "Mrs. **Clinton did not have a government email address** during her four-year tenure at the State Department. Her **aides took no actions** to have her personal emails preserved on department servers at the time, as required by the Federal Records Act. It was only two months ago, in response to a new State Department effort to comply with federal record-keeping practices, that Mrs. Clinton’s advisers reviewed tens of thousands of pages of her personal emails and **decided which ones to turn over** to the State." So, if she becomes Presidents which laws and regulations will she violate then? She has no regard for the rules and lives by the theory that she is above all laws. **UPDATE: 3/4/15** As the Wall Street Journal puts it, “To wit, the normal rules of government ethics and transparency apply to everyone except Bill and Hillary…” This is a felony and a conviction would prevent Hillary from running for President.

33. Meanwhile, even super-liberal MicroSoft-NBC says the scandal is not going away anytime soon: “But the most enduring question will likely be political. Why did Clinton do this? Was Clinton trying to hide something? That’s already what Republicans are asking, and it’s the one House investigators intend to pursue indefinitely, ensuring the issue is not going away anytime soon.” – Jason Chaffetz, R-Utah, the chairman of the House Oversight and Government
Reform Committee, said he and other committee members would continue to investigate whether Clinton violated the Federal Records Act.

35. Hillary Clinton’s Purple Haze

36. Hillary Clinton a nice warm purple.

37. Hillary Clinton a nice warm purple.

38. Hillary Clinton Broke the Rules with a Gift from Algeria

39. 2/27/15 From Ezra Klein at Vox: “Her objective, should she run for president, would be to end partisan gridlock…

40. “I’d like to bring people from right, left, red, blue, get them into a nice warm purple space where everybody is talking and where we’re actually trying to solve problems,” Mrs. Clinton said. And I’d like to ride a Google Bus to work in the morning. But it’s not going to happen. I don’t work at Google. And Hillary Clinton doesn’t work in a political system where right, left, red and blue are going to meld into a warm purple. One reason Clinton lost in 2008 was that many believed her too polarizing to elect…”

41. Hillary Clinton Broke the Rules with a Gift from Algeria

42. 2/26/15 – Stuart Varney from the Fox Biz channel reported today that the gift Hillary Clinton’s Foundation accepted from human-rights violater Algeria violated State Department rules! Didn’t she used to run the State Department?! Clinton failed to report the $500,000 gift as required. I guess she figures she STILL is above the law. The New Yorker explains it this way, “…it violated an ethics-review agreement with the State Department by taking half a million dollars from the government of Algeria for Haitian earthquake relief. At the time, Algeria was spending hundred of thousands of dollars to lobby the State Department… “At least 60 companies that lobbied the State Department during her tenure donated a total of more than $26 million to the Clinton Foundation,” it found. While Clinton was “pushing governments to sign deals and change policies to the advantage of corporate giants such as
General Electric Co., Exxon Mobil Corp., Microsoft Corp. and Boeing Co.,” all were among the foundation’s donors. 

43. Another Conflict of Interest for Hillary Clinton – Big Surprise.

44. 2/25/15 – The liberal Politico website reports today, “…hundreds of big-dollar Bill Clinton speeches that sailed through a State Department ethics approval process while Hillary Clinton served as America’s top diplomat… If she decides to run… What limits would apply to her husband’s for-profit speechmaking or consulting deals is unclear… not a single case appears where the State Department explicitly rejected a Bill Clinton speech. Instead, the records show State Department lawyers acted on sparse information about business proposals and speech requests and were under the gun to approve the proposals promptly…”

45. Hillary Clinton Campaign Finance Director Arrested for Allegedly Soliciting Sex from a Minor

46. 2/25/15 – Child Rapist Lawyer Hillary Clinton may have another case on her hands soon. Her former campaign finance director has been arrested. Foxy Blondes News reports Daniel Rosen was arrested after allegedly soliciting sex from a person he thought was a minor. “Fairfax County Police officials say Daniel Rosen was arrested by a county detective about noon at his Washington, D.C. home after he allegedly sought to arrange sex with a minor. The detective, a female officer working in the county’s Child Exploitation Unit, had been posing as the minor in online exchanges with Rosen, police said.”

47. Daniel Rosen & Hillary Clinton

48. Clinton and Rosen also worked together at the State Department.

51. Liberal News Report: Hillary Clinton is a Bitch!!
52. 2/24/15 – This is an actual news story. It appears on the website for the liberal Time magazine. Time magazine refers to Hillary Clinton as a “Bitch!” They even suggest she could use that word in her campaign slogan. No, I am not making this up. Here is a screen shot...

![Image of Time magazine article]

53.

54. So if liberals think she is a Bitch, why would anyone want her in the White House? And for the feminists in the crowd, why is it okay for Time magazine to
call her a Bitch? Isn’t that sexist? After all, do they ever refer to male politicians as ‘Bastards?’ Shouldn’t the #WaronWomen people be upset about this? I’m flabbergasted that a democrat media outlet suggests the unofficial Hillary 2016 campaign slogan is “Bitches Get Stuff Done.” Are they referring to getting Vince Foster “done?” Are they referring to how she handled the bimbo eruptions? Maybe they are talking about how she thinks Benghazi makes no difference, at this point. Beats me. Fortune magazine repeats the same claim that Hillary is a Bitch.

55. Hillary Paid Men more than Women on Her Own Staff!
56. 2/23/15 – Brent Scher at the Washington Free Beacon has the research:

“Hillary Clinton portrays herself as a champion of women in the workforce, but women working for her in the U.S. Senate were paid 72 cents for each dollar paid to men, according to a Washington Free Beacon analysis of her Senate years’ salary data. During those years, the median annual salary for a woman working in Clinton’s office was $15,708.38 less than the median salary for a man, according to the analysis of data compiled from official Senate expenditure reports.” So she claims to be a champion for women, but when it is time for action she could care less.

57. Washington Free Beacon Click2Visit
58.

59. Oh, but Hillary pretends she wants the press that adores her to ask women questions more serious than, ‘What are you wearing?’ #askhermore. Why not ask Hillary more about why she pays men more than women?! Oh, and the Washington Times says she pretty much only hires men anyway! “Former Secretary of State and presumptive Democratic Party presidential nominee Hillary Clinton has an image problem with women — and it’s due to what one writer dubs her “All Madam President’s Men” staff reality: Nearly all men; few women.” Update: The very next day after the report, Time Magazine reports: “Hillary Clinton is all for Patricia Arquette’s Oscar acceptance speech for Best Supporting Actress, during which she called for wage equality for women. “I think we all cheered at Patricia Arquette’s speech at the Oscars, because she’s right—it’s time to have wage equality,” said Clinton on Tuesday during her
keynote speech at a women’s tech conference in Silicon Valley, Calif.”
Hypocrisy (again).

61. Foreign Gifts to Hillary’s Foundation Raise Serious Questions

62. 2/22/15 From the Blaze: “Unless Hillary Clinton immediately reinstates the ban on foreign countries giving to her foundation and returns the millions of dollars these governments have already donated, she’s setting an incredibly dangerous precedent,” said the chairman of the Republican National Committee, Reince Priebus. “The American people are not about to elect a president in Hillary Clinton who could expose them to the demands of foreign governments because they dumped massive sums of cash into her foundation.” More here. Frank Bruni at the Clinton-owned NY Times reports, “…And the sources of some of that money should give us pause. As The Wall Street Journal reported, “Recent donors include the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Oman, Australia, Germany and a Canadian government agency promoting the Keystone XL pipeline.” …As The Washington Post wrote, the foundation “has given contributors entree, outside the traditional political arena, to a possible president. Foreign donors and countries that are likely to have interests before a potential Clinton administration — and yet are ineligible to give to U.S. political campaigns — have affirmed their support for the family’s work through the charitable giving.””

– UPDATE: 2-16-15 Stuart Varney from Fox Biz says Hillary has also taken millions in gifts to the Foundation from Wall Street and big banks, something her liberal pals won’t like (along with the fact she earned $5-mill in speaking fees and is firmly a 1%-er!). National Review Online: “Senator Ted Cruz (R., Texas) described Hillary Clinton as being “on the payroll of foreign nations.”” – 2/28/15: Business Insider says Hillary’s wealth will be a campaign issue. Gov.
Rick Perry asks, “Are you going to trust an individual who has taken that much money from a foreign source? Where’s your loyalty?” And Fox Nation reports that the Big (democrat) media is blocking this story out.

63. “When asked about the former Secretary of State [Hillary Clinton], [NBA Hall of Famer Charles] Barkley laughed and said “well, I just told you I was thinking about voting Republican.””

64. Hillary’s Lack of Honesty Causes Her to Investigate Herself!!!

65. 2/22/15 – “An honest person would not need to do this,” writes Pedro Gonzales at the American Thinker. “I think a candidate for president needs to be thoroughly vetted, don’t you? Hillary Clinton certainly agrees, which is why she is hiring investigators to find out more about herself: Hillary Rodham Clinton, the subject of intense news media attention and public scrutiny for the last three decades, is preparing for another thorough vetting as she plans for a likely presidential campaign. In this case, however, it's not Republicans trying to thwart her or journalists looking for a juicy scoop, but researchers she herself has hired. Some expressed concern that she was beginning this self-scrubbing process relatively late, and might not leave herself enough time to learn about her own potential vulnerabilities to be able to respond effectively…”

66. Is Hillary Clinton an Alcoholic?

67. 2/21/15 – Remember what a huge deal the democrat press made out of the fact George W. Bush used to have a drinking problem? Well, it seems Madame Hillary may also have a problem with alcohol. A recent ABCDemocrat News story quotes a reporter close to Hillary, “[ABC:]Covering Clinton, what is one thing that has surprised you about her? [Amy Chozick:] Hmm. She likes to drink. We were on the campaign trail in 2008 and the press thought she was just taking shots to pander to voters in Pennsylvania. Um, no.”

68. 

69. Hillary Clinton May Be “Too Boring” to be President!

70. 2/19/15 – The Washington Times: ““Is Hillary Clinton too boring to be president? This could turn into the unspoken issue of 2016 — in large measure
because the Republican field is very, very interesting," says John Podhoretz, editor of Commentary magazine and a New York Post columnist. "Once a figure of intense controversy, Clinton has devolved into a piece of politico-cultural institutional furniture — imposing, sturdy, solid, stolid, dull. She just sits there, immobile while action swirls around her, taking up all the space in the Democratic living room. She’s now primarily famous for being famous; indeed, she is one of the best-known people on this planet, and has been for nearly a quarter-century." Yeah, and she’s never really done anything! She can't even name her own accomplishments.

71. Infighting & Back-Stabbing Among Hillary Clinton Fundraisers!
72. 2/9/15 – The liberal Politico reports, “David Brock on Monday abruptly resigned from the board of the super PAC Priorities USA Action, revealing rifts that threaten the big-money juggernaut being built to support Hillary Clinton’s expected presidential campaign. In a resignation letter obtained by POLITICO, Brock, a close Clinton ally, accused Priorities officials of planting “an orchestrated political hit job” against his own pro-Clinton groups, American Bridge and Media Matters…” Another report has more on the infighting: “The main super PAC supporting Hillary Clinton is struggling in its early efforts to line up cash toward a fundraising goal of as much as $500 million, according to sources with knowledge of its fundraising. The group, Priorities USA Action, is trying to secure 30 or more pledges of at least $1 million apiece to be unveiled publicly when the former secretary of state officially enters the race, sources say. But, so far, it has received only about 10 firm commitments, and it is encountering resistance from top donors who have given to other Clinton-linked vehicles, including ostensibly aligned super PACs and even the apolitical Clinton Foundation…” The liberal website Salon.com says, ” that an ego like David Brock is centrally involved in the process means that ugly stories like these will pop up about every two seconds..”

73. Hillary Clinton’s Controversial Fundraising Tactics
74. 2/5/15 – In a practice some consider to be controversial, Hillary Clinton fans are paying commissions of 12.5% to a fundraiser to help bring in Hillary campaign money. It is strictly against the Association of Professional Fundraisers Code of Ethics for any fundraiser to take a commission based on what was raised. From the Clinton-owned NY Times: “[Mary Pat] Bonner’s contracts give her firm a commission, typically 12.5 percent, on any money she brings in. Her tenacity, ties to wealthy givers and mastery of making donors happy have made Ms. Bonner, 48, among the most successful practitioners of a trade that is virtually invisible to voters but has taken on immense power and influence in the post-Citizens United world… But the growing influence of paid fund-raisers has angered donors in both parties…” Others call her fundraising efforts “tacky.”

75. Hillary’s Campaign PAC is in Debt!
76. 12/29/14 – The not-so-super PAC, “Ready for Hillary,” owes more money than it has! According to the IJReview website, “It [Ready for Hillary] has raised more than $11 million in a year, and has spent most of it during the midterm
elections. And as of late November, the super PAC was already in debt. According to a Federal Election Commission disclosure, the PAC had... [less than] $900,000 in the bank and still owed on a $1 million loan. The loan was from Amalgamated, the go-to bank for Democratic candidates and super PACs looking for a loan to run their campaigns." She can't sell books, she can't fill auditoriums and she can't line up donations. And this is the woman we are all supposed to believe is the unavoidable democrat nominee for the White House in 2016? That's all democrats have to offer?!

77. **Hillary Less Popular As People Get to Know Her!**

78. **12/22/14** – As people learn more about the real Hillary Clinton, fewer of them support her. Meanwhile, support for potential opposition to Hillary continues to rise. The Washington Post says, “Clinton’s 49-point lead is actually her worst performance of the year in Post-ABC polls, with her support slipping 10 points over the course of four surveys this year... Clinton’s lead is not likely to be this big one year from now. Once candidates (including Clinton) actually announce their candidacies and debates are held, Democrats will become more familiar with their options and some will certainly pick other candidates.”

79. **Hillary Loves Obama’s Move to Normalize Relations with Communist Cuba**

80. **12-22-14** The Inquisitr reports, “Hillary Clinton praised the Obama administration for concluding a landmark deal re-establishing economic relations between the United States and [Communist] Cuba, saying that the normalization of relations between the two countries is beneficial for the Cuban people.” However, with nothing changing for citizens of Cuba, Clinton failed to explain how it would be beneficial. According to Business Insider, Clinton expressed her approval over the recent lift of several restrictions between the U.S.-Cuba relations, describing it as a major step towards improving human rights under the Castro regime. “Despite good intentions, our decades-long policy of isolation has only strengthened the Castro regime’s grip on power. As I have said, the best way to bring change to Cuba is to expose its people to the values, information, and material comforts of the outside world.” However, nothing in the President’s agreement with Castro will expose the Cuban people to values, information or comforts that others know. Words, just words.

81. **Hillary Clinton Pisses Veterans Off**

82.

83. **Vets Standing up Against Hillary** – **12-22-14** From the Daily Caller, “As veterans, when we have friends who are still on active duty still going back to these conflicts without a clear mission it very much upsets us,” Dan Caldwell, Marine Corps veteran and legislative director for Concerned Veterans for America, told The Daily Caller News Foundation. "The fact remains that Hillary Clinton was at the table and helped craft, drive, and implement a lot of these failed national security policies. She cannot walk away from that, and she cannot hide from that.” Caldwell said that Clinton has tried to spin her involvement with the botched foreign policy maneuvers of the Obama
administration, but he said veterans won’t forget Hillary’s failures if she runs for president.

84. Team Hillary is Stonewalling the Associated [Democrat] Press!
85. 12/11/14 Fox News reports, “The State Department has failed to turn over government documents covering Hillary Clinton’s tenure as secretary of state that The Associated Press and others requested under the U.S. Freedom of Information Act ahead of her presumptive presidential campaign. They include one request AP made four years ago and others pending for more than one year. The agency already has missed deadlines it set for itself to turn over the material. The State Department denied the AP’s requests, and rejected the AP’s subsequent appeals, to release the records sought quickly under a provision in the law reserved for journalists requesting federal records about especially newsworthy topics…” So, what is Hillary trying so hard to hide this time?!

86. Hillary Clinton Foreign Policy Fail – Suggests Empathy for the Devil!
87. 12/5/14 – Sara Noble at the Independent Sentinel reports, “Hillary Clinton wants us to show “respect”, “understanding” and “empathy” for our enemies like ISIS, the people who want to kill us and bring the war to us. The very same people who behead babies, cut children in half, crucify teenagers, enslave women, and torture everyone. Hopefully this will kill her candidacy because she will be an incompetent president. She calls it “smart power.” That’s a misnomer for you…”

88. ‘Hillary Clinton, friend of Israel? Puleez.’
89. 12/2/14 – That’s the Washington Postal headline above Jennifer Rubin’s article. Rubin points out her Hillaryness is no friend of Israel. The liberal Brookings Institution (where blogger turned Secretary of State Susan Rice worked) is hosting a forum on Israel and Hillary is attending. “She gleefully joined in the ongoing pile-on concerning Israel’s housing, blithely referring to apartments in Jerusalem neighborhoods certain to be in the Jewish state in any peace agreement as “settlements.” She ignored an existing agreement between the United States and Israel that allowed for new building that did not expand the footprints of Israeli housing in disputed areas. She routinely exaggerated the extent of building, ignoring Israel’s restraint and its self-imposed ban on new building. (She continued to do so after leaving office.)

While the United States did veto on her watch a United Nations Security Council resolution condemning Israel for building, it came with a denunciation of Israel unprecedented in its harshness…” Jewish voters need to wake up in 2016 and realize democrats are not their friends.

90. Hillary’s Pipeline Flip-Flop!
91. 12/1/14 – From the Washington Postal: “Hillary Rodham Clinton’s environmental problem will be on full display in back-to-back events scheduled here Monday evening. First, Clinton will appear at a fundraiser for Sen. Mary Landrieu (La.), an embattled Democrat who favors construction of the massive Keystone XL oil pipeline opposed by environmentalists. Just two hours later, Clinton is due back on a different stage to deliver a speech to the League of
Conservation Voters – a mainstream environmental group that strenuously opposes Keystone…

92. “Her candidacy makes sense only if voters will be in the mood for a third Obama term.” – By George Will

93. Hillary Clinton Campaign Stops Ensure Losses for those She Was Trying to Help!

94. 11/5/14 –

95. Hillary’s Losers

97. While ‘the Madame’ claims to be some kind of champion for women, Fox News reports 7 of the 8 women she campaigned for lost their election bids big time.

96. “Hillary’s Losers”.

98. “The elites’ belief in the indomitable Madam Clinton is entering the realm of farce.” – Ralph Benko, Forbes.

99. Hillary’s Speedy Flip-Flop on Who Creates Jobs!!

100. **UPDATE To Hillary’s ‘You Didn’t Build That!’ Moment- 10/28/14:** The Christian Science Monitor reports Hillary is trying to take back her stupid comments, “[Hillary]’I shorthanded this point the other day, so let me be absolutely clear on what [I’ve been saying for decades]. Our economy grows when businesses and entrepreneurs create good-paying jobs here in America and workers and families are empowered to build from the bottom up… Not when we hand out tax breaks for corporations that outsource jobs or stash their profits overseas.’” -Lies! She didn’t “shorthand” it! She read it from a
teleprompter. She said exactly what she wanted to say! Clyde Wayne Crews Jr. at Forbes isn’t buying this BS either: “Most people who hold jobs or are looking for work do so at, you know, businesses, which, as it happens, are often incorporated. People were not amused. Naturally it’s being said that Clinton’s statement was taken out of context, that she was talking about corporate tax breaks or something. Perhaps she was referring to her speaking bureau or to Chelsea’s former employer NBC News? Perhaps those corporations and businesses aren’t creating jobs, and that’s her reference point…” Meanwhile, Media Matters — a group Hillary Clinton started to further her own political aspirations — also claims the statement was taken out of context. They cry and complain loudy, lamenting: “Conservative media outlets rushed to vilify Clinton’s stance after she pushed for a minimum wage increase and warned against the myth that businesses create jobs through trickle-down economics at an October 24 campaign event for Massachusetts gubernatorial candidate Martha Coakley (D). Breitbart.com complained, “Clinton told the crowd … not to listen to anybody who says that ‘businesses create jobs,’” conservative radio host Howie Carr said the comments showed Clinton’s “true moonbat colors,” while FoxNews.com promoted the Washington Free Beacon’s accusation that she said “businesses and corporations are not the job creators of America.” Mainstream media soon jumped on the bandwagon.” — Amazing BS from the War on Women creator, and child rapist lawyer, Hillary Rodham Clinton.

101. Hillary Demonstrates She Knows Nothing About Economics! Her “You Didn’t Build That!” Moment

102. 10/25/14 Hillary Clinton says business don’t create jobs and raising the minimum wage doesn’t eliminate jobs, both false statements. See for yourself…

103.

104. Please note the key word (in bold) that she includes in her statement…

“And Don’t let anybody tell you that raising the minimum wage will kill jobs. They always say that. I’ve been through this. My husband gave working families a raise. In the 1990’s. I voted to raise the minimum wage and guess what? Millions of jobs were created OR paid better and more and more families were more secure.” Using that wording, the case could be that not a single job was created by raising the minimum wage. She could be saying that more than one million got a raise instead. She knows it kills jobs, but she wants you to focus instead on the fact that some people got a raise. It’s the union mentality that says so what if there are fewer workers, just so we get that raise. She is misleading people on purpose. She continues, “And don’t let anybody, don’t let anybody that uh, ya know, it’s corporations and businesses that create jobs. Ya know, that old theory trickle down economics. That has been tried. That has failed. It has failed rather spectacularly.” Wrong again. First she claims employers don’t create jobs, but fails to explain her faulty logic. Instead she changes the topic to Ronald Reagan’s spectacularly successful economic plan. She announces it didn’t work, but fails to even try to defend her position. It
created decades of financial growth. Typical liberal: big words, but hollow. **UPDATE 10/27/14:** Rush Limbaugh said today that Hillary knows these “Inane, asinine and genuinely stupid comments” are not true but she has to say them to drum up support from the fringe democrat base. “It tells me how afraid of Elizabeth Warren she really is,” Limbaugh said. Warren and President Obama said similar things with their “You didn’t build that” comments. Even the New York Times has to admit this comment was considered wacky on Wall Street.

105. **Hillary Misleads Voters on Women’s Issues!**

106. **10/24/14** – Mark Stricher at aleteia.org reports, “Hillary Clinton is coming under fire for **misleading voters** about the politically touchy issues of abortion and women’s rights…Clinton warned that pro-life candidates threaten women’s access to abortion and to some forms of artificial contraception. “(W)omen’s rights, here at home and around the world, are clearly at risk unless people of goodwill, both women and men, regardless of political ideology, understand that women’s rights are like the canaries in the mine,” she said, according to a transcript of the speech National Journal provided to readers… one top congressional aide to a Colorado Republican… dismissed Clinton’s critique and accused her of misleading voters. “She’s trying to pander around an issue that’s not even happening and coming across as condescending,” the aide said. “I think the tactic is the same tactic that Mark Udall has used, and it’s an insult to the intelligence of female voters. I think women in Colorado are so used to the attack they don’t even pay attention.”

107. **Disgusting Photo Shows Little Girl Thrilled to Meet Child Rapist Lawyer!**

108. **10/23/14** – You have to wonder what little Macy Friday’s parents are teaching her at home. The 10-year-old little girl found herself thrust into the national spotlight when an Association Democrat Press photographer captured her “Sheer Ecstasy” meeting a child rapist lawyer who laughed about getting a man off easy for raping a little girl just like you, Macy. That child rapist lawyer is Madame Secretary, Hillary Rodham Clinton.
110. This AP Huffington Post Photo is Disgusting. Click2Visit HuffPo story.

112. So why would a young girl be so excited to meet a woman who thinks it is funny to let a child rapist off easy? No doubt, Macy is probably unaware of the fact that this is true. Little Macy likely has no knowledge of that disgusting interview caught on tape showing Hillary Clinton laughing about it and later lying about it. From the Daily Beast we learned, Macy, that the little girl who was raped said: “Hillary Clinton took me through Hell.” We don't blame you, Macy. But what about your parents? Are they living under a rock? Why would they take their little girl to meet someone like that?! **This is not a person to be looked up to or admired.** A brief glance at this list proves that. *Note that most items on this list are attributed to news sources friendly to democrats like Hillary.* I’m sorry to rain on your parade Macy, but this photo is just wrong. In fact, it’s disgusting that Hillary is greeted this way when she does not deserve it. Oh, but it’s not disgusting to **Jaime Fuller** at the Washington Post though. She fawns over Hillary and frames it this way, “Clinton came across ten-year-old Macy Friday, who had a look on her face that has never been witnessed by anyone who is not a dad chaperoning a minivan full of teenagers at a One Direction concert. Other potential 2016 presidential candidates have not elicited the same reaction from the children of America.” Fuller then follows showing pics of five republican candidates with children who look less than excited. *Oh, it must just be how amazing that democrat, Hillary, is! She’s a rock star like One Direction!* *Gag* After all, it was the amazing Hillary that said every child is “too small to fail,” Macy. That sounds nice, right? Only it’s not true. Hillary says “every child” **except** the 591,000 little girls just like you, Macy, that the democrat war on women kills via abortion each year. Those children aren’t too small to fail. Those little girls wanted to have their One Direction moments too. But they were not given that chance. We understand it is exciting to meet someone who you think is famous. We hope in the future you will find a better role model.

113. Lifestyles of the Lavish – Hillary Clinton

114. 10/23/14 – Despite being criticized previously for spending way too much money campaigning, Madame Secretary’s luxurious life continues. Even democrat-run MicroSoft-NBC reports, “The Iowa Steak Fry spent more than $50,000 flying Bill and Hillary Clinton to the
Democratic event outside Des Moines in September honoring retiring Sen. Tom Harkin. New financial disclosure forms to the Federal Election Commission shows the committee that organized the event made a $50,099 payment for “travel expenses” to Executive Fliteways Inc, a Long Island, NY based charter jet company... Clinton’s previous campaigns have came under fire – including from donors – for lavish spending. Her 2006 Senate re-election campaign, which faced only moderate Republican opposition, spent $160,000 on private jet travel, along with three-quarters of a million dollars on catering and entertaining, $13,000 on flowers, and $27,000 on valet parking. The year-end finance report from Clinton’s 2008 presidential campaign shows a payment of almost $110,000 to Executive Fliteways. The campaign, like all other major presidential efforts, also had larger chartered plane for the candidate, staffers, and reporters...”

115. “Hillary Clinton is the most expert pol at speaking without conveying any meaning.”


117. Hillary Clinton’s Secret Document Destroyers

118. 10/22/14 –

119. 120. Daily Signal Image – Click2Visit

121. Michelle Malkin’s Twitchy is reporting on a Sharyl Attkisson investigation. “To Sonya Gilliam, a recent account of improper sorting of Benghazi-related documents at the State Department brought back vivid memories of her own encounters with high-level government officials who withheld, deleted or destroyed public records. And one name stood out for its familiarity: Cheryl Mills. A former deputy assistant secretary of state had told The Daily Signal that Mills was present during an after-hours document operation in a basement room of the State Department in October 2012. Mills was chief of staff to then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. Before the Clinton administration, Gilliam says, it had not been common practice to send non-White House documents to the White House for approval of their release. “I was amazed and just really gobsmacked when I saw the White House involved to the extent it was,” Gilliam says. In 2000, she finally blew the whistle on behalf of Judicial Watch, which was suing Commerce for the documents...”
122. “Hillary Clinton: It’s Not Her Turn. It’s hard to imagine a Democrat of national stature more ill-equipped to speak to the populist mood than HRC.” – Richard Kim, the Liberal Nation.

123. Hillary Clinton – The Evader

10/07/14 – Jennifer Rubin at the Washington Postal: “Hillary Clinton refuses to take a position on the Keystone XL pipeline, saying she was involved in the decision-making process (which was not to make a decision) so she does not want to complicate matters for her successor. Her answer is vintage Hillary Clinton. It has all the telltale signs we have come to expect in a Hillary Clinton answer: 1. The phony laugh. 2. The illogical excuse for not answering. (Is she ever going to tell us her position? What about other positions she was involved in on which she already has weighed in?) 3. The lack of political courage. (She apparently can’t bear to annoy either Big Labor or the pro-green billionaire donors.) 4. The empty blather that follows her refusal to answer a simple question. (Is anything she says memorable?) 5. There is no policy idea in there. On one hand, she notes the United States is fast becoming the leading oil and gas producer, but then she says we need to move away from that. (How? Why?) 6. Describing a problem instead of setting out her own view or policy solution. If she had given that answer on a Sunday talk show, chances are she would get no follow-up question. She took up more than a minute saying nothing, and if the interviewer pressed her, she would spend another minute or two insisting that she had said something and then repeating her non-answer. If the interviewer wants to ask more questions (for which there will be no answers either), he or she had better move on. She is expert in the art of saying nothing, convinced that her popularity does not require cogent answers, only her persona. She reminds one of a spokeswoman intent on making no news and committing her boss to no definitive position. (It is remarkable that outfits such as Goldman Sachs pay her $200,000 to say this sort of thing.)

125. Hillary Clinton’s “Rampant Mismanagement” at the State Department!

10/07/14 – If she can’t even manage the State Department, what makes anyone think Hillary Rodham Clinton can manage the entire nation?! T. Becket Adams at the Washington Examiner reports, “The State Department’s Office of Inspector General has released another “management alert” detailing rampant mismanagement within the agency, much of it during Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s tenure. The inspector general’s latest “management alert” — the third released by the agency’s internal watchdog in a little over a year — warns that the State Department’s management and oversight of grants has become a serious financial liability. “The management and oversight of grants poses heightened financial risk to the Department of State,” Inspector General Steve A. Linick said in a report dated Sept. 26 but released Sept. 30. Linick became the agency’s inspector general in September 2013, ending a vacancy that had lasted nearly six years.” — How convenient for Madame Secretary to have a vacant Inspector General job in her department! That way no one is watching what she is doing!

127. Hillary Clinton Thinks the Sunshine is Just for Her!
128. 10/5/14 Apparently Hillary Clinton truly does think the world revolves around her. While Gail Sheehy is busy gushing and drooling over a possible Hillary 2016 run, she mentions this bizarre admission from Hillary: “Hillary has waited for more than 50 years to make her dream come true. As a little girl, she spent hours dancing in the sun and, as she wrote from Wellesley College to a former high school classmate, she imagined the sunlight was intended for her — beamed down by God, “with heavenly movie cameras watching my every move.” -Once she hitched her wagon to Bill Clinton’s star, the cameras that watched Bill’s every move were hellish for her.”

129. Hillary was BFF’s with Radical Extremist Saul Alinsky!

130. 9/22/14 – There’s actually not much news here that we haven’t already reported on this list (CTRL + F then type Alinsky), but reporters have found a few letters Hillary wrote to Saul Alinsky. From looker Ellison Barber at the Blaze...

131. Hillary Excitement is Fake?! Iowa attendance Staged!

132. 9/17/14 – Lynn Sweet at the Chicago Sun Times reports Team Hillary had to pay people to attend the Tom Harkin rally in Iowa! “Lynda Tran, a 270 partner [a political firm] who is a Ready for Hillary adviser, said the group has been planning a campaign-style welcome in Iowa for her and encouraging Iowa supporters to attend the Harkin Steak Fry. “Ready for Hillary is also purchasing tickets and arranging buses for Students for Hillary supporters who want to attend the event” — buses will depart from Drake University, Grinnell [College], Iowa State University, the University of Iowa and the University of Northern Iowa…” So, students who have money for rock concerts won’t attend unless it is free and they get food?! Apparently Hillary has not learned her lesson. She has been in trouble before for staging political events, several times. And here. And again here. Oh, and over here too. And she promised in 2007 she would never stage events again! – Meanwhile, a group of dems that can’t even be paid to like Hillary has formed called “Gamechanger Salon!”

133. Hillary Cheers Lawbreakers: “Yay!”

134. 9/17/14 – From Buzzfed.com: “Three young, undocumented people confronted Hillary Clinton in Iowa Sunday as she signed items and greeted supporters, the latest sign that President Obama’s decision to delay action on immigration won’t take the pressure off his party. One woman asked her about President Obama’s decision to delay expected executive actions on immigration. “Hello my name is Monica Reyes and I’m an Iowa DREAMer,” said the 23-year-old activist and senior at the University of Northern Iowa, using the term often employed for undocumented youth brought to the country as children. Clinton gave an enthusiastic thumbs up and yelled “yay!”

135.

136. UPDATE 10/31/14: So-called “Dreamers” think Hillary RahmRod Clinton is a nightmare! They keep showing up to heckle her at appearances in North Carolina and Maryland.

137. Hillary Ignores Immigration Protesters!
9/17/14 – From the Hill.com: “Hillary Clinton’s speech in New York on Tuesday night at a fundraiser benefitting victims of the 9/11 attacks was interrupted by immigration protestors. According to multiple reports, a small group of protestors chanted “undocumented, unafraid” at the end of the speech, but Clinton did not respond to them. Some wore T-shirts reading “Will you deport my family?” …According to Business Insider, one of the protestors, Mateo Tabares, 19, told reporters they were there to ask Clinton why she would deport their families. Tabares said Clinton opposed action by President Obama to prevent some deportations. After the speech, Clinton did not respond to multiple questions from a reporter for her reaction to the protestors, according to Business Insider…” – How can this be?! Her Hillaryness is simply ignoring democrats? I thought they loved her! – UPDATE 10/22/14: Politics Cheat Sheet wants to know, “Why did you dodge questions on immigration; currently one of the biggest issues for our country?”

139. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 50: Hillary 2016 Staff Destroyed Benghazi Evidence to help her Win White House in 2016!!

140. 9/15/14 – Hillary’s pals took steps to help Hillary destroy evidence…

142. Fox says, “The account from Raymond Maxwell, former head of the Bureau of Near Eastern Affairs (NEA), was first published in The Daily Signal. Rep. Jason Chaffetz, R-Utah, confirmed to FoxNews.com on Monday that Maxwell told him and other lawmakers the same story when they privately interviewed him last year about the attacks and their aftermath.” — As Ed Morrissey puts it at HotAir.com, “Just how unfettered was that “unfettered access” promised by the State Department to the Accountability Review Board in the aftermath of the Benghazi attack two years ago?” From Fox: ““She told me, ‘Ray, we are to go through these stacks and pull out anything that might put anybody in the [Near Eastern Affairs] front office or the seventh floor in a bad light,’” says Maxwell. He says “seventh floor” was State Department shorthand for then-Secretary of State Clinton and her principal advisers. “I asked her, ‘But isn’t that unethical?’ She responded, ‘Ray, those are our orders.’” — Can you say obstruction of justice?! The NY Daily news says staffers loyal to Hillary are responsible for the coverup.

143. Hillary Clinton’s Joe the Plumber Moment

144. 8/31/14 –
We all remember President Obama making the mistake of being honest about who he really is when he spoke with “Joe the Plumber.” On 10/25/2008 Obama told Joe, “It’s not that I wanna punish your success [by taxing you more] it’s that I just wanna make sure that everybody who’s behind ya, that they’ve got a chance at success too… I think when we spread the wealth around it’s good for everybody.” The gaffe revealed the candidate’s belief that the role of government is to spread the wealth around, to take from some and give to others… basically ‘Robin Hood’ in reverse by taking money from the good, hard-working people of this nation and redistributing it to those who don’t work. Last week it was Hillary’s turn to assure liberals she intends to carry out that same mistaken belief in the role of government. Chris Preimesberger writes at Eweek.com today about Hillary’s comments to a tech conference on 8/28/14. The headline is, “Hillary Clinton Encourages IT Execs to Help Share the Wealth” Preimesberger writes, “[CLINTON:]”I admit I’m not an expert in software-defined storage, nor the intricacies of cloud computing,” Clinton said, “but I have learned enough that I know the advances you are making are helping to build a 21st-century American economy that is vibrant and dynamic, and that we need to make smart choices and investments that are inclusive and broadly shared as well.” Clinton told the IT leaders that they are key players in helping reduce the number of Americans who feel locked out of 21st-century economic opportunity.” –ConservativeAmerican.org points out she told them the same thing Obama told ol’ Joe. Hillary told the tech leaders she wants to make sure everybody who’s behind the tech leaders have a chance at success too by making “smart choices” and “investments that are inclusive and broadly shared.” Just what the hell does it mean to have an investment that is broadly shared with others? That sounds like a tax, not an investment. She told them its okay to make money, but they have to ensure “broadly shared” financial outcomes. She followed by telling them they are key players in reducing the number of people “locked out” of getting some of the money these tech companies earn! She may as well have said, “I think when we spread the wealth around, it’s good for everybody.” These two lib looneys believe they know better than you how to spend your money, and because they are such
good people they want to take some of your money to give to people who don’t work… ya know, redistribute the wealth.

148. Hillary Finally Picks an Opinion about Ferguson Riots – 3 weeks late!
149. 8/30/14 From Noah Rothman at HotAir.com: ”..Almost every political actor of significance offered their thoughts on this pivotal moment in American history… with one glaring exception. Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton has been sharply criticized for remaining silent on Ferguson from many of her likely key supporters if she runs for the White House in 2016. Speaking at a rally in Ferguson, Rev. Al Sharpton called out Clinton by name for failing to speak on the matter… Speaking in San Francisco on Thursday, Clinton spoke about Ferguson but also about racial inequity in the United States. “We cannot ignore the inequities that persist in our justice system,” she said… She went on to praise President Barack Obama for sending the attorney general to Ferguson and for pursuing a federal investigation into the shooting of Michael Brown.” – ConservativeAmerican.org: As if that was a good idea!! Rothman points out, ”“She clearly had put some thought into that,” CNN anchor Brooke Baldwin observed. Well, Clinton had 18 days to think that one up since the violence started, so I should hope she did.” – Agreed. Despite her cowardly late and useless comments, the left is in love with her response. And here. And here. Still, others say she should have kept her mouth shut.

150. Hillary’s a Dummy – No, I mean literally – Like a Mannequin
151. 8/30/14 – 

152. 

153. U.K. Independent Pic Click2Visit
154. The U.K. Independent says, believe it or not, Hillary Pantsuits are all the rage in Kosovo. Somehow, I don’t think Mrs. Clinton is built like that dummy in the window that is supposed to be her! “She might not be known for her fashion sense, but the former Secretary of State, senator, first lady and
potentially presidential candidate seems to have quite a fanbase in south-eastern Europe. The store, fittingly named Boutique Hillary, sells a rainbow of tailored suits, skirts, trousers and blazers, all inspired by the classic sartorial tastes of Clinton.” – Let’s be honest, Hillary Clinton dresses like the man in a two-female intimate relationship. It all says yuck.


156. 8/30/14

157.

158. Boerma – CBS

159. - From Lindsey Boerma at Clinton-BS News: “…In the forefront of the inevitable thorn in Clinton’s side is some damning testimony in prior hearings from State Department officials. For instance, Gregory Hicks, the second-ranked diplomat at the U.S. Embassy in Tripoli, testified that his requests to deploy additional military resources in Benghazi to address heightened security issues were repeatedly denied… Former Vice President Dick Cheney speculated in May that Clinton “clearly bears responsibility for whatever the State Department did or didn’t do” in Benghazi.”

160. Hillary’s Pivot to Asia has Failed

161. 8/29/14 – From the American Thinker, one of our favorite websites, “The 2011 “pivot” to Asia has proven… bad. In theory, it meant refocusing American foreign policy on the tandem issues of China’s emerging military challenge and the region’s robust economic growth and importance. China’s impression that the pivot entailed a robust containment strategy is not all wrong. But in practice it has meant further abandonment of European obligations and abdication of responsibilities in the Middle-East without discernible benefit. Perversely, the pivot may have destabilized Asia and damaged security. The U.S. declared its intention to bolster military capacity in Asia, but increased deployments haven’t materialized and the Department of Defense has said they “can’t happen” due to plummeting Department of Defense budgets. Promising to strengthen the U.S.’s military position in Asia and then admitting the inability to carry through projects weakness and invites challenge.”

162. Hillary’s Work as Secretary of State Strengthened China

163. 8/29/14 – Jonathan Levin at the American Thinker reports, “Recognizing the military incapacity implied by Obama and Clinton’s Potemkin Pivot, China has aggressively asserted specious territorial claims. Under China’s “Nine-Dash” policy it claims exclusive economic rights in approximately all of the South China Sea… they decidedly exceed China’s legal boundaries and encroach on Japan’s, Vietnam’s and the Philippines’s internationally recognized rights… These fabricated “Chinese” territories give a patina of
legitimacy to China’s nine-dash claims because, if legitimate, China would have economic rights to a zone surrounding those territories. Challenged by China’s ruse and **bereft of a U.S. counterbalancing force**, Japan, the Philippines and Vietnam, the primary victims of China’s expansion, are acquiring arms to fight back. Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abo has generously reinterpreted Japan’s constitution to allow robust military acquisitions and actions for the first time since the end of World War II.”

164. Hillary Admits She and Obama made NSA Mistakes!

165. 8/29/14 – Diginomica reports, “Clinton did, however, acknowledge that the NSA has been pushing the boundaries of what is appropriate and has been testing the “inevitable tension” between privacy and security. She said: “**There’s no doubt we may have gone too far in a number of areas**, and that those have to be rethought and we have to rebalance. The [NSA] didn’t, so far as we know, cross legal lines, but they came right up and sat on them.”

-ConservativeAmerican.org says that’s quite an admission from a woman who wants to be President. More here.

166. Clinton Praises Russian and Chinese Technology Spies

167. 8/29/14

168. Rachel King ZDNet Click2Visit

169. Rachel King at ZDNet.com reports on Hillary’s talk at Nexenta’s Open SDx summit: “She explained how on diplomatic visits to China and Russia, for example, she and her staff couldn’t take any personal devices off the plane in fear of the devices being hacked. “They’re so good,” Clinton laughed, speculating the devices and stored data would be breached within a “nanosecond.”

170. Is Hillary to Blame for Leaving No Troops Behind in Iraq?

171. 8/29/14 – As ISIS grows stronger and threatens to carry out attacks on U.S. soil, critics say Obama and Clinton should have left troops in Iraq. The American Thinker makes a very interesting observation: “**Clinton and Obama’s most lasting legacy may be the slaughter in the Middle-East.** Clinton was Secretary of State when the U.S. pulled all troops out of Iraq, the first inexplicable and obvious mistake that opened the door for the Islamic State ("IS," a/k/a the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), a/k/a the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL)). IS began as an insurgent group in Iraq, a former al-Qaeda affiliate supposedly ostracized for being too extreme. Once U.S. troops left Iraq in 2011, IS expanded rapidly. **Clinton now claims she opposed Obama’s decision to withdraw all troops from Iraq.**
insiders corroborate parts of her story, including James Jeffrey, who was Ambassador to Iraq at the time. However, Obama’s rationalization for the precipitate troop withdrawal was that there was no Status of Forces agreement between the U.S. and Iraq, and leaving troops on the ground without such an agreement created legalistic dangers to U.S. troops to go along with the kinetic ones. **While Clinton has blamed Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki for failing to reach an SFA, it was her job as Secretary of State to negotiate an agreement and she failed to do so.**” -UPDATE 10/22/1: If Hillary is so great, how would she flip-flop from mishandling this entire situation to doing anything right in dealing with ISIS? Politics Cheat Sheet puts it this way, “How would you handle the conflict with ISIL and can you restore confidence in Democrats?”

173. Hillary Was Wrong About Syria

174. 8/29/14 – When the Arab Spring hit Syria, Hillary Clinton was way off base. The American Thinker notes: “At root, Clinton simply miscomprehended the conflict itself. More than two years ago, Clinton said “[i]t should be abundantly clear to those who support [Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s] regime [that] their days are numbered.” If she had been right, and the Assad regime had collapsed in late 2012 or early 2013, IS may never have expanded into Syria… **But Clinton was flat wrong, with horrific consequences** she cannot run away from. Due to the administration’s combined failures of abandoning Iraq and abstaining from any practical role in Syria, the IS’s self-declared Caliphate now stretches across great swaths of both countries and threatens Lebanon, Jordan and Israel. IS is systematically destroying kafir holy sites, recently eradicated the nearly 2000-year-old Christian community in Mosul, is trying to exterminate the Yazidis, and is pressing Kurdish forces hard. The situation today is so dire that U.S. troops have returned to Iraq — without a Status of Forces agreement.” – Even the left is wondering, “Has Hillary ever been right?”! Or, worse yet, Sen Rand Paul says, “To interventionists like former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, we would caution that arming the Islamic rebels in Syria created a haven for the Islamic State,” Paul wrote in an op-ed in The Wall Street Journal on Thursday evening. “We are lucky Mrs. Clinton didn’t get her way and the Obama administration did not bring about regime change in Syria. That new regime might well be [ISIL].” – **UPDATE 11/8/14:** Larry Kudlow reminds us Hillary Clinton called Assad a “reformer” that the US could work with!

175. Hillary Leaves a Mess in Libya

176. 8/26/14 – Michael Dougherty points out at The Week that Hillary’s so-called “Smart Power” approach to Libya has failed miserably. “…Clinton claimed victory for her philosophy of “smart power,” the self-regarding name for bombing people on behalf of rebel groups in a war that would be cheap and easily forgotten. That wasn’t long ago. Today, Libya has two nominal governments that pretend to preside over an anarchic, stateless region that is being pillaged and harassed by terror gangs…” **UPDATE:** 2-27-15 from the Washington Times: “As Libya descends into a failed state — marked most
recently by the beheadings of 21 Coptic Christians by jihadis — Democrats are beginning to question Hillary Rodham Clinton’s rush to war in the country, and one in particular, former Sen. Jim Webb, may make national security the focal point of a presidential campaign. More than three years after Mrs. Clinton pushed for U.S. airstrikes to end Moammar Gadhafi’s four-decade-long autocracy, the country has been divided between two rival governments, each with its own military, and various tribal militias all competing for power.

177. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 48: She Personally Approved Poor Security!

178. 8/21/14 – Aaron Klein’s new book points out, “…Clinton personally signed waivers that allowed the facility to be legally occupied, since it did not meet the minimum official security standards set by the State Department. While some of those required waivers technically could have been issued by lower-level State Department officials, several other waivers could only have been approved by Clinton herself, including what is known as the “co-location” requirement. The “co-location” requirement refers to the unusual housing setup in Benghazi in which intelligence and State Department personnel were kept in two separate locations. Asks Klein: “[By signing the waivers,] did Clinton know she was approving a woefully unprotected compound? If not then at the very least she is guilty of dereliction of duty and the diplomatic equivalent of criminal negligence…”

179. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 47: She knew Her Top Aides Denied Security Measures!
Aaron Klein’s new book also reports, “…Clinton’s top deputies, including officials known to be close to her, were responsible for some major denials of security at the compound. In one example, it was Undersecretary Patrick Kennedy who canceled the use in Tripoli of a DC-3 aircraft that could have aided in the evacuation of the Benghazi victims. Kennedy also denied permission to build guard towers at the Benghazi mission and approved the withdrawal of a Security Support Team, or SST, that special U.S. force specifically maintained for counterattacks on U.S. embassies or threats against diplomatic personnel. Klein contends it defies logic that Clinton was not informed of the general nature of security at the Benghazi facility, especially since she was known to have taken a particular interest in the compound. She reportedly called for the compound to be converted into a permanent mission…”

Here’s yet another one from Aaron Klein’s new book, “Clinton suggests that Ambassador Christopher Stevens traveled to Benghazi before the attacks and implies he had meetings at the U.S. special mission that ill-fated night on his own initiative. Clinton writes: “U.S. ambassadors are not required to consult or seek approval from Washington when traveling within their countries, and rarely do. Like all chiefs of mission, Chris made decisions about his movements based on the security assessments of his team on the ground, as well as his own judgment… Clinton failed to mention Stevens may have gone to Benghazi for a project that she specifically requested.” According to congressional testimony by Gregory Hicks, the former State Department deputy chief of mission and chargé d’affaires who was in Libya at the time of the attack, Stevens went to the compound that day in part because
Clinton wanted to convert the shanty complex into a permanent mission... Rep. Darrell Issa, R-Calif., asked Hicks to summarize his testimony on why Stevens went to Benghazi. “At least one of the reasons Ambassador Stevens was in Benghazi was to further the secretary’s wish that that post become a permanent...”

184. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 45: Her Book Lies About Availability of Special Forces to Deploy to Benghazi

185. 8/21/14 – Hillary’s inability to tell the truth (sounds just like Obama) results in a lie in her Hardly Choices book. Aaron Klein reports, “Clinton wrongly writes that the closest U.S. Special Forces that could have responded to the attacks were “standing by in Fort Bragg, North Carolina, but they would take several hours to muster and were more than five thousand miles away.” Klein notes it has been confirmed Special Forces known as C-110, or the EUCOM CIF, were on a training mission in Croatia the night of the attacks. The distance between Croatia’s capital, Zagreb, and Benghazi is about 925 miles. The C-110 is a rapid-response team that exists for emergencies like terrorist attacks against U.S. embassies abroad. Instead of being deployed to Libya, the C-110 was told the night of the attacks to return to its normal operating base in Germany.”

186. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 44: Her Book LIES AGAIN About the Cussing and Spitting Susan Rice

187. 8/21/14 – Hillary’s inability to tell the truth AGAIN results in ANOTHER lie in her Hardly Choices book. Aaron Klein reports, “Writes Clinton: “Susan stated what the intelligence community believed, rightly or wrongly, at the time. That was the best she or anyone could do.”...[Gregory] Hicks testified he knew immediately it was a terrorist attack, not a protest turned violent. According to Hicks, “everybody in the mission” believed it was an act of terror “from the get-go.”

188. Hillary = Obama’s 3rd Term

189.

190. WAPT Pic – Click2Visit

191. 8/21/14 – As WAPT News 16 reports, “…If you like Obama, you will love Hillary. She was in his government, she was at his side,” said the [Hillary Clinton friend and former Aide] source. “That is, the way to go after her is four more years of the same old thing. The question they should ask her is ‘Tell me
10 things that you disagree with him on.” Others in Clinton’s current and former orbit see the “third-term Obama” question as a possible issue.” — Voters suffering from Obama fatigue, tired of his constant lies, will not be excited about electing Her Hillaryness and suffering through four more years of the same old crap.

192. Hillary Lied Big Time about her Made-up Position on Syria!

193. 8/18/14 – Jed Babbin at the American Spectator (one of our favorite sites) adds this one to the Hillary Lies List. “Clinton’s memoir of her State Department daze, Hard Choices, does say that she advocated strongly for arming the Syrian rebels, or at least the good guys among them (of which there were none.) But Clinton’s position was as variable as the weather. Her book says that after she left the State Department, on September 9, 2013 for those who are following the facts, she visited Obama and told him it was crucial to pursue a diplomatic resolution to the Syria conflict, which is a far cry from military support for the rebels. Clinton wants to divorce herself from Obama’s foreign policy and be seen stronger and more decisive. Her problem is that she, almost as much as Obama, is the architect of the foreign policy that has alienated our allies, encouraged our enemies, and left a power vacuum where once a superpower stood.”

194. ‘Hard Choices’ Hillary Forgot!
Another from our friend Jed Babbin at the American Spectator: “Obama’s intervention [in Libya] was a major mistake. [Hillary] Clinton recounts the debate but she never tells us whether she was for or against the Libya intervention… Clinton is just as slippery in recounting the decision to surge troops into Afghanistan in 2009. At one point, she says the president wanted to hear the opinion of each member of his national security team, of which Clinton was one. But, again, Slippery doesn’t tell us where she stood… Another failure, glossed over in the book, came when the Syrian civil war erupted. At one point in 2012, she talked with Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov about Syria. When he asked her, “But what is the endgame,” she had no answer, or at least her book leaves out any response she may have made. The failures go on and on. Clinton writes that she tried to stop the Saudi invasion of Bahrain. All she succeeded in doing was angering our allies. When Obama was announcing his “pivot to Asia,” Clinton met with her Chinese counterpart who told her, “Why don’t you ‘pivot’ out of here?” … Putin’s invasion of Ukraine continues. Obama’s silence is thunderous. Hillary’s silence is equally telling for someone posing as a stronger, more expert handler of such crises… Hillary won’t advocate any serious effort against ISIS or the Russian insurgency in Ukraine because she wants Obama’s political base to become hers. And because she believes in his policies, which she helped create.”

Hillary Adviser Blames Clinton for Hamas Terror Tunnels!

The Algemeiner has the bombshell story: “Dennis Ross, the senior Mideast policy adviser to Secretary of State Hillary Clinton from 2009 to 2011, has admitted that it was he who was
assigned the task of pressuring Israel to ease up on its military blockade of Gaza. “I argued with Israeli leaders and security officials, telling them they needed to allow more construction materials, including cement, into Gaza so that housing, schools and basic infrastructure could be built,” Ross revealed in the Washington Post on August 10. “They countered that Hamas would misuse it, and they were right.” Not that Hillary’s State Department had been acting independently of the White House on the issue of cement. For example, Vice President Joe Biden told interviewer Charlie Rose on Bloomberg TV in 2010: “We have put as much pressure and as much cajoling on Israel as we can to allow them to get building materials” and other forbidden items into Gaza. But now that Mrs. Clinton is attempting to distance herself from the president’s debacles in foreign affairs, Ross’ admission shows that it was she who sent her personal envoy to push for a policy that ultimately enabled Hamas to build the terror tunnels.”

199. Hillary Clinton is Boring in her hometown!
200. 8/17/14 – The Politico reports, “When Hillary Clinton signed books in Chappaqua, her hometown, it was muted, both inside the library where the event was held and elsewhere in the town. There was little overt buzz about the signing in the hamlet she’s called home for 15 years... The signing fell at the close of one of Clinton's roughest stretches since she re-entered the public eye this year during the book tour. An interview she gave to The Atlantic's Jeffrey Goldberg, in which she threaded praise of President Barack Obama with her toughest criticism of his foreign policy, dominated headlines for much of last week.”

201. She Doesn’t Have the Job, But Hillary Clinton Demands the Suite!
202. 8/17/14 – Apparently Hillary has quite the list of demands for a public speaking appearance. That is, demands other than her $225,000 speaking fee! From the Business Insider: “Hillary Clinton’s speaking contracts apparently include even more demands than previously reported. The Las Vegas Review-Journal reported Saturday evening that Clinton’s expectations for speaking at a University of Nevada, Las Vegas Foundation fundraiser included “a presidential suite” for her and “up to three (3) adjoining or contiguous single rooms” for her staff. The Democratic presidential front-runner’s “standard travel expenses” also included a chartered airplane, which should be “Gulfstream 450 or larger jet,” according to the paper’s information request concerning her UNLV appearance this October. Clinton’s speaking agency further expected “all ground transportation” to be covered, as well as “all phone charges/cell phones and meals during their stay...”

203. Hillary Not Good at Campaigning
204. 8/15/14 – Hunter Walker at Business Insider summarizes the obvious. “the conventional wisdom on Hillary Clinton seems to have shifted. Her White House bid has gone from being perceived as an inevitable juggernaut to decidedly shaky ground. While this might seem surprising, a growing number of political insiders have suggested they saw this coming for a very simple reason: Clinton just isn’t good at campaigning. Clinton’s recent book tour was
supposed to serve as a soft launch for a 2016 bid, but it quickly ran into obstacles. First, Clinton made a series of gaffes about her wealth. Then, last weekend, an interview with Clinton made headlines for her criticism of the Obama administration’s foreign-policy positions…” UPDATE 8/23/14: From the World Tribune “Clinton tends to fare better when she is visible in the public eye but not communicating beyond a preset, boring policy speech that interests only the political chattering classes. She does well to be seen but not really heard.”

205. Secret Service Detail for Hillary – Worst Job Ever!

206. 8/14/14 – From Yahoo news: “There’s no worse assignment for a Secret Service agent than protecting Hillary Clinton, if claims in a controversial new book are to be believed. Ronald Kessler’s book, “First Family Detail,…” “She is so nasty to agents that being assigned to her detail is considered a form of punishment,” Kessler told “Top Line” of Clinton, who continues to receive Secret Service protection as a former first lady. “It shines a light on her character,” Kessler said. “She claims to be a champion of the little people, and she’s going to help the middle class. And, in fact, she treats these people around her, [who] would lay down their lives for her like sub-humans; and I think voters need to consider that.”

207. Hillary Says She & Obama Messed up in Syria & that Mistake Helped ISIS!

208. 8/10/14 – Jonah Goldberg at the Atlantic writes: “The former secretary of state, and probable candidate for president, outlines her foreign-policy doctrine. She says this about President Obama’s: “Great nations need organizing principles, and ‘Don’t do stupid stuff’ is not an organizing principle.” – …she used her sharpest language yet to describe the “failure” that resulted from the decision to keep the U.S. on the sidelines during the first phase of the Syrian uprising. “The failure to help build up a credible fighting force of the people who were the originators of the protests against Assad—there were Islamists, there were secularists, there was everything in the middle—the failure to do that left a big vacuum, which the jihadists have now filled,” Clinton said. As she writes in her memoir of her State Department years, Hard Choices, she was an inside-the-administration advocate of doing more to help the Syrian rebellion…” ConservativeAmerican.org points out she didn’t advocate for that successfully. She failed in her leadership as Secretary of State by failing to convince others to agree with her position. Therefore, she and Obama (who were in charge at the time) both are responsible for the mess that has followed. Jed Babbin at the American Specator notes, “Obama responded by calling her criticism “horse****,” which it resembles closely… She showed up almost everywhere and talked to pretty much every world leader and wannabe. But for all her effort there’s precious little evidence that anyone was persuaded by her ideas.” Meanwhile, the Washington Times says Hillary’s critical comments about Obama have pissed off the left! “Hillary Rodham Clinton hugged out her differences with President Obama on Wednesday night, but she may need to save some of that affection for disenchanted liberals who fear the Democratic
party’s 2016 front-runner is acting more like a thinly veiled neoconservative. After her harsh critique of Mr. Obama’s foreign policy in an interview published last week, the two talked by phone Tuesday and met in person Wednesday at a private party on Martha’s Vineyard. The White House said the president and first lady “were happy to have the chance to spend time” with Mrs. Clinton.” — Pleased to see her?! I think not. Fox News says Hillary’s attempt backfired…

“Two years before her Atlantic interview, Clinton suggested to CBS News that arming a moderate faction in Syria was not “viable.” And since her critical comments of the Obama administration’s policy were published, the ex-secretary has phoned the president to clarify her remarks. According to reports of the call, the message was: no hard feelings… “This is such a blatant display of Clinton inauthenticity. It’s breathtaking,” Fox News contributor and syndicated columnist Charles Krauthammer said Wednesday. “She did finally appear to say something that she believes and then, of course, retracted.” — As for that retraction and the promise to “hug it out” with Obama, Greg Richter writes at Newsmax that no such thing happened. “President Barack Obama and his former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton were supposed to have hugged it out and made up when they both attended a party on Martha’s Vineyard last week, but Clinton biographer Ed Klein says no such thing happened. Instead, Klein writes in the New York Post, the meeting was “a tense, awkward freeze-a-thon.” …According to Klein, Hillary Clinton and Obama were seated near each other, but did not speak. The Clintons and Obamas went out of their way to avoid each other, Klein said.”

Hillary Clinton is no ‘Populist!’ She’s in the Goldman Sachs Country Club!

8/3/14 – From the liberal Ring of Fire website: “…Clinton’s camp is trying to market the former Secretary of State as a populist candidate, but a quick look through her history proves that’s not the case. This week, she spoke at an Ameriprise Financial conference in Boston, filling in for George W. Bush. She’s also booked or has made speeches for Fidelity, KKR and Co., the Carlyle Group, and Goldman Sachs. In June, the Clintons held a daylong event to discuss the family’s philanthropic foundation with its biggest donors. Where was this meeting held? At the Goldman Sach’s headquarters, of course. The investment banking firm has donated anywhere between $250,000 and $500,000 to the foundation…” Amy Eddings says that makes many libs question where her loyalties lie. Why question it? Isn't it obvious?! UPDATE 10/14: The Politico says some powerful donors are NOT ready for Hillary either.

Excuses, excuses! More from Madame Hillary!

8/1/14 The Clinton News Network (CNN) is reporting Hillary has blamed Billy Bob’s disgusting sexual antics and misbehavior on abuse. This from the same lady who laughs about adults abusing kids! From CNN comes the Hillary quote: “He [Bill Clinton] was so young, barely 4, when he was scarred by abuse. … There was terrible conflict between his mother and his grandmother. A psychologist once told me that for a boy being in the middle of a conflict between two women is the worst possible situation. There’s always a desire to please each one.” …In a conversation with Diane Blair in 1998, Blair claims
Hillary Clinton mentioned that she and Bill Clinton spoke with a psychologist who dealt with family therapy and sexual infidelity problems. “Most men with fidelity problems raised by two women and felt conflicts between them,” Blair wrote in a diary about her conversation with Clinton. The psychologist had “read about Bill’s bio; grandmother despised Virginia, tried to get custody of Bill; Bill adored by his mother; but she left him, etc. etc.” Hillary told an interviewer...the President’s infidelity issues stemmed from his abusive mother and led to a sex addiction for the former president.” I guess for the feminist leader Hillary Clinton, this things make Billy Bob Blythe’s behavior acceptable.

8/1/14 When people want to look at “the record” of something, they want to see the facts. The record-ed information of a happening is factual. So why would Hillary Rodham Clinton fans need to start a group ficticiously called “Correct the Record” to restate and respin the truth? Hmmmm? What BS! Maggie Haberman writes at the Politico that group is out with seven talking pints to repair the damage done by Hillary’s book tour blunders! She quotes Isaac Wright, a leader at the Obscure the Record group: “…the right-wing attack machine is not substantially changing the dynamic. The American people haven’t allowed it. They know better.” Really?! Then why the need for seven talking points, eh? He continues his daydream this way, “Right-wing strategists realize Hillary Clinton is well suited for a 2016 general election and are spending significant quantities of money, political capital, and time hoping to undercut Clinton’s momentum, forward-thinking vision and record of accomplishment.” In his dreams perhaps. there isn’t a single strategist on the right that believes Hillary Clinton is well suited for anything other than a job as a CNN talk show host. To correct the record on Correct the Record’s lame attempt, we note that strategists are trying to undercut Hillary only because they don’t want another lying, millionaire socialist in the White House. This is a mean and vindictive woman and a person like that has no business in the people’s house.

7/29/14 – Yet another reason Hillary is an idiot: She has joined the Bob Costas crowd calling for the Redskins NFL football team to change its name. If you were a native American, what would be more offensive to you — taking the Redskins name as proud and victorius
warriors or using the name “Cowboys?!” As we have explained before, the whole issue is nonsense. From CBS Sports, we learn Hillary is all too happy to join the nonsense: “During an interview with Fusion TV on Monday, Clinton was asked if she thought ‘Redskins’ was a racial slur. “I think it’s insensitive and I think there’s no reason for it to continue as the name of a team in our nation’s capital,” Clinton said. “I would love to see the owners think hard about what they could substitute.”

217.Hillary Clinton’s Stupid Defense of Hamas!

7/29/14 – On Fusion TV today, Hillary Clinton defended the terrorist group, Hamas as it lodges rockets at Israeli children daily. “Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton explained that Hamas hides their military weapons among civilians due mainly to geography, not religious extremism or hatred of the state of Israel. When asked about Hamas use of schools to fire rockets at Israel, thereby endangering children, she had this to say: “Hamas puts its missiles, its rockets in civilian areas; part of it is because Gaza is pretty small and it’s densely populated.” – She can’t be serious! They hid them in schools cuz there’s just no other place to put them? Give us a break. No one wants a zero like that in the White House. And she thinks Hamas has its back against the wall?! What about Israel?

218.

219. Breitbart points out this is yet another piece of evidence that Clinton would continue the Obama anti-Israel policies. FrontPage Magazine calls her a ‘fake’ over this lame response.

220. Demo-Socialist Hillary Clinton says US Supreme is Anti-Women?!

7/2/14 – As reported on the Rush Limbaugh show http://www.rushlimbaugh.com/daily/2014/07/02/nobody_can_name_anything_hillary_did_as_secstate: Hillary Clinton thinks that the Supreme Court’s ruling in the Hobby Lobby case is a step toward the kind of anti-women policy seen in extremist, undemocratic nations. Rush Limbaugh said, “This woman is either a blithering idiot or a total in-the-tank statist, maybe a combination of the two. But this is not a step toward anything. This is a temporary halt in the onslaught toward totalitarianism.”

221. Democrats Upset with Hillary’s Comments on Immigration

6/28/14 – Nothing like ticking off your base. Ruben Navarrette writes at the San Jose Mercury News about Madame Hillary’s misstep, “Clinton glibly said during a recent CNN town hall that these young people “should be sent back” because “we have to send a clear message: Just because your child gets across the border, that doesn’t mean the child gets to stay.” So does this mean we’re going to enter these homes where families have been reunited, and rip the child out of the arms of his parents? U.S. Latinos got the message. Clinton — who started her career with the Children’s Defense Fund and who likes to think of herself as a lifelong advocate for children — won’t defend or advocate for these children. With her tough-sounding “send them back” mantra, Clinton forgot the same thing that so many Republicans often forget: Any solution to
the immigration problem that fits neatly on a bumper sticker is not a good approach.”

225. Hillary Says Her Gaffe Doesn’t Count Because It was Only Five Words!

6/16/14 – Rush Limbaugh said the other day, “You put a bucket of excrement in front of her [Hillary Clinton], and she’s going to step in it.” Rush is right again. The Wall Street Journal reports today that Hillary is once again making excuses for being so out of touch with regular Americans: “Well, I shouldn’t have said the five or so words that I said, but my inartful use of those few words doesn’t change who I am, what I’ve stood for my entire life, what I stand for today.” — Yeah, and that’s the problem Mrs. Clinton! You are still the same out of touch one-percenter you have been for decades. UPDATE 6/29/14: Ruth Marcus says Hillary is whiny and defensive about this.

226. Democrat Author Raises Possibility Hillary is not Healthy Enough to be President!

6/23/14 – A few short weeks ago, Karl Rove and others were blasted for daring to question Hillary’s health. It was all just political wishful thinking from mean republicans, right? Well, democrat Edward Klein is out with a new book about the Clintons and Obama’s and he writes that Hillary Clinton has a serious heart condition. That alone would make her unfit to be President. Obviously some mean ol’ republican must have tricked Mr. Klein, right?! From Rush Limbaugh: “…the chapter on Hillary’s health, and if this is true, this is devastating. Hillary has a bad heart. Doctors diagnosed Hillary with several problems. This is after she fell and hit her head and all that horrible stuff happened, was out for six months. She had a right transverse venous thrombosis, which is a blood clot between her brain and her skull. “To make matters worse, it turned out that Hillary had an intrinsic tendency to form clots and faint. In addition to the fainting spell she suffered in Buffalo a few years before, she had fainted boarding her plane in Yemen, fallen and fractured her elbow in 2009, and suffered other unspecified fainting episodes. Several years earlier, she had developed a clot in her leg and was put on anticoagulant therapy by her doctor. However, she had foolishly stopped taking her anticoagulant medicine,” like all smartest women in the world do “which might have explained the most recent thrombotic event,” or clot. And it makes the point that Hillary has flown so many miles as secretary of state that that’s another reason why she’s got thrombotic tendencies, ’cause flying up there so long promotes lack of blood flow and clots and this kind of stuff. “Hillary’s tendency to form clots was the least of her problems. She also suffered from a thyroid condition, which was common among women of her age,” even smartest women of her age, “and her fainting spells indicated there was an underlying heart problem as well. A cardiac stress test indicated that her heart rhythm and heart valves were not normal. Put into layman’s language, her heart valves were not pumping in a steady way. “When the author,” Ed Klein, “attempted to contact the Clintons’ cardiologist, Dr. Allan Schwartz, he refused to comment, which made it impossible to determine the exact nature of Hillary’s medical status or its long-term significance. However,
sources who discussed Hillary’s medical condition with her were told that Hillary’s doctors considered performing valve-replacement surgery. They ultimately decided against it. Still, before they released Hillary from the hospital, they warned Bill Clinton: ‘She has to be carefully monitored for the rest of her life.’”

229. “Clueless” Hillary Clinton has “Zero Empathy” for everyday Americans
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232. 6/23/14 – Rush Hudson Limbaugh discussed Hillary Clinton’s inability to stop talking about how rich she is. “‘We’re not well off.’ She has no idea. The point here is, she has no idea. Big Democrats, they care! They’re for the little guy. They’re clueless! They have no idea. She wouldn’t be talking this way if she had any idea what life was like for most people in this country, particularly now in the Obama-Democrat Party economy. You can’t talk to any people that vote for her and get any sympathy for her when they know that she may be worth $50 million and says, “Well, we’re not truly well off. We pay ordinary income taxes.” This is tone deafness on steroids. It is an inability to relate to people. It is zero empathy… How can the smartest woman in the world say such dumb things consistently?” More here on the Hildebeast and her money from HotAir.com, the U.K. Daily Mail, or the Daily Caller.

233. Even Hillary’s daughter, is Always Talking About Money!

234. 6/23/14 – Again from Rush Limbaugh: “The Chelsea story’s in the New York Daily News: Hillary Clinton insists she isn’t ‘well-off’ and now daughter Chelsea says she couldn’t care less about money. ‘I was curious if I could care about (money) on some fundamental level, and I couldn’t,’ she told UK’s The Telegraph, explaining why she gave up lucrative gigs to join her family’s philanthropic foundation. Comparing her experience to the average millennial, the 34-year-old former first daughter defended jumping around to different careers — from consulting to a hedge fund to academia to journalism — before finding her true calling working with her parents.” Aw. Her true calling working with her parents is going to guarantee her a lot of money without having to work for it. Who are they trying to kid here?” — It’s easy for future President Chelsea not to “care” about money. NBC gave the rookie journalist a whopping $600,000 a year salary. She should try being poor once. Then she might care about money. I’m sorry but what kind of Bee-otch says stuff like this? Chelsea has inherited the arrogant gene!

235. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 43: Admits She Knew the Video was a Lie!
236. 6/23/14 – Ed Klein is out with a new book, ‘Blood Fued,’ about the Clintons dueling with the Obama’s in which he details the lies Hillary Clinton’s team told him as they toss Obama under the bus to save the hopes of Hillary 2016: “By 10 p.m. on Sept. 11, 2012, when Hillary Clinton received a call from President Obama… She had no doubt that a terrorist attack had been launched against America on the anniversary of 9/11. However, when Hillary picked up the phone and heard Obama’s voice, she learned the president had other ideas in mind. With less than two months before Election Day, he was still boasting that he had al?Qaeda on the run. If the truth about Benghazli became known, it would blow that argument out of the water. “Hillary was stunned when she heard the president talk about the Benghazli attack.” — So the new plan, “leaked” to Klein, apparently is to blame President Obama for coming up with this lie and pretend she had nothing to do with it. That’s kind of hard to do when she continues to go along with the lies to this very day! Back to the Klein book from the New York Postal: “…one of her top legal advisers said in an interview. “Obama wanted her to say that the attack had been a spontaneous demonstration triggered by an obscure video on the Internet that demeaned the Prophet Mohammed.” This adviser continued: “Hillary told Obama, ‘Mr. President, that story isn’t credible. Among other things, it ignores the fact that the attack occurred on 9/11.’ But the president was adamant. He said, ‘Hillary, I need you to put out a State Department release as soon as possible.’” — Of course Hillary herself can deny all of this. She can claim she didn’t tell this “adviser” to say any of that and that none of it is true. Unless it works, then she will come forward and say, yes it is all true. Either way, she loses. She and the the President have carried out a terrible crime against the nation far worse than Watergate ever was. They lied in order to win an electionand did nothing to save the lives of four Americans. President Obama must be impeached for this. Hillary Clinton should be prosecuted. Klein then writes that Hillary called Billy Bob Clinton: ““That story won’t hold up,” Bill said. “I know,” Hillary said. “I told the president that.” “It’s an impossible story,” Bill said. “I can’t believe the president is claiming it wasn’t terrorism. Then again, maybe I can. It looks like Obama isn’t going to allow anyone to say that terrorism has occurred on his watch.” Hillary’s legal adviser provided further detail: “During their phone call, Bill started playing with various doomsday scenarios, up to and including the idea that Hillary consider resigning as secretary of state over the issue. But both he and Hillary quickly agreed that resigning wasn’t a realistic option.” — How many AMericans will be dumb enough to believe this new lie?

237. 6/22/14 – Philip Rucker at the Washington Postal points out the latest version of Hillary ‘stepping in it.” “Hillary Rodham Clinton defended scrutiny on her and her husband’s personal wealth by contrasting herself in an interview published Sunday with other multimillionaires who are “truly well off.” — As if there is any such thing as a multimillionaire who is NOT truly well off! More from Rucker: “Clinton was asked whether she could be a credible champion for fighting income inequality in the United States despite her wealth.
“But they don’t see me as part of the problem... because we pay ordinary income tax, unlike a lot of people who are truly well off, not to name names; and we’ve done it through dint of hard work.” — First of all, no one says “dint.” Second, is she suggesting most multimillionaires got that way without hard work?! This is ridiculous. She is running from herself, campaigning against herself, as she speaks about income inequality. She is the very wealthy person that she wants voters to hate! Some sort of psychological issue is going on with Hillary. Does she hate herself? Back to the Postal: “If Hillary is going to run for President she might be advised to take a lengthy sabbatical from her $200k per pop speaking tour and private shopping sprees at Bergdorfs to try and reconnect with what’s happening back here on Earth,” [said] Tim Miller, executive director of America Rising... Ana Navarro, a Republican strategist and adviser to past presidential campaigns, tweeted: “Hillary’s so out of touch, she doesn’t know she’s out of touch. That she doesn’t think she’s ‘really well off’ is crazy.” UPDATE 6/27/14: Since Hillary is truly well off, students at UNLV have asked her to donate back her $225,000 speaking fee!

239. World’s ‘Smartest Woman,’ Hillary Clinton Suggests Breaking the Law in Dealing with Cuba!

240. 6/22/14 – In a funny and creative article, Humberto Fontova writes at the Miami Herald that Hillary apparently flunked her foreign policy exam! “…Hillary Clinton was widely known as “The Smartest Woman in the World...” In her new book, Hard Choices, Hillary Clinton reveals that she prodded President Obama to “lift or ease” (what’s left of) the so-called Cuba embargo... But doesn’t she know that what’s left of the sanctions against Castro’s Stalinist regime are codified into law and can only be lifted by Congress, obviously after a vote? In fact, this codification took place with passage of the Helms-Burton Act in 1996. President Obama, having already delighted Castro by loopholing the Cuba sanctions almost to death, can’t go much further. Has Clinton forgotten? Or is this constitutional “expert” advocating even more U.S. government by executive fiat?”

241. Hillary Clinton is a ‘Phony Populist,’ Says the Liberal Left!

242. 6/22/14 – Our liberal friends at Salon.com are calling Hillary Clinton a “phony populist” today. Salon says, “The gilded age [that Hillary] Clinton now laments had its roots in the dark side of Bill’s economic record. So why trust her now?” Author Thomas Frank sees the hypocrisy, “A few weeks ago I was
surprised to read that Hillary Clinton acknowledged the current economy to be “a throwback to the Gilded Age of the robber barons.” It wasn’t the comparison itself that astonished me. That we are living in a “new Gilded Age” is a commonplace that is rapidly becoming a cliché. The former senator and secretary of state’s words affected me because they reminded me of the… mid-1990s, when my colleagues and I at The Baffler magazine used the phrase to describe the era presided over by Hillary Clinton’s husband Bill.”

Frank uses a few examples to make his point. “The point that really nailed the Gilded Age comparison, however, was the obvious return of monopoly in industry after industry. The concentration of media ownership, a development facilitated by Clinton’s 1996 telecom deregulation, was particularly scary… The same kind of monopoly-building was happening in the ’90s in food processing and meat packing. It was happening in oil. It was happening among defense contractors, with the Clinton Administration’s active encouragement. And, as we all know, it was happening in the financial sector, a process that culminated in the much-celebrated repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act in 1999. Then there were Bill Clinton’s beloved free-trade deals; one effect of these, according to Barry Lynn of the New America Foundation, has been to expose our economy to monopolies based overseas, which have proceeded to gobble up sectors like the beer industry, 80 percent of which is controlled today by just two foreign companies.” — We agree with Frank in this sense; it is odd for Hillary Clinton to pretend today to be against this gilded economy when as ‘co-president’ with Bill, the two of them ushered in a so-called gilded age.

243. Hillary Clinton Disagees with Herself over handling of 1975 Rape Case!

6/20/14 – ABCDEmocrat News had to correct itself over the weekend, originally reporting what Hillary RahmRod Clinton wrote in her book about the 1975 case where she represented a child rapist (and laughed about getting him off even though she thought he was guilty!). Later ABC had to adjust its story to address the conflict between what Hillary wrote and what she said on an audio tape. “…An earlier version of this story described Clinton as Taylor’s court-appointed attorney. The story has been changed to reflect the difference between what Clinton wrote in her memoir, “Living History,” and what she is heard saying on the newly-released audio records… In “Living History,” Clinton wrote that the criminal court judge appointed her, and that she “couldn’t very well refuse the judge’s request.” The 2008 Newsday story quotes then-Clinton spokesman Howard Wolfson who refers to her as being “appointed by the Circuit Court of Washington County.”
However, in the newly-released audio tapes Clinton says a prosecutor for the case asked to take the case “as a favor to him.” — Oh, but we shouldn’t be too harsh on Hillary, who recently admitted she plans to try something new like telling the truth. After all, it’s hard to keep decades of lies straight.

245. Hillary Clinton Says Those Who Support Gun Rights are Terrorists!

246. 6/17/14 – As DownTrend.com puts it, “Clinton went on to explain her reason for supporting gun control an expanded conversation about how to reduce gun violence. Then, she took on people who have the audacity to believe that the Second Amendment is still relevant. “We cannot let a minority of people? and that's what it is, it is a minority of people? hold a viewpoint that terrorizes the majority of people,” Clinton said.”

247. Hillary Clinton Defended A Man She Believed was Guilty of Raping a 12-year-old Girl! New Tapes

248. 6/16/14 – Alana Goodman at the Washington Free Beacon breaks this story after discovering “The Hillary Tapes” Clinton made between 1983 and 1987. Goodman reports, “Newly discovered audio recordings of Hillary Clinton from the early 1980s include the former first lady’s frank and detailed assessment of the most significant criminal case of her legal career: defending a man accused of raping a 12-year-old girl. In 1975, the same year she married Bill, Hillary Clinton agreed to serve as the court-appointed attorney for Thomas Alfred Taylor, a 41-year-old accused of raping the child after luring her into a car.” Goodman says the recordings include Clinton’s suggestion that she knew Taylor was guilty at the time. “She says she used a legal technicality to plead her client, who faced 30 years to life in prison, down to a lesser charge. The recording and transcript, along with court documents pertaining to the case, are embedded below. The full story of the Taylor defense calls into question Clinton’s narrative of her early years as a devoted women and children’s advocate in Arkansas—a narrative the 2016 presidential frontrunner continues to promote on her current book tour. Her comments on the rape trial are part of more than five hours of unpublished interviews conducted by Arkansas reporter Roy Reed with then-Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton and his wife in the mid-1980s. The interviews, archived at the University of Arkansas in Fayetteville, were intended for an Esquire magazine profile that was never published…”

Hillary Clinton laughed when discussing the fact some evidence against her client was destroyed! Oh yeah, Hillary. Ha, ha. That’s real funny that you helped get a man off who attacked a defenseless little girl! How dare you laugh at that?! “I had him take a polygraph, which he passed – which forever destroyed my faith in polygraphs,” she [Hillary] added with a laugh. Child Rapist Lawyer Hillary Clinton can also be heard laughing at several points when discussing the crime lab’s accidental destruction of DNA evidence that tied Taylor to the crime… When Clinton returned to Arkansas, she said she gave the prosecutor a clipping of the New York forensic investigator’s “Who’s Who.” “I handed it to Gibson, and I said, ‘Well this guy's ready to come up from New York to prevent this miscarriage of justice,’” said Clinton, breaking into laughter.”
More from Goodman, “A lengthy yet largely overlooked 2008 Newsday story focused on Clinton’s legal strategy of attacking the credibility of the 12-year-old victim. The girl had joined Taylor and two male acquaintances, including one 15-year-old boy she had a crush on, on a late-night trip to the bowling alley, according to Newsday. Taylor drove the group around in his truck, pouring the girl whisky and coke on the way. The group later drove to a “weedy ravine” near the highway where Taylor raped the 12-year-old. Around 4 a.m., the girl and her mother went to the hospital, where she was given medical tests and reported that she had been assaulted. Taylor was arrested on May 13, 1975…” — UPDATE 6/22/14: While Jonathan Adler at the Washington Postal tries to defend Hillary writing, “This is not something for which she should be attacked. We are all the worse off if the message sent to young lawyers is that representing guilty or unpopular clients is likely to be a political liability down the road,” he does not address the fact she laughed about getting the guy off or that she apparently violated attorney-client privilege by doing the interview about the case. Are those things for which she should not be attacked, Mr. Adler?!

Hillary Clinton Writings Attack a Little Girl who was Raped!!

From the Washington Free Beacon on 6/16/14: “In a July 28, 1975, court affidavit, Clinton wrote that she had been informed the young girl was “emotionally unstable” and had a “tendency to seek out older men and engage in fantasizing.” “I have also been told by an expert in child psychology that children in early adolescence tend to exaggerate or romanticize sexual experiences and that adolescents in disorganized families, such as the complainant’s, are even more prone to exaggerate behavior,” Clinton said. Clinton said the child had “in the past made false accusations about persons, claiming they had attacked her body” and that the girl “exhibits an unusual stubbornness and temper when she does not get her way.” — Hmm. Sounds like Hillary herself. More from the story: “Now 52, the victim resides in the same town where she was born. Divorced and living alone, she blames her troubled life on the attack. She was in prison for check forgery to pay for her prior addiction to methamphetamines when Newsday interviewed her in 2008. The story says she harbored no ill will toward Clinton. According to her, that is not the case. “Is this about that rape of me?” she asked when a Free Beacon reporter knocked on her door and requested an interview. Declining an interview, she nevertheless expressed deep and abiding hostility toward the Newsday reporter who spoke to her in 2008—and toward her assailant’s defender, Hillary Rodham Clinton.” — Well there’s another woman Hillary won’t be choosing to stand up for. UPDATE 6/20/14: From the Daily Beast: “Hillary Clinton took me through Hell,” the victim said. The Daily Beast agreed to withhold her name out of concern for her privacy as a victim of sexual assault. The victim said if she saw Clinton today, she would call her out for what she sees as the hypocrisy of Clinton’s current campaign to fight for
women’s rights compared to her actions regarding this rape case so long ago. “I would say [to Clinton], ‘You took a case of mine in ’75, you lied on me… I realize the truth now, the heart of what you’ve done to me. And you are supposed to be for women? You call that [being] for women, what you done to me? And I hear you on tape laughing.” – UPDATE 9/1/14: Here’s a funny one. The Hillary front group calling itself “Correct the Record” (of all things!) is out trying to say how great Hillary has been for women! Nothing could be further from the truth. Can you say Gennifer Flowers? The only women Hillary cares about are those she can use to gain more power and money or those she can date. Hillary Clinton is no hero for women with her stand-by-your-man-no-matter-how-much-he-abuses-you position. What a crock!

254. Hillary Clinton Violated Attorney-Client Privilege in the 1980’s!
255. 6/16/14 – Alana Goodman at the Washington Free Beacon breaks this story after discovering “The Hillary Tapes” Clinton made between 1983 and 1987. Goodman reports, “Ronald D. Rotunda, a professor of legal ethics at Chapman University, told the Washington Free Beacon. “We don’t have to believe the client is innocent…our job is to represent the client in the best way we can within the bounds of the law.” However, Rotunda said, for a lawyer to disclose the results of a client’s polygraph and guilt is a potential violation of attorney-client privilege. “You can’t do that,” he said. “Unless the client says: ‘You’re free to tell people that you really think I’m a scumbag, and the only reason I got a lighter sentence is because you’re a really clever lawyer.’” — Apparently a bad lawyer in this case.

256. Hillary Clinton Was Suspended from the Arkansas Bar in 2002!
259. 6/16/14 – **Alana Goodman** at the Washington Free Beacon breaks this story after discovering “The Hillary Tapes” Clinton made between 1983 and 1987. Goodman reports, “Clinton was suspended from the Arkansas bar in March of 2002 for failing to keep up with continuing legal education requirements, according to Arkansas judicial records.”

260. Adoring Media Refers to Hillary’s BS on Keystone as being “Coy!”

261. 6/16/14 – OMG! Hillary RahmRod Clinton says she couldn’t possibly answer a question about the Keystone Pipeline she and Obama refused to approve. Her reason? If you want to know, please plug in your Bullsh** detector before reading on. This is one of the biggest lines of crap she has ever spewed! “…because I had responsibility for it [Keystone] and it’s been passed on and it wouldn’t be appropriate, but I hope that Canadians appreciate that the United States government – the Obama administration – is trying to get it right,” she continued. “And getting it right doesn’t mean you will agree or disagree with the decision, but that it will be one based on the best available evidence and all of the complex local, state, federal, interlocking laws and concerns.” — It gets better. The best part about this Politico story is the headline: “Hillary Clinton keeps coy on Keystone!” COY?! Let me decode that for you. For a republican it is called being evasive and having something to hide, but to Politico it is cute and kind of sexy coming from Madame Hillary!! Don’t believe me? Here’s what “COY” means; *(especially with reference to a woman) making a pretense of shyness or modesty that is intended to be alluring.* “she treated him to a coy smile of invitation” synonyms: arch, simpering, coquettish, flirtatious, kittenish; More demure, shy, modest, bashful, reticent, diffident, self-effacing, shrinking, timid “her coy demeanor is just an act” antonyms: brazen – reluctant to give details, especially about something regarded as sensitive. “he is coy about his age” – dated, quiet and reserved; shy.” — Yes, we know their intent was likely that she was reluctant to give details, but the use of the word “Coy” implies that it was kind of clever, attractive, alluring. Hardly the treatment they will give the GOP candidate in 2016. This isn’t coy at all, it’s solid bullsh**! She and Obama simply are catering to environmental wackos who would rather drive solar cars than employ their neighbors. Hillary Clinton most certainly could comment on this if she wanted to. She’s made plenty of “inappropriate” comments before!

262. Hillary Admits Her Words are Chosen for Political Advantage! – Lies to Cover Up Her Book Tour Blunders!
Try to explain away her abrasive and paranoid responses to fair questions from the media, Hillary Clinton again chose to lie rather than be honest. And the funny part is that she lied about choosing to lie rather than being honest. Everything she says is a calculated political answer and has nothing to do with the truth. Yet she had the hubris to claim, “I am totally done with, you know, being really careful about what to say because somebody might think this instead of that,” she told [her own longtime adviser Lissa] Musctaine. She is as far from being totally done with being careful about what she says as it is possible to be! She is incapable of being honest and telling the truth because she knows people don’t like her when she shows her true, cruel and lying self to the public. From the Politico, “It just gets too exhausting and frustrating…” She should know! She’s been doing this for years and she just admitted it! There is not other explanation for her speaking-from-experience comment that ‘being really careful about what to say’ for political reasons is tiring and frustrating. Oops!! Another blunder! And this one from… an accidental bit of honesty?! She continued, “…and it just seemed a whole lot easier to just put it out there and [I] hope people get used to it — whether you agree with it or not you know exactly where I come from, what I think, what I feel.” — And so she is admitting a change here, “It just seemed a whole lot easier” to do something different now, like to “just put it out there” (meaning to tell the truth… which in HillaryLand still is a LIE!). Reporters should follow up and ask her to highlight some of the previous times, before her new pretend strategy to be honest, she simply lied or made up the answers based on political strategy. It’s a fair questions, even if it does piss her off. UPDATE 6/16/14: The delightful Jennifer Rubin agrees, pointing out at the Washington Postal, “There is nothing so excruciating as watching Hillary Clinton pretend to be candid — unless it is watching her pretend to be candid as part of some heavy-handed damage control… Oh puhleez.”

Hillary: What Difference, at this point, Does it Make that Thousands of Soldiers Died to give Iraq Freedom?!

6/13/14 – From CNN (The Clinton News Network): “Clinton characterized the Maliki government [in Iraq] as “dysfunctional, unrepresentative, authoritarian” in front of an audience of 1,500 in Washington. For that reason, she added – to sustained applause – that “there’s no reason on earth that I know of that we would ever sacrifice a single American life for that. We
certainly don't want to fight," Clinton added." – Perhaps she forgot we already sacrificed thousands of lives in the Iraq war?

266. Hillary’s Tense Exchange with NPR’s Terry Gross

267. 6/12/14 – National Progressive Radio’s Terry Gross asked Madame Hillary if she simply changed her position on gay unions to be politically expedient. The Politico reports Hillary’s response didn’t go over too well. "...a number of Democrats outside of Clinton’s orbit saw a losing strategy. “Hillary simply needs to learn to speak to the voters through the interviewer rather than taking the bait,” said one veteran Democratic strategist, who asked not to be identified. “When you get combative, you are simply inviting the rest of the media to take the same approach." …Another Democrat said the Gross interview, combined with the “dead broke” comment, reminded liberal Democrats who’ve viewed her warily of what troubles them about her. “Given a friendly audience and a huge shift in opinion [on gay marriage that] she could celebrate and embrace, she took it out of the realm of progress and into political paranoia?,” said the Democrat, referring to the large audience of progressives who listen to Gross’ show.” — And from the Washington Postal comes one of Hillary’s more awkward moments. After reminding the audience, which laughed in response, that she is an “American,” Hillary said, “No, I don’t think you are trying to clarify. I think you are trying to say that I used to be opposed and now I am in favor and I did it for political reasons. And that’s just flat wrong. So let me just state what I feel like I think you are implying and repudiate it. I have a strong record. I have a great commitment to this issue and I am proud of what I’ve done and the progress were making.” — The Postal called Hillary comments ‘Strange,’ and ‘Awkward.’

268. Hillary Says 5 Taliban Generals Released from Gitmo are Not a Threat to the USA!

269. 6/11/14 – Continuing the Team Obama story that there is no War on Terror anymore, Hillary Clinton today claimed that freeing five “moderate Taliban” generals from the prison at Guantanamo Bay in exchange for the return of a traitor will not harm the USA!

270.

271. What difference, at this point, does it make if Bowe Berdahl was a hero or a traitor? What difference, at this point, does it make that six Americans died trying to ‘recover’ Bergdahl after he voluntarily left the military saying he was ashamed to be an American?! Hillary wants you to believe that terrorists overseas in Afghanistan are not a threat to our great nation. That is an amazingly stupid conclusion given that terrorists overseas in Afghanistan like Osama Bin Laden and the 5 men Obama-Hillary released were those responsible for the 9/11 terrorist attack in New York. How soon she wants us all to forget.

272. Hillary Picks and Chooses Which Women to Defend, Including Sarah Palin!

273. 6/11/14 – While Hillary Clinton herself has been careful to avoid direct criticism of Sarah Palin, she also has been careful to avoid any kind of positie
comment about her as well. A confused Hillary Clinton perhaps forgot that her former team member called Palin an “Extraordinary Ass…”

274. The liberal Huffington Post remembers the Team Hillary comment: “Sarah Palin was at the butt end of an insult from former Clinton aide Jami Floyd on Friday, when Floyd called the former Alaska Governor and potential presidential fascination an “extraordinary ass.” “Never underestimate your opponent and the governor says she’s an extraordinary asset to her party,” Floyd said on MSNBC. “I say she’s an extraordinary ass, frankly.” Floyd reportedly worked for First Lady Hillary as a ‘White House Fellow’ and was even an ABCDEmocrat News reporter. Also, Hillary herself included criticism in her weak statement on Palin saying, “While their [McCain-Palin] policies would take America in the wrong direction, Governor Palin will add an important new voice to the debate.” An important “but wrong” voice?! Sounds like criticism to me. And Hillary also refused to appear with Sarah Palin on an issue they supposedly agreed on. “Clinton pulled out of her scheduled appearance at the rally protesting Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad when she found out Palin would also be there.”

276. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 42: Death of Four Americans is “Minor League” Issue!

277. 6/11/14 – IN a Bizarre statement, Madame Secretary Clinton has compared the Benghazi, Liby deaths of “Four Dead Americans” to playing minor league baseball. The aging and confused Hillary said the Benghazi Scandal is, “…more of a reason to run [for President in 2016], because I do not believe our great country should be playing minor league ball. We ought to be in the majors,” Clinton said emphatically. “I view this as really apart from — even a diversion from — the hard work that the Congress should be doing about the problems facing our country and the world.” – Yeah. I mean, what difference, at this point, does it make to the families of those minor league players who were killed?! How dare she compare the lives of these people to minor league
baseball? How dare she say the loss of these lives (So 2 years ago, don’t ya
know) is a “minor” issue! OMG! Please don’t let this woman anywhere near the
White House in 2016.

278. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 41: Hillary Says “I Take Responsibility, But…”
279. 6/10/14 – From Investors.com, “In her interview with ABC’s Diane Sawyer,
Clinton was unpresidentially making excuses, not choices. Of the Benghazi
attack that killed our ambassador to Libya and three other U.S. personnel, she
said she “certainly would give anything on Earth if this had not happened. And I
certainly would wish that we had made some of the changes that came to our
attention to make as a result of the investigation.” But “we had a system and
that system, of course, ended with me.” Clinton said she took
“responsibility, but I was not making security decisions.” I take
responsibility, but …” — Uhm, Mrs. Hillary? You can’t take responsibility if you
follow the statement with “But it wasn’t me.” What an awful person this woman
is.

280. Hillary Claims she Helped Restore U.S. Leadership in the World!
281. 6/10/14 – Hillary Clinton is well into her revisionist history with this claim!
She didn’t help restore U.S. Leadership in the world, she tuined it! She claimed
the Bush White House had left Team Obama-Hillary with a mess she had to
clean up and she cleaned it up! Breitbart quotes her foolish statement, “I think
we restored America’s leadership at a time when it was in quite dire straights.”
Under her leadership, the USA is now nothing but a joke to Russia, while other
nations know Uncle Sam makes big scary threats, but does not follow through.
This is hardly restoring any sense of ‘leadership.’

282. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 40: Claims she DID do “something” about
Benghazi–She trusted Others to Do Something!
283. 6/9/14 – ABCDEMocrat News Anchorette Diane Sawyer gets Hillary upset
again, asking about Benghazi. You know, that was sooo two years ago,
Dude...

284.

285. So her claim is that she did do something. The something she did was to
trust people beneath her to do something. “That is personal, Diane!” Of course
she was completely hands off. Probably she didn’t know anything about this
until she read it in the paper just like you?! UPDATE 8/3/14: As Sen Rand
Paul says, “…if you don’t read the cables from one of the most dangerous
spots on earth, frankly, you preclude yourself from ever being our commander
in chief.” See her other 39 Benghazi lies below…

286. Hillary Lies About Her Personal Finances – Admits she is Bad Handling
Money!
287. 6/9/14 – In the same interview Hillary did with Diane Sawyer about the new
Mrs. Clinton book (Failing to Make) Hard Choices, she actually had the
audacity to lie to America claiming she was poor after leaving the White
House and despite their 12-million in income in 2001, they had a hard time
paying for Chelsea’s college and finding money to buy “Houses” (notice the
plural inmortgageS and houseS… she says it twice — “And ya know, it was
NOT easy”). Hillary had signed a book deal before her husband left office which gave her $3-million bucks in 2001, while her husband made more than $9-million in speaking fees that year. Must be tough figuring out how to pay for college on a small budget like that! I guess she is admitting she can’t handle money well, even in her personal life! She claims she was “dead broke” and “debt.” They may have had debts, but they could very easily manage them if they had any sense at all about dealing with money. Heck, she could just invest in cattle futures again! To claim she “feels your pain” about paying for college when she is a 1%-er is beyond appauling! She also claimed they “had no money” when they got to the White House, another fabrication. When cornered, this woman automatically lies. She is a disgrace just like President Obama! UPDATE 6/10/14: The Washington Times says Hillary is already back-tracking on her ridiculous claim! UPDATE 6/10/14: Charles Krauthammer says this proves Hillary Clinton’s “Intrinsic Insincerity!” No kidding!

UPDATE 6/10/14:

The Washington Times says Hillary is already back-tracking on her ridiculous claim! UPDATE 6/10/14: Charles Krauthammer says this proves Hillary Clinton’s “Intrinsic Insincerity!” No kidding!

UPDATE 6/11/14: From Mad magazine…
291. from Twitter

292. — Maybe she could ask her daughter for a loan. As a political kick-back
    NBC paid Chelsea $600,000 for a part-time reporting job. And from our friends
    at IamaDangerousMan comes this fun little video designed to help Hillary…

293. 

294. UPDATE 7/29/14: From the Washington Examiner, Hillary now admits she
    is worth millions of dollars, “Clinton responded, “Yes, yes indeed!” – UPDATE
    10/22/14: Politics Cheat Sheet would like to know, “Would you consider
    yourself an average American (vis-à-vis your dead broke comment)?”

295. Hillary Invents Straw Man with Diane Sawyer!

296. 6/9/14 – Hillary Clinton uses a straw man argument with Diane Sawyer
    trying to explain away the $5-million she has made in recent weeks giving
    speeches. “Well, let me put it this way,” Hillary said. “I thought making
    speeches for money was a much better thing than getting connected with any
    one group or company.” She says that as if any other First Lady or President
    has ever done that. They have not. This is a false argument. She continued,
    explaining “as so many people who leave public life do.” Not people who were
    First Lady or in the White House, Madame Secretary! And dutiful Democrat
    Diane Sawyer comes to her defense pointing out that Hillary “of course” makes
    a lot of speeches for free. Well woopy-do. You could do that too, if you made
    $5-million in a few weeks telling lies to adoring fans!

297. Is Bowe Bergdahl Scandal Hillary Clinton’s Fault?!

298. 6/6/14 – It was Hillary RahmRod Clinton who gave the okay to
    negotiate with terrorists for the release of US traitor Bowe Bergdahl who left
his military unit voluntarily because he was ashamed to be an American. From the Wall Street Journal, “A spokesman for Mrs. Clinton said Wednesday that she had “authorized negotiations with the Taliban” that included a transfer for Sgt. Bergdahl.” So it turns out it was Her Hillaryness that broke our position that we never negotiate with terrorists. Guess that was one of the “Hard Choices” she screwed up while serving as Secretary of State! Afterall, in the Obama-Clinton administration there were no terrorists, remember? They had solved all that ‘War on Terror’ stuff and left us only with so-called ‘overseas contingency operations!’ WSJ: “The statement put out by Mrs. Clinton’s office suggested… she “set a high bar and insisted on strict conditions for any deal ...” ...Left unsaid was where, exactly, she set the “bar” and what, precisely, she meant by “strict conditions.”

299. Now Putin is Laughing at Madame Hillary!

300. 6/6/14 – Russia’s Vladimir Putin has been laughing at the weak leadership and fake threats he gets from Barack Obama. Democrat-run NBC News points out he’s also laughing at Hillary Clinton’s poor leadership: “Russian President Vladimir Putin on Tuesday said Hillary Clinton’s recent comments comparing his actions to those of Adolf Hitler are a sign of weakness, saying she “has never been too graceful” in her public statements. “It’s better not to argue with women. But Ms. Clinton has never been too graceful in her statements,” Putin said, according to an English transcript of an interview posted on the Kremlin’s website...”

301. Is Bret “Dude” Baier the only Man Hillary will Sit Down With?!

302. 6/6/14 –

303. Brett “Dude” Baier

304. 6/6/14 –

305. Apparently Hillary’s girlfriend, Huma Abedin Weiner, is only allowing Mrs. Clinton to sit down for interviews about her new book with female reporters! The Liberal CNN Money points this fact out: “here’s who will be interviewing her on television: • Diane Sawyer, ABC News • Robin Roberts, ABC News • Cynthia McFadden, NBC News • Jane Pauley, CBS News • Christiane Amanpour, CNN • Bret Baier and Greta Van Susteren, Fox News. People magazine published an interview with Clinton on Wednesday, conducted by its Washington bureau chief, Sandra Sobieraj Westfall. Is it a conscious choice on
the part of Clinton’s handlers that virtually all of the interviewers are women? Or is it a coincidence?” Soooo, Bret “Dude” Baier only gets an interview because Greta is with him?! Why only women, Mrs. Clinton? I wonder if the Taliban terrorists she approved negotiating with were all women?

306. Hillary 2016 Trying to intimidate the NY Times!

307. 6/5/14 – The Washington Free Beacon is reporting Hillary’s girlfriend Huma Abedin Weiner teamed up with Philippe Reines to pay a visit to the NY Times. “Clinton aides reportedly griped about the paper’s coverage of the potential 2016 candidate, arguing that Clinton has left public office and should not be subjected to harsh scrutiny, according to a source familiar with the discussions… [reporter Amy] Chozick’s recent reporting includes a story last month that suggested a family feud was brewing between the Clintons and Marjorie Margolies, Chelsea Clinton’s mother-in-law. Margolies lost her Democratic primary bid for U.S. Congress in late May, and the Times reported that Hillary Clinton’s conspicuous absence from the campaign had rankled some Margolies allies. In April, the Times also reported on Clinton’s difficulty defining her accomplishments at the State Department…”

308. The Hillary Clinton “Accomplishment” Of a Youth Office May be Wiped Out

309. 5/30/14 – 630 WPRO.com notes, “A State Department office created by former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton that she touted as a direct channel to young people around the world is undergoing bureaucratic changes that could lead to the elevation of its mission — or, one veteran of government red tape warned, its eventual demise. Founded in 2011 under the leadership of Special Adviser Ronan Farrow, now an MSNBC host, the Office of Global Youth Issues was established to change the way America engages with people under 30 around the world…” – Big Surprise that a Hillary aide, Farrow, now is an MSNBC host. *Gag!*


311. 5/30/14 – From the Washington Postal: “…Clinton rails against congressional Republicans for politicizing the attack on the American facilities in Benghazi, writing that “I will not be a part of a political slugfest on the backs of dead Americans. It’s just plain wrong, and it’s unworthy of our great country.” …Democratic political operatives, Clinton supporters and foreign policy experts met Friday to coordinate strategy for discussing the Benghazi attacks as Clinton begins the rollout of her book… “Those who insist on politicizing the tragedy will have to do so without me,” Clinton writes, in a tone reminiscent of her angry outburst under Republican questioning before Congress several months after the assault… In a statement, Republican National Committee spokeswoman Kirsten Kukowski said… “Team Hillary leaked the Benghazi chapter from her book continuing the company line — blaming Republicans… The White House and Democrats including Hillary Clinton have been less than forthcoming with information from the very beginning — emails prove Democrats coordinated to put the White House and politics before the facts…” Meanwhile Breitbart.com reports the book, “points out that she [Hillary] – not
the four men who died in Benghazi, Libya, on the night of September 11, 2012 – is the victim… The portions quoted by Politico demonstrate an offputting self-pity and a false righteous indignation utterly at odds with Clinton’s actions as Secretary of State… the sacrifice of those who served our country wouldn’t have been necessary if Clinton had done her basic duty in protecting diplomatic facilities overseas. And when it comes to politicizing Benghazi, it was the Obama administration that repeatedly lied for weeks to the American people about the source of the attacks to continue portraying President Obama as tough on terror during election season. Hillary goes on to attack anyone who asks questions about her behavior during Benghazi, writing, “...Those who insist on politicizing the tragedy will have to do so without me.” Except, of course, for the “political slugfest” in which she engages by ripping the motives of her opponents....” She may be losing support from democrats with this lame strategy as Real Clear Politics reports even Chris Matthews says asking about Benghazi is legit. Meanwhile, Michael Goodwin of the Newyork Postal agrees with Breitbart.com, ”In her latest defense of Benghazi, the former secretary of state comes awfully close to making herself the fifth victim. Not to worry — Libyan terrorists aren’t stalking her. It’s those evil Republicans and some in the media who are playing politics with the deadly attack that’s got her claiming to be a target.”

312. Clinton Used to Care About the Veterans Affairs Scandal
313. 5/29/14 = From BuzzFeed.com, “Former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton is so far silent on allegations that hospital officials doctored paperwork to cover long wait times for veterans seeking care, but as a 2008 presidential candidate she harshly criticized the care of veterans under President Bush. “As a President, President Bush has not done what we needed to do for our veterans,” Clinton said at an El Paso, Texas campaign event in February of 2008. “We haven’t funded the VA…” – If she cares so darn much, why is she silent now that a democrat has messed things up?! And why is the liberal answer to everything always spending more money on it? We have a much better idea to fix the VA Scandal.

314. Clinton Compares Inequality to Cancer?!
315. 5/29/14 – In Hillary Clinton’s Socialist Utopia, everyone will be equal. She wants wealth (except hers, of course) to be distributed equally to everyone (except those socialists in power, of course, who will have much, much more). From the Washington Postal: “In a video released Wednesday to promote her upcoming book, Hillary Rodham Clinton warned that the nation must “deal with the cancer of inequality.” Days earlier, she said the country is facing another “Gilded Age of the robber barons” and rattled off statistics about the financial gap between rich and poor. The comments mark a new populist emphasis for Clinton, who is seeking to tamp down growing criticism from the left about her husband’s economic policies in the 1990s…”

316. Is Hillary Clinton Herself Behind the Monica Lewinsky Vanity Fair Article?!
317. 5/15/14 –
Kevin Doyle at Independent.ie reports, “Lynne Cheney, wife for former vice-president Dick, went on Fox News to question the timing of Lewinsky’s re-emergence. “I really wonder if this isn’t an effort on the Clintons’ part to get that story out of the way,” Cheney, asked. “Would Vanity Fair publish anything about Monica Lewinsky that Hillary Clinton didn’t want in Vanity Fair?” If the onslaught of recent stories is part of an elaborate election plan then it’s a move that only the Clintons and maybe the Kennedys could pull off… Cynics suggest that the Clintons are happy to have all the dirty issues thrown into the public debate now so that they describe them as ‘old news’ if Hillary makes a presidential bid in 2016…”

Hillary Clinton Lies About Being Tough on Iran!

5/15/14 – Josh Rogin at the lefty Daily Beast adds another one to our list: “The former Secretary of State claimed Wednesday she was responsible for tough sanctions on Iran. But while they were being crafted, her State Department opposed them again and again. Hillary Clinton is now claiming to be the architect of crippling sanctions on the Iranian economy. But during her tenure as Secretary of State, her department repeatedly opposed or tried to water down an array of measures that were pushed into law by Democrats and Republicans in Congress…”

5/12/14 –
Communities Digital News has the story, “The House committees on Armed Services, Foreign Affairs, Intelligence, Judiciary, and Oversight & Government Reform issued an interim progress report, based on the paper trail they had to pry from the Obama administration with a crowbar. One of the findings – "Reductions of security levels prior to the attacks in Benghazi were approved at the highest levels of the State Department, up to and including [former] Secretary [of State Hillary] Clinton. This fact contradicts her testimony before the House Foreign Affairs Committee on January 23, 2013.”

Hillary Clinton Dereliction of Duty: Ignored Terrorist Group that Kidnapped hundreds of girls

While she talks about the War on Women, when it comes to action, Hillary Clinton could care less. As the democrat Daily Beast website and Conservative
American Rush Limbaugh pointed out yesterday, Secretary Clinton refused to label the Nigerian Islamist Terror group, Boko Haram, as a terrorist organization. Investors.com calls that a dereliction of duty: “This group has murdered thousands as it wages a real war on women. Sometimes Hollywood celebrities get it right, as Jay Leno, Ellen DeGeneres and others did in a protest outside the Beverly Hills Hotel. That property is one of the Dorchester Collection of hotels owned by the Sultan of Brunei, Hassanal Bolkiah, who has announced his country’s embrace of Shariah law. The protesters recognize that Shariah law is a brutal criminal code employed by Islamists that prescribes amputations and floggings, plus the stoning to death of those who violate its rules or simply for the crime of being too Western. Case in point: the Nigerian terrorist group Boko Haram, which means “Western education is a sin.” The world’s attention is now focused on the kidnapping of some 300 girls from the Chibok Government Girls Secondary School in Lagos, Nigeria…” The website says Hillary has supposedly “joined the campaign” to free the girls. She has?! What the hell has she done for them?! She sent out one tweet! As Joey Buttafuoco Bidey might say, ‘Big F***ing Deal!’ And suddenly Mrs. Clinton is able to use the word “terrorism” to describe this act. Must be she forgot in her old age that democrats don’t use that word. From Investors.com again, “Yet for two years, the State Department refused to acknowledge the growing threat and barbarism of Boko Haram. As Josh Rogen at The Daily Beast reports, the Clinton State Department “refused to place Boko Haram on the list of foreign terrorist organizations in 2011” after the group bombed the United Nations headquarters in Abuja, Nigeria. “The one thing she could have done, the one tool she had at her disposal, she didn’t use. And nobody can say she wasn’t urged to do it. It’s gross hypocrisy,” wrote Rogen, quoting a former senior U.S. official who was involved in the debate.” — So Hillary continues her faux concern for women and girls and the lamestream media continues to pass on her BS as if it is real. Hats off to the Daily Beast for their honest coverage. 334. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 37: Obnoxious Hillary Says There isn’t “Any reason” to investigate her Benghazi Lies!!

335. 5-7-14 – From the Washington Go Postal comes the Hilliarious quote: “I mean, of course there are a lot of reasons why, despite all of the hearings, all of the information that’s been provided, some choose not to be satisfied and choose to continue to move forward. That’s their choice and I do not believe there is any reason for it to continue in this way, but they get to call the shots in Congress.” — Yes, Madame Hillary, they do. That’s called checks and balances. While she may not think there is any reason she should explain why she lied to the Benghazi victim’s families, the rest of us feel there is a very good reason to continue… to keep lying liars like her out of the White House! Perhaps Mrs. Clinton, in her old age, is getting confused. She seems to believe that all of the questions about the Benghazi attack have already been answered. Clearly this is a bizarre delusion.

336. Hillary Clinton Allowing White House to Edit her Book?!
337. 5/7/14 – Julie Pace at the Chicago Sun Times has a report out today that seems to be saying Hillary Rodham Clinton is letting the White House edit her book before it comes out to make sure there is no “discord” with the legacy of Barack Obama. Unlike Robert Gates and Tim Geithner, Hillary has shared advanced copies of her oddly-named “Hard Choices” book with the White House. The so-called “hard” choices she made cost four Americans their lives in Benghazi, Libya. From Pace’s report, “drafts of Clinton’s book, “Hard Choices,” have been circulating for months among a small number of officials in Obama’s National Security Council. Clinton’s book will be combed for any sign of discord with Obama, the man who defeated her in the 2008 Democratic presidential primary campaign and whom she could run to replace in 2016.” Why on earth would she allow this? What is she getting in return? Hillary Clinton is not the kind of woman who normally lets other people tell her what she can and can’t do (or write). Something is odd about this.


339. 5/7/14 –

340.
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342. Hillary Clinton actively tries to destroy anyone and everyone who gets in the way of her ambitions for power. She was in charge of destroying the reputations of women who claimed consensual and non-consensual sexual relationships with her husband. Democrats called them “Bimbo eruptions.” She was in charge of destroying Monica Lewinsky. These wars on women who have been the victim of her husband’s power continue to this day. Dylan Byers at the Politico reports Clinton attack-puppy David Brock is conducting Hillary’s
War on Lara Logan, former CBS News reporter. “Brock’s chief complaint: CBS’ internal review claimed Logan had reached out to the FBI and the State Department regarding her discredited source, Dylan Davies. As POLITICO reported in November, *Logan did not reach out to the FBI*. New York’s Joe Hagan reported this week that *she also did not reach out to the State Department*. Brock also faults CBS for failing to note Logan’s conversations with Sen. Lindsey Graham, a fierce critic of the Obama administration’s handling of the attack.” –ConservativeAmerican.org notes this is all nonsense. For a reporter to say they have reached out to a source, does NOT necessarily mean they called up the spokesperson and asked for a comment. Logan no doubt had sources within the FBI and State Department (either on the record or anonymous) that she did reach out to. So along with David Brock, Hillary has Politico and Joe Hagan helping her to attack Logan as well. What was Logan’s big offense against Madame Hillary? She dared to try to get some answers about the Benghazi attack from people on the ground. Somehow Hillary manages to ruin women and yet still claim to be a champion for them. Against the advice of feminists, she stood by her cheating husband. Yet feminists love her? Hillary Clinton is a house of cards and Trey Gowdy could be the one to huff and puff and blow her house down. Bowing down to the former President, Couric-BS news fired Logan. That’s not enough for Hillary though. Stay tuned.

343. Hillary Clinton Doesn’t Believe in the 2nd Amendment – So, how can she be President?!

344. 5/6/14 – Hey, last time I checked, the President of the United States swears to uphold and defend the Constitution of the United States. Well, Hillary Clinton today seemed instead to swear she is against the 2nd Amendment. From Katie Glueck at Politico comes the Hillary gun control quote: “[emphasis added] *We have to rein in what has become [an] almost article of faith, that anybody can own a gun anywhere, anytime. And I don’t believe that,*” she said, as applause drowned her out. Clinton, who argued it was possible to hold her position and still support the right to gun ownership, warned that unfettered access to guns could have dangerous consequences. She called the country’s approach to guns “way out of balance,” and referred to cases in which gun violence has erupted over minor issues. She painted a dark picture, warning that, “At the rate we’re going, we’re going to have so many people with guns everywhere, fully licensed, fully validated, in settings where [one] could be in a movie theater…” –ConservativeAmerican.org notes Clinton has a point about the movie theaters. Maybe if someone had pocketed a gun at that movie theater in Aurora, Colorado in 2012 a lot of lives could have been saved. That probably was not the best example for her to use to support her case! This also is a good time to remind readers that Hillary also was part of the Obama plan to trick people in the USA into believing USA guns were responsible for violence in Mexico and therefore, they would suggest, more gun control is needed. That was her role in the Administration’s Fast & Furious Scandal.
Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 36: White House Email Proves (Again) Hillary
Lied to the Faces of Family Members of those Killed in Benghazi!

5/2/14 –
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What kind of low-life human being could knowingly lie to a grieving mother’s
face about the cause of her son’s death? Hillary Clinton. More proof today of
her numerous Benghazi lies from a White House email. From Judicial Watch
comes this: “On April 18, 2014, JW obtained 41 new Benghazi-related State
Department documents. They include a newly declassified email showing
then-White House Deputy Strategic Communications Adviser Ben Rhodes and
other Obama administration public relations officials attempting to orchestrate
a campaign to “reinforce” President Obama and to portray the Benghazi
consulate terrorist attack as being “rooted in an Internet video, and not a failure
of policy.” Other documents show that State Department officials initially
described the incident as an “attack” and a possible kidnap attempt.” — From
Bob Taylor at Communities Digital News; “The documents which have
revitalized interest in Benghazi were obtained by the conservative watchdog
group known as Judicial Watch. A Freedom of Information Act lawsuit has
uncovered a September 14, 2012 e-mail from Ben Rhodes, a White House
aide, to former U.N. ambassador Susan Rice just prior to her appearances on
five Sunday morning news programs in the aftermath of the Benghazi
attacks... Said [Senator Lindsey] Graham, “If this is not a smoking gun,
proving beyond any doubt, the story told by the administration about
Benghazi was politically motivated and fabricated, nothing will ever
prove that.” …Rep. Frank Wolf (R-VA) wrote, “It is now abundantly clear that
senior White House staff were directly involved in coordinating the messaging
in response to the Benghazi attacks and were actively working to tie the reason
to the infamous Internet video.” Actually, it has always been abundantly clear,
but, until now, there has been no direct proof. This new evidence, however,
has prompted Wolf to call for a select committee investigation which House
Majority Leader John Boehner has long resisted.” [NOTE: Boehner finally
appointed a select committee after news of this email surfaced. He named Conservative American U.S. Representative Trey Gowdy to lead the panel.


351. Ready for Hillary?! No way!

352. From the Capitalism Institute: “former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and other high-ranking officials of the State Department were directly responsible for reducing security levels at the Libyan consulate despite a high threat environment. This contradicts Clinton’s testimony, given before Congress, during which she said, “The requests didn’t come to me, I didn’t deny them.” …requests for additional security were denied at the highest levels of the State Department. The report lays direct blame on Clinton, who personally gave approval to the systematic withdrawal of help from Benghazi as far back as April 2012… State Department cables boasting then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s signature acknowledged a plea for additional help from then-Ambassador Cretz. The cable was a formal request for tightened security at the consulate. Her signature on these documents clearly contradicts Clinton’s previous testimony claiming that the requests were handled by other professionals in the department and not by her.”

353. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 34: General Confirms Obama and Hillary were Lying from Day One about Benghazi!

354. 5/1/14 –
Oren Dorell at USA Today writes, “U.S. military personnel knew early on that the Benghazi attack was a “hostile action” and not a protest gone awry, according to a retired general who served at U.S. Africa Command’s headquarters in Germany during the attack. While the exact nature of the attack was not clear from the start, “what we did know early on was that this was a hostile action,” retired Air Force brigadier general Robert Lovell said in his prepared statement Thursday morning to members of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. “This was no demonstration gone terribly awry…” …While people on the ground were fighting for their lives, discussions among U.S. leaders outside Libya “churned on about what we should do,” but the military waited for a request for assistance from the State Department, Lovell said. There were questions about whether the U.S. military could have responded to Benghazi in time, but “we should have tried,” Lovell said…” – ConservativeAmerican.org added the emphasis. Also note that the general was waiting for a request for help from the Hillary Clinton State Department. Asleep at the phone when the call came at “3 in the morning,” Hillary never issued such a request. We still don’t know what her boss, President Obama, was doing while all of this was happening.

Hillary Clinton Gets Cozy with Islamist Known to Inspire Terrorists!

5/2/14 From Bob Taylor at Communities Digital News; “…another written document has surfaced, this one from the Clinton Library, that highlights the close association between the Clintons and Bassam Estwani, the former chairman of the notorious Dar al-Hijrah mosque. As Walid Shoebat points out in his blog “Estwani is a major mole. He has curried favor with powerful politicians; the mosque he led for years incubated and bred terrorists who were released into American streets.” It is the Estwani letter to the Clintons which is most damning because it alludes to the fact that the mosque is “one of the most active and largest Islamic centers in the United States”. Estwani goes on to write, “I have been repeatedly honored by your invitations and warm receptions at the white house, especially at the Breakfast Prayers since September 1995. You and the first lady have gracioulsy hosted the Muslim community on several occasions and we are eternally grateful for your and her
gracious hospitality and reception." So what?, you ask. It goes with the
territory of being the president. True, but as Shoebat further adds, the letter
clearly shows that the Clintons were involved with Estwani in 1995. That
was the same year he hired an imam who had been implicated in the first
attack on the World Trade Center two years before.” FreedomOutpost.com
has pictures of her Hillaryness with Estwani.
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363. Hillary Clinton is a Cafeteria Methodist, Picking & Choosing What to Believe
and Not Believe
364. 4/30/14 First of all, how about a public “Shame on you!” to the leaders of
the Methodist Church who invited pro abortion candidate Hillary Clinton to
speak in front of 7,000 of the faithful. Democrats always slam republicans for
talking about faith, clinging to God and letting Chrisianity influence how they
govern. They also slam republicans and churches that support them saying
curches are not supposed to be involved in politics. How soon they flip-flop!
Now suddenly it’s okay for Hillary to embrace faith and cling to her God?! Well,
that’s not quite accurate. She only embraces the parts of her Methodist faith
that are convenient for her White House run. Cal Thomas writes at the Sun
Herald, “Mrs. Clinton said that while she was secretary of state her faith
prompted her to begin initiatives to combat human trafficking, promote
maternal health care in developing countries and fight for women’s rights.
That’s nice, but a person of no faith could be in favor of the same initiatives.
What about abortion and same-sex marriage? The same Scripture she
uses as marching orders for her worldly initiatives speaks to when
human life begins and to traditional marriage, but she ignores those. Mrs. Clinton said her faith in God was shaped as a young woman by her grandmother’s hymn singing and her grandfather’s bedtime prayers. She said she struggled between her father’s insistence on self-reliance and her mother’s compassion for the needy. Clinton said she reconciled these in the Bible story about Jesus feeding the 5,000. She added she believes in the “social gospel,” which in reality is more social than gospel. Evangelical theologians believe the feeding of the 5,000 was not an early food bank, or a forerunner of food stamps, but one of many demonstrations by Jesus of Nazareth to authenticate His Divinity. His next miraculous act, as recorded by Matthew, was walking on water (Matthew 14:22-33). Under the social gospel of Mrs. Clinton does it follow the government should buy water skis for the “needy”?" The Washington Examiner Headline reads, “Newfound faith among liberal Democrats like Hillary Clinton is still mostly for show.”– ConservativeAmerican.org also notes it was a controversial youth leader at her Church who convinced Hillary Rodham to stay from her father’s Conservative American beliefs. — This isn’t the first time Hillary has played the Methodist card trying to win an election.

365. Hillary Clinton’s Outrageous Attack on the Free Press!

366. 4/26/14 – Perhaps the most amazing thing about this story is that the only place you will read about it is here. The so-called “Free Press” is so busy kissing Hillary 2016’s backside, it doesn’t even bother to report when a major presidential candidate attacks… them!! As reported by the democrat-run National Public Radio (NPR) Hillary said that with climate change, for example, it’s okay to only report her side of the story! And it’s okay not to cover the side of those who don’t buy the hoax of man-made global warming BS. “But [it’s] not [okay] to have people who just basically roll their eyes, and say it’s not happening” Yep. She said it. "It’s not okay." That’s what she said. It’s not okay to interview anyone who agrees with her that there is no such thing as man-made global warming! So, your opinion that the earth has always had natural cycles of warming and cooling is simply “Not okay” and the public should not be told about it. Unbelievable. She wants to get rid of freedom of the press and set herself as the decision-maker on what is “okay” to report and what isn’t.

367. Candidate Hillary Makes Fraudulent Claim About Spying Debate

368. 4/26/14 – Firedoglake.com reports Hillary said: “…when [Snowden] became a public figure the president had actually given a speech and many of us were beginning the process of trying to figure out more than ten years after 9/11 what we needed to do to get our liberty/security balance right…..” The Firedoglake article continues: “Both Obama and now Clinton want the public to overlook the administration’s history of support for spying, as presented by The New York Times, prior to the disclosures. Obama aides anonymously told the Times that the president had been “surprised to learn after the leaks...just how far the surveillance had gone.” The administration fought groups like the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) in the courts as they tried to convince judges to release documents that
would at minimum confirm the secret legal interpretations of surveillance authorities under the law. So, it is fraudulent for Obama, Clinton or any other politician to claim to Americans that the White House was about to bring transparency and promote debate on government surveillance.” – Ah, but Peter Beinart at The Atlantic says Hillary’s response displayed “authenticity.” Really? Authentic but not accurate?!

369. Candidate Hillary Gets Whistleblower law Wrong
370. 4/26/14 – Firedoglake.com reports Hillary said: “…When he emerged and when he absconded with all that material, I was puzzled, because we have all these protections for whistleblowers. I mean, if he were concerned and wanted to be part of the American debate, he could have been…” The presidential directive that Obama issued in October 2012 for “protecting whistleblowers with access to classified information” does not explicitly offer protection for contractors like Snowden. It continued the practice in government of not granting statutory protections to intelligence agency employees who decide to blow the whistle on waste, abuse, fraud and illegality… No intelligence employee can “take” whistleblower protection. Talk like that demonstrates how ignorant Clinton is about the cobweb of inadequate and oft-times undermined protections available to whistleblowers.”

371. Secretary Hillary “borrows” the Title for her new book?!
372. 4/21/14 – The John Lougin Show on 630 WPRO: “…Clinton’s memoir of her four years as secretary of state will be titled Hard Choices, her publisher announced Friday. She’s not the first one to use the title. In fact, she’s not even the first former Secretary of State to do it. Cyrus Vance, who served as Secretary of State from 1977 to 1980 under President Jimmy Carter, chose the same title for his 1983 memoir…”

373. Secretary Hillary Sent U.S. aid to corrupt Afghan ministries!
374. 4/21/14 – Click for the video from Town Hall & the Washington Times. We would have put it here but it has an annoying auto-play that annoys you each time you visit this page.

375. Third Hillary Clinton Fundraiser off to Jail?!
4/17/14 From NBC Channel 4 TV in New York: “A hotel executive who has supported Hillary Clinton... pleaded guilty in federal court Thursday to witness tampering and conspiracy to evade campaign finance laws. Sant Singh Chatwal, the CEO of Hampshire Hotels and Resorts and founder of the Bombay Palace restaurants, entered the plea in federal court in Brooklyn as part of a deal he reached with federal prosecutors. Prosecutors said Chatwal used employees, business associates and contractors who worked for him to solicit campaign donations from straw donors... Loretta Lynch, U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District, said Chatwal “sought to buy access to power through unlimited and illegal campaign contributions, funneling money from the shadows through straw donors.” Chatwal has raised at least $100,000 for Clinton’s 2008 presidential campaign...” — ConservativeAmerican.org points out two other Clinton fundraisers have already gone to jail. If Chatwal gets any prison time, he will be the third. Hassan Nemazee was the second fundraiser for Hillary that went to jail. He got 12 years. The first was Norman Hsu.

4/18/14 – Hillary Clinton praised a young woman from Croatia for her bravery as the woman admitted she is here in the country illegally! The New York Post: “Clinton... offered her sympathy — praising the girl for her bravery and pledging her support for immigration reform... “I believe strongly that we are missing a great opportunity by not welcoming people like you. I’m a huge supporter of immigration reform and a path to citizenship and we’ll continue to advocate for that,” Clinton told Nova... Chelsea Clinton, who revealed Thursday at the event that she was pregnant, also chimed with support for the teen. “We can’t ignore any longer what should be a continued effort of the United States, which is ever marching towards a more perfect union. Our status as a nation of immigrants is an existential part of that,” the former first daughter said...”

Would Hillary Clinton Make Chelsea Have a Baby to help her own Presidential Aspirations?! Oh C’mon?

4/18/14 – That’s not us at ConservativeAmerican.org suggesting that! We get the story of who is “not” making that assertion from Robin Abcarian at the LA Times: “New York Times financial columnist Andrew Ross Sorkin put it out there Friday on MSNBC’s “Morning Joe.” In a segment about Clinton’s approval ratings... Sorkin abruptly changed the subject: “Can we talk about the human drama that is Grandma Clinton?... I don’t want to be cynical—I am not suggesting anyone’s having a baby for election purposes, but I think this—no, no—I’m just saying.”...”Morning Joe” panelist and political reporter John Heilemann mocked Sorkin: “I’m not suggesting that, but I will say it on the air.” Sorkin, in a defensive crouch that only got croucher as the segment went on, protested: “What I will say on the air is, it’s going to change the dynamic of the campaign... The point is,” Sorkin persisted, “an entire country is going to watch a family have a child.... I mean, this is a human drama. People are gonna get behind this, it’s gonna change the way people look at Hillary Clinton.” — Others are also hinting at the politics of Hillary’s grandchild. This
from Keli Goff at the Daily Beast: “The event where Chelsea Clinton announced her pregnancy this week was billed as “Girls: A No Ceilings Conversation.” But many saw it as much more than a “conversation” about the future of girls and women around the world. Instead, it looked like the first unofficial campaign event of a 2016 Hillary Clinton presidential run. … Risa Heller, a communications consultant who has worked with Sen. Chuck Schumer (D-NY), among other politicians, said Clinton winning the White House would be a “watershed moment for women.” Calling the “Girls” conversation “brilliant,” Heller said: “She as a female candidate for president should be able to captivate women. I think the idea behind what they are doing right now is allowing her to talk to all kinds of women. Theoretically, they should be her base.” — ConservativeAmerican.org says that sure sounds like Heller thinks Clinton carefully staged the girls conversation for political gain, calling using her own future grandchild for personal political gain “brilliant.”

*Gag* Goff points out, “Clinton has a notoriously complex history with women. In some circles, she has been a feminist icon forever. In others, she’s seen as the woman who stayed with Bill Clinton when plenty were rooting for her to leave him, and the woman who pointedly did not stay home and bake cookies, and who seemed to question the choices of women who did.” — ConservativeAmerican.org points out now Hillary is pandering to women having babies instead of abortions. Hey, speaking of that, why didn’t Chelsea choose abortion?! Is Chelsea Clinton pro life?! And another question, doesn’t this make Hillary too old to be President? That’s what the left said about Reagan! More from the LA Times here. UPDATE 4/22/14: Salon has Erick Erickson’s quote about the age issue: “‘She’s going to be old!’ Erickson noted. “I don’t know how far back they can pull her face!” he added. “Can I say that on the air? I don’t know. Maybe I shouldn’t,” Erickson continued. “You know what I mean, enough!” he added.”

383. Even Vice President Joey Biden and Secretary of State John Kerry are against Hillary’s So-Called Leadership!

384. 4/18/14 – From Bloomberg’s BusinessWeek: “Hillary Clinton wrote and circled the word “no” next to future Vice President Joe Biden’s name on a list of lawmakers who supported or opposed her health-care plan in 1993, according to newly released documents from the Clinton presidential library. Her eventual successor as secretary of state, John Kerry, was marked as “probably not” with a rectangle sketched around the two words…”

385. Corrupt Hillary Enjoys Pay for Play Scandal with Boeing!

386. 4/13/14 – It seems Mrs. Clinton has a good deal set up with the corporate-jet-flying CEO ‘fat cat’ at Boeing (you know, those evil CEO’s people like Hillary hate). The Washington post says the Boeing and Hillary have been “coz” for years. Rosalind Helderman reports, “Clinton played the role of international saleswoman, pressing Russian government officials to sign a multibillion-dollar deal to buy dozens of aircraft from Boeing [in 2009]. A month later, Clinton was in China, where she jubilantly announced that the aerospace giant would be writing a generous check to help resuscitate
floundering U.S. efforts to host a pavilion at the upcoming World’s Fair… Clinton did not point out that, to secure the donation, the State Department had set aside ethics guidelines that first prohibited solicitations of Boeing and then later permitted only a $1 million gift from the company. Boeing had been included on a list of firms to be avoided because of its frequent reliance on the government for help negotiating overseas business and concern that a donation could be seen as an attempt to curry favor with U.S. officials.” — Ya think?! Corruption is the Hillary game though. Back to the Post: “In 2010, two months after Boeing won its $3.7 billion Russia deal, the company announced a $900,000 contribution to the William J. Clinton Foundation intended to rebuild schools in earthquake-ravaged Haiti. The foundation, which Hillary Clinton now helps lead with her husband and daughter, has become a popular charity for major corporations.” — Wait, you mean those evil, rich, white, greedy, environment-destroying corporate CEO’s support Hillary? What about that line the socialists always sell to those less informed that ‘republicans are the party of the rich?’ BS. And its been BS for decades. Hillary Clinton probably just loves Boeing because of all the frequent liar miles she has racked up on their planes! More from the Post: “The company’s ties came into play again this month when its in-house lobbyist, former Bill Clinton aide Tim Keating, co-hosted a fundraiser for Ready for Hillary, the super PAC backing her potential presidential run.” Isn’t that cozy? This is a classic case of paying a politician for the right to “play” the game. Clinton scratches Boeing’s back and Boeing sells us out by dumping hundreds of thousands of dollars into Hillary 2016 corruption. VoltaireNet.org calls this “Corruption as Usual.” And Ralph Nader says with Hillary, “It’s Wall Street and the military-industrial complex that Eisenhower warned us about — the worst possible combination.”

387. Hillary’s Creepy ‘Writing’ and Failure at making ‘Hard Choices!’

388. 4/11/14 –

389.
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391. Her Hillaryness is coming out with yet another book of lies. While she racks up her frequent liar miles, People magazine has an odd bit of information. You know all those horror movies with the Mother-in-law or crazy Aunt or whatever
locked up in the attic? Now, picture Hillary up there. From People: “And Clinton, who resides in Upstate New York, says, she wrote it longhand, on paper, and in “in my little old Chappaqua farmhouse, in the attic where I hang out.” – Uh, like that’s not creepy at all, is it Scooby? Oh, and did you catch how Hillary called it “a little old Chappaqua farmhouse?!” Does that look little? No. Does it look like a farmhouse? With pillars like you find at the White House? I haven’t seen many farms like that! UPDATE 4/24/14: UPI says the book will be called ‘Hard Choices.’ No doubt it will detail all of the hard choices she failed to make regarding security and the Benghazi, Libya outpost, riiiiiiight?!

392. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 33: Man Who May Have Helped with Cover-Up Now works for Team Hillary!

393. 4/10/14 –

394. Catherine Herridge

395. The man who was charged by the House with doing some of the Benghazi investigation work now works for Team Hillary. This brings up the potential that he helped to bury the story so he could land the job. He is listed as a founder of the new Hillary front-company which started last April, but didn’t mention this to the House until last July. This new revelation from Fox News reporter Catherin Herridge: “Another Republican lawmaker went further, emphasizing that the House Intelligence Committee’s former Republican staff director, Michael Allen, has gone into business with Morell, Reines and others whom he once investigated. “It’s very concerning that he (Allen) has gone into a group that was formed for one purpose and one purpose only and that seems to be that they can protect and smooth the path for Hillary Clinton to be our next president in 2016, and to solve her problems, very real problems on Benghazi.” explained Rep. Michele Bachmann, R-Minn., who sits on the Intelligence Committee and questioned Morell. Allen’s publicly available congressional disclosure forms were obtained by Fox News from the clerk’s office on Capitol Hill. While Beacon Global Strategies LLC registered for business in Washington in April 2013, according to the disclosure forms
Allen, who is also a founding partner and managing director, did not file an intent to enter negotiations with the congressional Ethics Committee until July 2013. When asked to reconcile the discrepancy, Beacon said in a statement it approached Allen at the end of June, which appears to leave a gap. Fox News had asked Allen when discussions began, not formal negotiations. The congressional disclosure forms also show Allen’s unsecured personal debt, excluding mortgages, exceeded $175,000 when he took the Beacon job in August 2013. Fox News asked Allen 10 days ago to explain the disclosure forms, specifically the declared debt, whether there were mitigating circumstances such as a family illness, and whether the debt was a factor in his decision to take the Beacon job, or affected his decision making prior to July 2013 when he formally filed with the Ethics Committee. Fox News also asked for a further explanation of the June to July 2013 gap. There was no response from Allen after a second request for comment Wednesday, but a lawyer who stated he worked on behalf of Beacon asked to review the questions sent to Allen.”

397. Hillary Clinton Enjoying Her Late Arrival to the Gay Party!

398. 4/8/14 One day after Jennifer Rubin wrote the following about Hillary Clinton at the Washington Post, “She’ll take credit as a great supporter of gay rights, although she trailed and did not lead on gay marriage,” it came true. Matt Baume reports at Queerty.com, “She hasn’t officially declared yet, but come on. We all know we’re going to be voting for Hillary for president in 2016… The political machine is already cranking up into high gear. This week an independent Super PAC threw a fundraiser at The Abbey, the WeHo bar you take your straight cousin to when she’s visiting from Michigan, and supporters were out in force.”
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402. It’s an odd marriage between Hillary Clinton and gay rights activists. After all, it was her and her co-President that signed the defense of marriage act they all hate!
403. Hillary Clinton Courts Hedge Fund Leaders and Arab Royalty!

404. 4/7/14 – As Jennifer Rubin points out at the Washington Post, “…that would earn a Republican vilification from the New York Times.” Ah, but not so for Hillary. She can party with Arab royals and court hated hedge fund managers who helped bring down the economy. No problem! RUBIN: “And of course, she gobbles up speaking fees from hedge fund donors and courts Arab royalty for Clinton Foundation donors… the track record of the mainstream media in providing exacting coverage of “historic” leading lights in the Democratic Party is not a strong one. For that reason, Clinton apparently feels no qualms about courting hedge fund managers and Arab royalty. They’ll be plenty of this in the months and years ahead, I suspect… Her ability to carry on with not only a straight face but a chip on her shoulder about the criticism she must put up with is without parallel.”

405. Hillary Clinton benefits from the “Evil” Koch Brothers her party Loves to Hate!

406. 4/6/14 – So Hillary 2016 Clinton is a socialist-union-democrat. Those folks hate the Koch Brothers right? Well, not Hillary! She was in her own ‘Koch-topia’ (you might call it) today. From the New York Daily News reporting on the Women of the World Summit comes this: “Hillary Clinton, who had Secret Service agents spread throughout the David H. Koch Theater, dodged questions from International Monetary Fund leader Christine Lagarde about whether she will run for President in 2016.” — Wait, she was in a place called the David H. Koch theater? A theater bought and paid for with the blood of the victims of evil, rich, white, corporate greed?! So she doesn’t mind benefiting from the theater built by the Koch family. Hmm. Interesting. And the title of this thing; Women of the World summit. Well I guess that narrows it down to just, uhm… every single woman in the world. UPDATE 10/14: An Indiana congresswoman says Women of the United States won’t automatically flock to vote for Hillary Clinton in 2016.

407. Inspector General Says Billions Missing from State Department Hillary Clinton ran!!

408. 4/5/14 MyFoxNY.com says, “The mismanagement appears to have started before Hillary Clinton’s tenure as Secretary of State. It did however; continue throughout her six years there. Critics argue it shows a corrupt department.”

409. New York News

410. Did Hillary CLinton just admit her Leadership Sucks?

411. 4/4/14 – From NewsOK.com: “‘There is just pure ideology, pure partisanship. We disguise a commercial interest behind a political facade and the result is that we’re kind of marching backwards instead of forward,” Clinton said.” — ConservativeAmerican.org added the emphasis. Hillary was describing the state of politics today. You know, under Barack Obama. He runs the show today. In fact, Hillary just got done working for him, so she is apparently part of the whole “pure partisanship” thing. Then notice how she uses the word “we” twice to include herself in the people she is talking about. She admits she disguises commercial interests behind a political facade and
that the result is that she and her democrat pals are “kind of marching backwards.” I’ll say! That’s quite a criticism of the Obama administration from someone who was in it. UPDATE: As Chris Stirewalt at Fox News puts it, “Listening to 2016 Democratic frontrunner Hillary Clinton’s comments to a women’s group on Thursday, one might be tempted to forget that she is famous as one of the nastiest campaigners and most vindictive politicians in the game – and has been for a long time.” – UPDATE 4/9/14 From the New York Post: “Let’s assume that Hillary Clinton was serious the other day when she said that excessive partisanship was taking America “backwards.” That means she’s on the phone right now reading the riot act to fellow Democrats Harry Reid and Chuck Schumer. Yeah, right. Clinton’s pose of rising above the political scrum made for a good headline just as her party is plumbing new depths of mud and smears. Reid and Schumer are tarring David and Charles Koch in ways that smack of McCarthyism, though Tail Gunner Joe at least found a few real Communists.”

412. Hypocrite Hillary Now Defending Sarah Palin?!

413. 4/4/14 Some new study is out showing women are under-represented in the media and the H.R. Huff-n-Stuffington Post reports Hillary Clinton is speaking out against the double standard in the media against women. So now that her own 2016 political butt depends on it, Hillary is defending Sarah Palin from the media brutality the republican vice presidential nominee faced?! Hypocrisy on parade: “There is a double standard,” Clinton said, according to Politico. “We have all experienced it.” Clinton blamed the media for their role in perpetrating criticisms of women in the public eye. “The double standard is alive and well, and I think in many respects the media is the principal propagator of its persistence,” she added. “I think the media needs to be, you know, more self-consciously aware of that.” More here on the subject. UPDATE 4/7/14 Now Nancy Pelosi also is defending Sarah Palin by crying “Us poor women are abused by… Candy Crowley?! Update 6/11/14: Hillary defends Aussie Prime Minister Julia Gillard in her new book in a way that makes it seem she knows her own Benghazi scandal will not go away. From the Sydney Morning Herald: “Ms Gillard was facing questions over her role in the Australian Workers Union affair dating back to… the 1990s. Mrs Clinton told Ms Gillard: “You’ve got to
stand up to it and be clear about it and name it for what it is because the temptation is to say, ‘Look this is so absurd, it’ll die a death’, whereas these things unfortunately don’t die a death.”

414. Blowing in the wind-Hillary should be Fired by the left just like Mozilla CEO!
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416. 4/4/14 – Hillary Clinton’s thinking “evolves” with whatever direction the political left winds are blowing. As you know, Mozilla CEO Brendan Eich was just fired for defending marriage as between one man and one woman way back in 1996. Sounds just like Hillary Clinton! The DC caller says that means “Hillary Clinton can’t be president of Mozill or the United States.” Despite what she may say in 2014, Hillary has been against gay marriage for a long time. As Jim Antle reports, “Hillary herself then defended this law for over a decade. Even when the press described her as “repudiating” it in 2007, she only favored repealing one section. “Marriage has got historic, religious and moral content that goes back to the beginning of time and I think a marriage is as a marriage has always been, between a man and a woman,” she said in January 2000, eleven months before she was elected senator in New York (Something that TownHall says shocks college students in 2014!). She said during that campaign that she would have voted for the Defense of Marriage Act. In 2006, Senator Clinton voted against a proposed federal marriage amendment, but asserted marriage is “not just a bond, but a sacred bond between a man and a woman.” She added that she believed “the fundamental bedrock principle that [marriage] exists between a man and a woman going back into the mists of history as one of the founding foundational institutions of history and humanity and civilization, and that its primary, principle role during those millennia has been the raising and socializing of children for the society into which they are to become adults.” Clinton continued to oppose same-sex marriage as a Democratic presidential candidate in 2008, the same year Prop 8 passed. During that campaign she said, “I believe that DOMA served a very important purpose.” — ConservativeAmerican.org points out that’s quite a statement from a woman the U.K. press says likes sleeping with women as much as she does with men! That paper says Hillary Clinton is a bisexual. Just like her position on marriage, she apparently goes both ways!

418. Hillary Clinton’s Pussy Riot
419. 4/4/14 – Hillary Clinton posed for a picture with the Russian rebel rock band called “Pussy Riot” today. Not so smart for a politician, but perhaps as a bisexual she felt attracted to the name.

420. Hillary Clinton’s Pussy Riot – Washington Post Click2Visit

421. The Washington Post calls this shameless: “…I think it comes down to shamelessness. Consider the tweet with a photo of her and Masha Alyokhina and Nadya Tolokonnikova, the two members of Pussy Riot imprisoned in Vladimir Putin’s Russia. Hillary Clinton chirps: “Great to meet the strong & brave young women from #PussyRiot, who refuse to let their voices be silenced in #Russia.” A lesser politician would have thought to avoid this scene. After all, Clinton was the mother of the Russian reset, which sought to get along with these musicians’ jailer. It was Clinton’s State Department that threw sand in the wheels and tried to delay passage of the Magnitsky Act. Clinton’s image is not exactly the one that pops to mind when one says “Human right defender for Russian dissidents.” And yet, there she is mugging it up with two of Putin’s most famous victims… You do wonder, though, whether one of the Pussy Riot gals was thinking: What did she ever do for us? American voters should ask the same question.”

424. Hillary Clinton herself Can’t Name a Single Accomplishment as Secretary of State!!

425. 4/3/14 A great one for the list from Tom Blumer at NewsBusters: “Mrs. Clinton rambled on and on in a response to a question about what she was
most proud of in looking at her time as Secretary of State, but never identified even one specific accomplishment…

426. More here on the fairy tale Hillary tried to spin! Even the Clinton "owned" NY Times blasted Miss Hillary for this one; “Hillary Clinton Struggles to Define a Legacy in Progress!” They note it was “an easy question.” – More here from PJ Media. **UPDATE 4/22/14:** KSPR notes even the State Department can’t name a SINGLE accomplishment of Hillary Clinton’s! Not only zero accomplishments for Hillary, but Patricia McCarthy at the American thinker says Hillary is, “ever arrogant and always wrong (see DiploMad, search Hillary): Russian Reset, pro-Morsi, pro-Muslim Brotherhood, pro-overthrow of Gadafi, pro-Assad, pro-Palestinian of the terrorist variety, no security for Benghazi, “What difference does it make?” In the position she held for four years she accomplished nothing except to make US relations with other countries around the world worse. Hillary and Obama have successfully alienated most of our allies — Israel, Poland, the Czech Republic, the Baltic states — and coddled the worst of our enemies: Iran. Our allies no longer trust us; why would they?” **UPDATE: 7/2/14** More from Rush Limbaugh.

427. **Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 32:** Hillary Clinton Cancels Trip To Avoid Confrontation with Benghazi Victim’s Family!

428. **4/3/14** – So much for courage! Hillary Clinton has no intention of putting up with people who disagree with her. And, she has no intention of coming face-to-face with the families she lied to about Benghazi. When opposition shows up, she cancels her trip! From Fox 5 TV in San Diego (one of the most beautiful places on earth): “Hillary Clinton cancelled her upcoming visit to San Diego in the midst of a planned protest. Clinton will be the keynote speaker for the 17th Annual Western Healthcare Leadership Academy on April 11. She was originally going to deliver the speech in person, but will now be seen by satellite. Jan Iverson created an organization called “The Difference Matters” to protest Mrs. Clinton’s quest for the presidency, because of her role in Benghazi. “She is not welcome here in San Diego by so many of us. We don’t want her here,” said Iverson. **Pat Smith lost her son, Sean Smith, during an attack in Benghazi and plans to be at the center of the protest**, Iverson said. “Working with her is gratifying, and it spurs on what we are doing,” Iverson said.” — So rather than face, Pat Smith, Hillary Clinton is running away! You can run Hillary, but you can’t hide. As a side note, some doctor told Fox news 5 that “people should put politics aside” and that the protest has nothing to do with them. Talk about solid BullSH**! If you don’t want politics involved, Dr. Bozo, then don't invite Hillary to be your top speaker. He’s getting what he asked for and what he deserves.
UPDATE 4/12/14: Hillary was too afraid to show, but ABC10 in San Diego says the protestors showed up. They included Pat Smith holding a sign that asked Hillary, “Would it have mattered if it were Chelsea?”

“I was promised answers, and to this day I don’t have any, and I want them before I die,” said Smith. Smith told the 70 or so who assembled outside of the San Diego Convention Center that she had recently been diagnosed with multiple cancers. “Her decisions killed my son because she did not provide security,” said Smith.

Hillary Promises Allies, If She is President, They’ll Be on their Own Against Russia!

3/18/14 – Speaking about Russian aggression against the Ukraine and Putin taking over Crimea, Hilary Clinton yesterday said, “But people [in other nations near Russia] need to get moving in protecting themselves against future intimidation.” Notice she continues the Obama policy of throwing our allies under the bus, saying other nations “need to get moving in protecting
themselves," because if she runs the nation, the US certainly isn’t going to do a
damn thing to help! (See related scandal below)

438. Hillary Threatens Russia – More empty threats of “Serious Consequences!”

439. 3/18/14 –

440. Map of the new Russia

441. The same woman who promised tough consequences for Iran if they didn’t
meet her deadline to comply with nuclear inspections and then did nothing
when they ignored her, now is promising tough consequences for Russia for
annexing Crimea from the Ukraine! The same woman who promised serious
consequences for North Korea if they didn’t stop testing missiles and then did
nothing when they ignored her, now says Vladimir Putin better watch out. Like
her old boss, President Obama, no one takes Hillary Clinton seriously when
she issues all of these empty threats! Fox today reports, ““If he’s allowed to get
away with that, I think you’ll see a lot of other countries either directly facing
Russian aggression… Along with sanctions against Russia, Clinton argued
for increased financial and technical support for a democratic government in
Kiev… “We don’t have to be rattling sabers and all that. That’s not useful,” she
said.”” — Oh boy. There’s that really scary word again; “Sanctions.” That must
be scaring Putin (not). Fox News, refers to this new pretend Hillary as
“Hawkish Hillary!” So much for any Russian re-set!

442. The same woman who promised tough consequences for Iran if they didn’t
meet her deadline to comply with nuclear inspections and then did nothing
when they ignored her, now is promising tough consequences for Russia for
annexing Crimea from the Ukraine! The same woman who promised serious
consequences for North Korea if they didn’t stop testing missiles and then did
nothing when they ignored her, now says Vladimir Putin better watch out. Like
her old boss, President Obama, no one takes Hillary Clinton seriously when
she issues all of these empty threats! Fox today reports, ““If he’s allowed to get
away with that, I think you’ll see a lot of other countries either directly facing
Russian aggression… Along with sanctions against Russia, Clinton argued
for increased financial and technical support for a democratic government in
Kiev… “We don’t have to be rattling sabers and all that. That’s not useful,” she
said.”” — Oh boy. There’s that really scary word again; “Sanctions.” That must
be scaring Putin (not). Fox News, refers to this new pretend Hillary as
“Hawkish Hillary!” So much for any Russian re-set!

443. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 31: Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama Ignore
Senate Select Committee Recommendation on Benghazi

444. 3/17/14 – From Breitbart.com: “450 days after the attack, [attack planner
Ahmad Abu] Khattallah walks freely around Benghazi. The final
recommendation of The Report demands that “the U.S. Government must
swifly bring the attackers to justice, in spite of the unwillingness or lack of
capacity of the Libyan government to assist in this effort.” [p. 43] The
government which Obama and Clinton installed is prohibiting the FBI from
operating in Libya. Fifteen Libyans who were cooperating with the FBI have
been assassinated. And the FBI’s $10 million reward was not even publicized
the first eleven months after it was issued. Clearly, the Obama administration does not consider the attackers a high priority.”


446. 3/17/14 – From Breitbart.com: “Clinton’s Benghazi Mission did not even install additional surveillance cameras it had received “because the State Department has not yet sent out the technical team necessary to install them.” Further, the camera monitor in the guard force booth “was inoperable on the day of the attacks due to a needed repair by a technical team.” The Report makes clear that “the lack of security enhancements contributed to the security breakdown at the Temporary Mission Facility the night of the attacks.”

447. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 29: Hillary Lied. Four Men Died. Benghazi was about Qadhafi!

448. 3/17/14 – From Breitbart.com: “The Senate Select Committee’s Benghazi Report (The Report) makes clear that the deaths of Amb. Christopher Stevens, State Information Officer Sean Smith, and Navy Seals Glen Doherty and Tyrone S. Woods could have been prevented on the day of the attack. Above all, their deaths would not have occurred but for Obama and Clinton’s dangerous, Islamist-friendly, and unconstitutional military action against Qadhafi. Even worse, it is clear that Hillary put political “optics” above the security of American lives on the eve of a Presidential election. In that sense it’s a bigger cover-up than Watergate… Finding #1 of The Report makes clear that Clinton ignored the “ample strategic warning that [the] security situation in eastern Libya was deteriorating and that U.S. facilities and personnel were at risk in Benghazi.” …Yet Clinton’s State Department was filled with “confusion over who, ultimately, was responsible and empowered to make decisions on both policy and security concerns.”

449. Hillary Says There are No Women’s Rights without Abortion!

450. 3/7/14 – So killing female babies in their mother’s womb is essential for women’s rights?! Yeah, maybe but not for the baby woman in her Mom’s womb! From LifeNews.Com “You cannot make progress on gender equality or broader human development without safeguarding women’s reproductive health or rights,” she declared. Clinton is adamant that reproductive health includes abortion… Reproductive rights are the starting point for a successful development agenda, according to the former U.S. Secretary of State who called this a “bedrock truth.”” — She’s not
fighting for any “reproductive” rights! Nothing will be “reproduced” if she gets her way. No little humans will be “reproduced” because of these wrongly-named “reproductive” so-called “rights.” The REAL reproductive right is the Right to Life!! Shame on Hillary Clinton for advocating the murder of 591,000 little women each and every year! Hillary Clinton’s War on Women has killed 23,656,349 women since 1973. Any real woman would be against that. Hillary Clinton could care less about women and their rights.

451. Hillary Compares Putin to Nazi, Then Pulls Russian Reset and says No, No he’s Not!
452. 3/6/14 – From Fox News yesterday: “”[This is like] what Hitler did back in the 30s,” Clinton said, according to the Long Beach Press-Telegram. “All the Germans that were … the ethnic Germans, the Germans by ancestry who were in places like Czechoslovakia and Romania and other places, Hitler kept saying they’re not being treated right. I must go and protect my people and that’s what’s gotten everybody so nervous.” — Presses her famous Rusian Reset button — Then from The Hill today, “Hillary Clinton on Wednesday pulled back from comparing Russian President Vladimir Putin’s actions in Ukraine to those of Hitler. She said comments made the night before at a private event were meant only to bring “a little historical perspective” to Russia’s claim that it entered the Crimean peninsula in Ukraine in order to protect ethnic-Russians… “So I just want everybody to have a little historic perspective. I am not making a comparison, but I am recommending that we can perhaps learn form this tactic that has been used before.” – Flip-flop? That was easy.

453. Is Hillary 2016 Floating Rumors that She is Too Unhealthy to Run?!

454. 3/1/14 – Rush Limbaugh spoke yesterday about “whispers” all over Washington, D.C. that maybe Her Hillaryness is too sick to run for the White House. RUSH: “…if it is a rumor campaign, I just want to go on record. If this indeed is established as a rumor campaign, my prediction is that a Democrat is behind it.” We agree. Are we now supposed to believe that maybe that whole seemingly faked thing about having a concussion so she couldn’t initially testify on Benghazi was… true?! Most so-called “rumors” in Washington are started on purpose as trial balloons. This one was likely started by Hillary Clinton’s 2016 campaign team. So what would Team Hillary gain? The story drums up sympathy for her at a time when she is under heavy fire for Benghazi, the Hillary Papers and
yesterday’s start of the document dump. **There will be more documents coming**, as many as 29,000 more, in the next weeks. *It just wouldn’t be right (would it?) for the media to pick on an unhealthy woman. It gives the press cover for ignoring what is to come from these documents.** **Something about this whole rumor does not smell right.** Alex Pappas at the Daily Caller reports today, “...in private, rumors persist that the former Secretary of State may not even be capable of making it to Iowa and New Hampshire. Clinton, these skeptics often say, will not run for president again because of health concerns. These ubiquitous rumors of her health have been fueled in part by the supermarket tabloids. The National Enquirer wrote in 2012 that Clinton had brain cancer, something a spokesman dismissed then as “absolute nonsense.” In January of this year, the Globe claimed that Clinton secretly had a brain tumor…”

455. Clinton Document Dump # 7 – Team Hillary Considered Putting her on TV’s “Home Improvement!”

456. 2/28/14 – From NBC News, ““I know this may sound like a wild idea, but I think it is an interesting one to discuss,” wrote the first lady’s press secretary, Lisa Caputo, in an August 1995 memo. “[ABC News producer] Rick Kaplan brought to my attention that Home Improvement would very much like to have Hillary make a guest appearance on its show … They are willing to do a show on women, children and family issues or a show on whatever issues Hillary would like.” Caputo argued in the memo that, while it could “diminish the role of First Lady” by appearing on a sitcom, “it would present Hillary in a very likable light.” — ConservativeAmerican.org comments tongue in cheek: Wow. **That’s a shocker. Imagine that; Hollywood reaching out to help a liberal democrat. Bet that has never happened before.**

457. Clinton Document Dump # 6 – Hillary was Against Individual Mandates Before She Was For Them

458. 2/28/14 – From CBS News, “One document released Friday includes remarks from the first lady in a meeting about health care reform with Senate and House Democratic leaders. In that Sept. 9, 1993 meeting, Hillary Clinton explains her opposition to the individual mandate, which was then an idea touted by [some] moderate Republicans. “That is politically and substantively a much harder sell,” Clinton told the congressmen… **Clinton, of course, endorsed the idea of an individual mandate during the 2008 presidential primary, in contrast with then-candidate Barack Obama. Once Mr. Obama was in the White House, he too embraced the individual mandate — now the most controversial part of the Affordable Care Act.”**

459. Clinton Document Dump # 5 – Hillary Had Her Faves in the Democrat Press
Andrea Mitchell, one of Hillary’s Favorites

2/28/14 – From Fox News: “A 1995 memo from then-first lady Press Secretary Lisa Caputo to Hillary Clinton and others gave a pretty good glimpse into which reporters they considered their friends… Terry Hunt, AP — Chief White House correspondent. He is a fan of yours… Larry McQuillan, Reuters… one of if not the nicest reporters in the White House Press Corps. He interviewed you last winter about your work on behalf of the Gulf War veterans and wrote a very positive story… Andrea Mitchell, NBC — Former White House correspondent. She was replaced by Brian Williams, whom NBC is grooming to take over for Tom Brokaw. Andrea now covers the State Department. She is a very aggressive and a very good reporter… Claire Shipman, CNN… Claire was with us on our trip to South Asia. She is very fair and positive toward you. She is also very easy going… Ann Compton, ABC… I believe we made her a Hillary fan on the South Asia trip.” — CBS News adds, “None of the documents were related to the Whitewater or Monica Lewinsky scandals… The documents released Friday are the first in a collection of about up to around 33,000 documents that the National Archives will release over the next month, now that they are legally permitted to. Certain presidential records can be withheld from the public for 12 years after the end of the administration.”

Clinton Document Dump # 4 – Hillary Had Her Own ‘If You Like Your Doctor, You Can Keep Your Doctor’ Promise Ready to Go!!

2/28/14 – President Obama should have listened to this kind of advice! From FOX news: “A January 1994 memo between two Clinton White House aides… one aide voiced concern that they wouldn’t be able to keep the promise that Americans could pick their doctor and health plan under the health care overhaul proposed at that time.” –Sound familiar?! More from Fox: “The memo said: “We have a line on p. 10 that says ‘You’ll pick the health plan and doctor of your choice.’ This sounds great and I know that it’s just what people want to hear. But can we get away with it? Isn’t the whole thrust of our health plan to steer people toward cheaper, HMO-style providers? It’s one thing to say we’ll preserve your option to pick the doctor of your choice (recognizing that this will cost more), it’s quite another to appear to promise the nation that everyone will get to pick the doctor of his or her choice. And that’s
exactly what this line does. I am very worried about getting skewered or over-promising here on something we know full well we won’t deliver.”

Clinton Document Dump # 3 – Called the Pope ‘Extreme’
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2/28/14 – Another part of today’s document dump featured a memo that warned Hillary Clinton about the hardline positions of the Vatican, prior to her visit with the Pontiff. From Fox News: “The memo repeatedly made the point that the Vatican and Pope John Paul II were outspoken in their opposition to abortion and contraception. “You do not need to raise those issues where the Administration and the Vatican strongly differ; if they come up, you should just agree to disagree,” the memo advised. “In addition to adolescent sexuality and reproductive rights, these issues include abortion, artificial contraception and sterilization, and individual reproductive rights – basically, anything other than marital couples practicing periodic sexual abstinence.” The memo continued: “Under the Church’s position that every act of intercourse should hold the possibility of conception, only periodic abstinence is acceptable as a family planning method. The Church opposes even condom usage for protection from HIV/AIDS. This position is more extreme than that of conservative U.S. activists …”

Clinton Document Dump # 2 – Team Hillary Even Used Wedding Anniversary for Political Gain

2/28/14 From Fox News: “Another memo from her press secretary, Lisa Caputo, encouraged the Clintons to capitalize on their 20th wedding anniversary as “a wonderful opportunity for Hillary” and also suggested she spend more time doing White House events celebrating first ladies of the past. Placing Clinton in a historical context “may help to round out her image and make what she is doing seem less extreme or different in the eyes of the media,” Caputo wrote in a lengthy August 1995 memo about courting better press coverage” — More here from ABCDEmocrat News.

Clinton Document Dump # 1 – Hillary Advisers told her to hide her “Testy” side from the Press!

2/28/14 – To get trouble out of the way a few years prior to the election, Team Hillary today released 4,000 previously unreleased documents. From Fox News: “Even in the early days of the Clinton White House, consultants and
political advisers were scrambling to soften Hillary Clinton's hard-edged image, looking for ways to “humanize her” for the press and public. In the latter years, as the media turned, the advice was far more blunt. “Be real,” media consultant Mandy Grunwald told her in a 1999 memo. Grunwald told the first lady the public tends to see her only in “very stern situations,” and warned her not to let the press see her “uncomfortable or testy.” — Seems to us at ConservativeAmerican.org that it would be rather impossible to HUMANIZE Hillary Clinton! The Fox report continues, “Grunwald urged Clinton to stay “conversational” and not raise her voice. Her advice was to stay “chatty, intimate, informal.” “Don’t be defensive,” she wrote. “Look like you want the questions: The press is obviously watching to see if they can make you uncomfortable or testy. Even on the annoying questions, give relaxed answers.” — As CBS News noted today, “...when a candidate tries to “be real” it can often have the opposite effect. That’s because being “real” isn’t something that you’re supposed to need a memo to remind you to do.”

473. Hillary 2016 Tosses Obama & Obamacare under her Campaign Bus!

474. From Chris Stirewalt at Fox News: “Clinton sounded more than open to substantial changes to President Obama’s signature law [Obamacare]. From Reuters: “Part of the challenge is to clear away all the smoke and try to figure out what is working and what isn’t,’ Clinton, who served as secretary of state in Obama’s first term, was quoted by CNN as saying. ‘What do we need to do to try to fix this? Because it would be a great tragedy, in my opinion, to take away what has now been provided.’” Clinton previewed her expected talking points for the 2016 campaign, praising Obama’s goals but lamenting his poor execution: “But I would be the first to say if things aren’t working, then we need people of good faith to come together and make evidence-based changes,’ said Clinton, who led a failed effort to pass healthcare reform during the administration of her husband, Bill Clinton.” — ConservativeAmerican.org says the last thing we should do is let Hillary Clinton have another go at socialist, government-run healthcare.

475. Clinton Collaborating with UniVision to Win Hispanic Votes. Media Bias anyone?!

476. 2/24/2104 –
From Israel Ortega at the Heritage Foundation, “Hillary Clinton is entering into a partnership with Univision—the largest Spanish-language news network in America, reaching nearly every U.S. Hispanic television household—to promote a childhood development initiative. It is hard to dismiss this as coincidental, given the increasing clout of the Hispanic electorate (every month, 50,000 Hispanics turn 18) and news that there are Univision executives partial to a Hillary Clinton presidency. Progressive commentator Raul Reyes, a member of USA Today’s Board of Contributors, reports: “Consider that one of the owners of Univision, Haim Saban, is a major Clinton donor and backer who told the Israeli newspaper Yedioth Ahronoth that, “Seeing her in the White House is a big dream of mine.” – [Ortega:] If that’s not the definition of media bias, I’m not sure what is.”

Former Clinton Aide Warns Against a Hillary Clinton Presidency!

2/18/14 – Talk about a war on women! The real war on women started with Hillary Clinton herself! Kathleen Willey, the former volunteer aide to Bill Clinton who says she was sexually harassed by the president in the 1990s, says Hillary tried to destroy the women who said her husband had relations with them. Here’s an audio interview from The Western Center for Journalism(ignore the first few sentences)…

Women said Reagan was Too Old. Is Hillary Clinton Too Old to be President?
2/17/14 – On October 22nd, 1984 the Ottawa Citizen ran a news story about a women’s group, The Committee to Retire the President, which said Ronald Reagan was way too old to run for President again. Hillary will be the same age Reagan was in his first run for the White House if she runs in 2016. Will women’s groups urge her not to run because she is too old?! The paper said Jean Komaiko of Durham, NC, leader of the group, wanted to “call attention to what they believe are the president’s failings, because of his age – especially since the first presidential debate, a week ago Sunday, against Walter Mondale.” Komaiko says anyone watching could see that Reagan was in a state of confusion during most of the debate!!! Hillary has testified before congress on numerous things and frequently has said she just can’t remember things. Age already impacting Mrs. Clinton? Hypocrisy here is evident. Charlie Cook writes today (2/17/14) at the National Journal, “Clinton turns 67 this October. At that age, she will likely be making her candidacy decision, and if nominated Clinton would turn 69 two weeks before the 2016 general election, notably the same age Ronald Reagan was when he was first elected in 1980. The choice to run for president is effectively a nine-year commitment: one year to run, another four years if she wins a first term—finishing up that term at age 73—and then, assuming she runs for reelection and wins, serving four more years to end a second term at 77 years of age. None of this is to say that the age issue could successfully be used against her. After all, Reagan won the presidency at the same age. But how many 67-year-olds make nine-year commitments, and what concerns have to be addressed if they do?” –UPDATE 4/22/14: The Daily Caller says Hillary “…was born before cake mix, credit cards, computer hard disks, McDonalds and Disneyland were invented.”

-UPDATE 4/21/14:
486.
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David Frum writing at CNN points out no one will be bothered by Hillary’s old age, despite how worried they were about McCain and Reagan. In fact, he says she will benefit from the double standard! More here. And if she’s not too old, is she too fat? That’s what their side says about Chris Christie. Here’s what she says: “You can tell I’m not doing Fitbit.” – Meanwhile Piers Morgan says Hillary “is no Spring Chicken!”

489. Hillary Clinton Using Her Foundation to get to 2016 Hispanic Voters
490. 2/5/14 – It’s called “Too Small to Fail,” and it’s a cause started with money from the Clinton Foundation. Mark Steyn joked today on the Rush Limbaugh show that perhaps this could be Hillary’s 2016 campaign slogan. The Washington Post reports, “For Clinton, Tuesday’s event marked her first significant appearance outside the paid-speaking circuit and into a more campaign-like environment. The agreement with Univision provides her with a bridge to the nation’s fast-growing and politically influential Hispanic community.” — I wonder if she tried to speak in ‘Hispanic lingo’ in the way she tried to ‘speak black’ to a group of black American voters? –More from the Washington Post: “The prospective 2016 presidential candidate came to an East Harlem classroom, sat beneath crayon posters and alphabet letters and urged Hispanic parents to read and sing to their children to help develop their language skills. “Every child — every single child — in our country deserves to have a fair chance to live up to his or her God-given potential,” Clinton said.” — Wait, so she is talking about God? Is this just pandering to the Hispanic community which is heavily Catholic? Since when does her socialist-union-democrat party give a rats rear end about God or Catholics?! I doubt she will suddenly adopt the Catholic position against abortion. She’s okay with killing the little kids, but if by some mistake they live, then she wants you to read and sing to them?! And how would she explain the democrat War
On Catholics to her new Hispanic friends?! – From the Post: “The appearance was tied to the launch of a multi-year partnership between Too Small to Fail… and Univision, the influential Spanish-language media company. Branded in Spanish as “Pequeños y Valiosos” (Young and Valuable), the campaign will include public-service announcements on Univision encouraging Hispanic parents to help their preschool children better develop their language skills…

Clinton’s appearance here was carefully choreographed. She spoke for about five minutes and aides said she would take no questions from reporters. Journalists were escorted out of the room following the opening remarks..” — Oh, and for the record, I have no problem at all with the Clinton Foundation making charitable donations to help young people of any race to improve their language skills. I think it is great she is doing this. One fails to see the entire picture, however, if one doesn’t consider her political posturing here with an important voter group she needs to win in 2016. The Clinton Foundation has been under scrutiny lately for some financial issues. I do not know what specific type of Foundation the Clinton’s established. Some types of Foundations are not permitted to spend money on political campaigns without endangering their charitable status. Fine line here.

491. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 28: CIA Agent With Ties to Hillary 2016 Campaign Altered Benghazi Talking Points!

492. 2/3/14 – Reporter Catherine Herridge at FOX news has done a very thorough job reporting on the Benghazi cover-up which was designed to get President Obama re-elected in 2012 and to help Hillary Clinton become president in 2016. She reported today that former CIA Deputy Director Michael “Mike” Morell left inaccurate items in the Benghazi talking points. He met with a reporter for the Wall Street Journal in August of 2013, while still on the job, which reported his interest in “advising future presidential campaigns.” The WSJ said Morell is “close” to Hillary according to officials they did not name. So, was Morell campaigning for a future job with Team Hillary when he altered the talking points? Did he communicate with Hillary Clinton or her advisers at all when he changed the content to help Obama and Clinton? Herridge spoke with Tom Fitton of Judicial Watch who said, “You have to wonder what he was thinking at the time when he deleted these talking points in a way that benefited the Obama administration and Hillary Clinton personally.” Morell now works for Beacon Global strategies, a company founded by Philippe Reines, who Herridge reports was “recently described by the New York Times magazine as [Hillary] Clinton’s personal gatekeeper…”

493.

494. ConservativeAmerican.org believes this evidence clearly shows that Team Hillary changed those talking points to benefit Hillary Clinton’s campaign in 2016. The talking points were indeed changed for political reasons, something President Obama denied one day earlier when speaking with Bill O’Reilly on live TV. UPDATE 8/23/14:”[HILLARY:] “The extensive public record now makes clear that Susan (Rice) was using information that originated with and was approved by the CIA,” she writes [In her book Hardly Choices].
“That assessment didn’t come from political operatives in the White House; it came from career professionals in the intelligence community.”

But it has been confirmed that State Department spokeswoman Victoria Nuland played an active role in crafting the talking points as did Clinton’s deputy chief of staff, Jake Sullivan.


496. 2/2/14 – ABCDEmocrat News reports, “The former secretary of state roiled the Twitterverse midway through tonight’s big game [Superbowl] with a rare tweet that seemed to respond to the aggressive media coverage she’s drawn of late.” So, I guess that means (in Hillaryland) that every single item on this list is just a ‘phony scandal’ or part of the ‘vast right wing conspiracy’ drummed up by FOX News and Rush Limbaugh. ConservativeAmerican.org challenges you to read this list. If you have any positive feelings about Secretary Clinton, you may change your mind.

498. From ABC News. Click for their story.

499. 500. Blitzed & Sacked? She should be sacked as a 2016 Presidential candidate. However, it’s not Fox News, Mrs. Clinton. It’s all of American that would like some answers from you. As to why you get “aggressive media coverage,” that’s due to your own consistently poor choices.

501. Hillary’s Lie to Women in Afghanistan

502. EnterStageRight.com pic, click for more from them.

504. 1/28/14 – With the U.S.A. preparing to leave Afghanistan, and the country’s weak leadership simply releasing terrorists, the situation in that nation is
deteriorating. If that deterioration continues, any progress made in women’s rights will be lost. That would be another broken promise from Madame Secretary Hillary Clinton. From Bloomberg News, “Many are worried that in whatever future negotiations that might occur, women — their rights, their roles, their concerns — will be sacrificed and the old days will return,” Clinton said. “The United States cannot and will not let that happen,” she said. “Let there be no doubt that even as the U.S. role in Afghanistan changes during the next few years of transition,” with the drawdown of U.S. combat troops, “it’s absolutely critical we protect” women’s gains and expand on them, said Clinton, a longtime advocate of women’s rights. “We will continue to stand with and work closely with Afghan women.” – But the EU Observer reports, “…women’s rights remain in peril. Violence against women and forced marriage are rife, while high-profile female government officials and civil society activists face threats and attacks by the resilient Taliban insurgency. All too often, the government appears unable or unwilling to bring to justice the perpetrators of these crimes. Worse, in the last year Afghan government officials have themselves attacked some of the most basic legal safeguards for women. On the International Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women on 25 November, news broke that Afghan government officials had participated in preparing a draft law that would have reinstated the Taliban-era punishment of execution by stoning for adultery. This is only the latest example in a recent string of serious setbacks or attempts by government officials and parliamentarians to roll back women’s rights. These attacks threaten to unravel the fragile but important advances in women’s rights in Afghanistan since the fall of the Taliban regime in 2001.”

505. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 27 Hillary: My Biggest Regret “Ya Know” is Benghazi.

506. 1/27/14 – Hillary Clinton today said her biggest, ya know, regret is Benghazi. If she were telling the truth, she would say she regrets getting caught in all those lies she told. What she should regret is denying requests for more security at the diplomatic post where four Americans were killed and lying to the faces of family members of those killed. She even promised one family the government would get that guy who made the video she was lying about. Her Hillaryness appeared at some car dealer convention today. It was a safe place to bring up Benghazi because she would not face any follow-up questions like, oh, I don’t know maybe: “What precisely do you regret doing or saying, or not doing or saying, Mrs. Clinton?” A reporter needs to follow-up and ask her that. She’s scared to death that her failure in Benghazi and the lies she told afterward will keep her out of the White House (as it should)…

507.

508.

509. Note her boring, monotone delivery. It’s as if she is disinterested. She sounds like she is talking about some lengthy legal document’s 4th page under
sub-section 8-D. The guy with her also is bored, taking a drink while she talks. Hillary said, “My biggest, ya know, regret is what happened in Benghazi. Uuuuuuuuh, it was a terrible tragedey, Uuuuuuh, be…losing four Americans, 2 Uuuuuh diplomats and now it’s public so I can say, 2 CIA operatives, losing an ambassador like Chris Stephens who was one of our very best.” – The H.R. Huff-n-Stuff-ington Post today noted, “Clinton remains under scrutiny from Republicans who insist she should be held accountable for the attack. Democrats, including Senate Intelligence Committee chair Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) have come to Clinton’s defense, saying she is not to blame for Benghazi.” There was no heart in what Hillary said today. Mrs. Clinton offered no compassion for the families or explanation of her lies. This was no apology! However, I do believe she does regret Benghazi… she regrets getting caught.

510. Hillary “Hard to Separate” from Bill Clinton’s Predatory Behavior toward Women

511. 1/26/14 – As the democrat party prepares to re-launch its fake claim that republicans have a ‘War on Women,’ Hillary Clinton may have a hard time being the champion of that one. She stood by her cheating husband and convinced her aide, Huma Weiner to do the same. Not exactly the “Pro Women” stance. From the Clinton Broadcast System (CBS) and Network Bill Clinton (NBC) comes this today: “Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky., suggested… Democrat’s don’t have the moral high ground when it comes to women’s issues because of former President Bill Clinton’s predatory behavior toward then-intern Monica Lewinsky. “One of the workplace laws and rules that I think are good is that bosses shouldn’t prey on young interns in their office. And I think really the media seems to have given
President Clinton a pass on this,” Paul said on NBC’s “Meet the Press” Sunday. “He took advantage of a girl that was 20 years old and an intern in his office. There is no excuse for that.” …He suggested that it undercut the Democratic argument that Republicans are waging a war on women. Though Paul said that Hillary Clinton shouldn’t be judged for her husband’s behavior, he added, “it’s hard to separate one from the other. But I would say that with regard to his place in history, that it certainly is a discussion and I think in my state, you know, people tend to sort of frown upon that.”

New York Times Admits: Hillary Clinton is a Space Cadet!

Space Cadet Hillary

1/24/14 – In the latest installment of the slobbering love affair the Clinton-owned New York Times has with Hillary, they portray her as the center of the universe. Sure seems like Team Hillary is getting help from what is supposedly a “fair” newspaper. No republican would ever be handled as gently as they have dealt with Mrs. Clinton. This after their recent debunked attempt to support Hillary with the claim that Al Qaeda was not involved in the Benghazi terrorist attack. So, are they boosting her up unfairly? Can their be any doubt?! Or, is she supposed to be a space cadet in this magazine?

Did Hillary 2016 hire an Adviser who Illegally Suppressed the Vote?!

1/20/14 Where we live, the item below is called Voter Suppression and it’s illegal. So Hillary may have hired a criminal to help run her 2016 campaign? Yawn. That’s a big surprise, eh? Yeah, we know. Not really.

Team Hillary Adviser also Pulled a “Christie” Blocking Traffic for Al Gore!
519. 1/10/14 Rush Limbaugh today mentioned the Daily Caller news report “Michael Whouley, founding partner of the strategy group tied to Hillary Clinton’s budding 2016 presidential effort, orchestrated a traffic jam to help his client Al Gore win the 2000 New Hampshire primary against Bill Bradley. Gore campaign manager Bob Shrum wrote in his memoirs about Whouley’s last-minute gambit to use the Gore motorcade to suppress the vote on primary day, as Slate’s David Weigel noted on Wednesday…”

520. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 26 “The information has changed” LIE

521.

522. Hillary – What difference does it make?

523. 1/15/14 HILLARY: “Well, everyone that spoke tried to give the information that they had. As time has gone on, the information has changed, we’ve gotten more detail, but that’s not surprising, that always happens.” – We now know this was absolutely untrue. The information that General Dempsey and Secretary of Defense Leon Panetta gave to the President less than an hour after the attack started was clear; no protest, no video. It wasn’t, as Hillary Clinton said, that the information changed. It was that she and the entire Obama administration got caught lying. Period.

524. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 25 Hillary’s Failure to Act Cost Four Americans Their Lives

525. 1/15/14 – From the U.S. Senate’s report on the Benghazi scandal, a report prepared by democrats, “The Senate panel report also dove extensively into what went wrong at the U.S. mission in Benghazi before the attack. The committee determined the attack was “preventable” and the administration failed to respond to “ample” warnings that security was deteriorating before Sept. 11, 2012. The report faulted the State and Defense departments. It also cited the failure of the Obama administration to “bring the attackers to justice.”” — Hillary Clinton turned down repeated requests for added security at the diplomatic post in Benghazi. Her failure to respond lead to the attack. The committee said the attack was preventable and the state department run by Hillary Clinton failed to respond to ample warnings. This woman cannot become President of the United States. She could not be trusted as Commander in Chief. To act on the threats ahead of time would have required an admission that Al Qaeda was still going strong, something the Obama Administration was telling America was no longer happening. “The report said multiple “tripwires” were crossed signaling security problems, and the State Department should have increased its security posture in response.
This included an Aug. 16, 2012, cable from Ambassador Chris Stevens raising security concerns, and prior attacks on westerners in Benghazi." – Despite this news, the lamestream media continues to avoid connecting Madame Hillary, the one who ran the freaking State Department, to any of this. Evidence here…

526. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 24 It wasn’t Al Qaeda

527. 1/15/14 Hillary Clinton said there was a protest. That wasn’t true and she knew that at the time she said it. She said that a video caused the attack. That wasn’t true and she knew that at the time she said it. This wasn’t because of Al Qaeda or a pre-planned terror attack, she told us. Today, the US Senate (run by DEMOCRATS!) said not so fast. From Fox News: “A comprehensive report by the Senate Intelligence Committee definitively declared that individuals tied to Al Qaeda groups were involved in the Benghazi attack, challenging recent claims that the terror network was not a factor. The report was released Monday, nearly one year after then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, under congressional questioning over the nature of the attack, shouted at lawmakers: “What difference, at this point, does it make?””

528. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 23 We didn’t have Real Time Data to justify Military Action

529. 1/14/14 Both Leon Panetta, and Hillary Clinton have claimed there was no “REAL TIME” data available to them during the Benghazi attack. Leon Panetta said gosh, they just didn’t have real time information about what was going on to know if they should send troops in. Interesting, CBS News reported they had drones flying over the scene the last few hours of the attack relaying information to commanders. Hillary Clinton also claimed there was no real time data. From the Blaze.com: “Rep. Dana Rohrabacher (R-Calif.) said Deputy Assistant Secretary for Diplomatic Security Charlene Lamb “testified she had actually witnessed this, the attack, in real-time on a monitor.” – “At any time did you see the initial attack on a monitor with the president?” Rohrbacher asked. “Congressman, there was no monitor, there was no real time. We got the surveillance videos some weeks later, that was the first time we saw any video of the attack.” – ConservativeAmerican.org points out, notice how she catches herself saying “no real time…” and stops dead after the word time. What was she about to say? Would the next word have been perjury? Was she about to say ‘data’ or ‘information?’” James Rosen at Fox News has proof this claim on no real time data is not true here.

530. Hillary Clinton Kept a Hit List of Politicians She Needed to Punish for Going Against Her!
1/12/14 In an explosive story in the Politico Magazine online, the news is out that Hillary Clinton had a Hit List. If there were any lingering doubts after reading the items on this list that maybe she was actually a nice person, those have been destroyed. From the Politico: “Kris Balderston and Adrienne Elrod put the finishing touches on a political hit list. It was late June 2008, and Hillary had dropped her bid for the presidency earlier that month. The war room, where her brain trust had devolved into profanity-laced shouting matches, was empty... “We wanted to have a record of who endorsed us and who didn’t," a member of Hillary’s campaign team said, “and of those who endorsed us, who went the extra mile and who was just kind of there. And of those who didn’t endorse us, those who understandably didn’t endorse us because they are [Congressional Black Caucus] members or Illinois members. And then, of course, those who endorsed him but really should have been with her … that burned her." …It meant that when asks rolled in, she and Bill would have at their fingertips all the information needed to make a quick decision—including extenuating, mitigating and amplifying factors—so that friends could be rewarded and enemies punished... Hillary’s Clinton’s staffers made a list of Democratic members of Congress, rating them from 1 (most helpful) to 7 (most treacherous).” — The Politico says the naughty list 7’s included Senators John Kerry, Ted Kennedy, Jay Rockefeller, Claire McCaskill, Bob Casey, and Patrick Leahy, and Representatives Chris Van Hollen, Baron Hill, and Rob Andrews. Why did McCaskill make the list? From the Politico: “…in October 2006. “He’s been a great leader,” McCaskill said of Bill, “but I don’t want my daughter near him.” McCaskill regretted her remark instantly; the anguish brought her “to the point of epic tears;” …she was terrified of running into Hillary Clinton in the Capitol. “I really don’t want to be in an elevator alone with her,” McCaskill confided to the friend.” Read more from the Politico here.
Hillary Admits She Faked Her Opposition to the George W. Bush Troop Surge in Iraq!

Cillizza

535.

1/7/14 – Under the headline of “How Bob Gates’s Memoirs Could Haunt Hillary in 2016” comes another one from Chris Cillizza at the Washington Post: “In a new memoir of his time as secretary of defense in the Obama administration, Gates writes: “Hillary told the president that her opposition to the [2007] surge in Iraq had been political because she was facing him in the Iowa primary. .?.?. The president conceded vaguely that opposition to the Iraq surge had been political. To hear the two of them making these admissions, and in front of me, was as surprising as it was dismaying.” Oomph. Just to jog your memory, Clinton announced that she opposed the Iraq surge being pushed by President George W. Bush in the days leading up to the announcement of her presidential bid. She instead proposed a freeze in troop levels in the country and advocated for a troop increase in Afghanistan.” – So she admitted to others she’s one of those women who just fake it. – Cillizza notes that Gates praises Clinton in other parts of the book. “Gates’s version of why Clinton opposed the surge fits perfectly into this existing good-politics-makes-good-policy narrative about the former secretary of state. And that’s what makes it dangerous for her — and why you can be sure she (or her people) will (and must) dispute Gates’s recollection…”

Hillary’s ‘Catching Osama’ Picture was Doctored, but Why?

1/7/14 – From Chris Cillizza at the Washington Post: “In this May 1, 2011, image released by the White House and digitally altered by the source to obscure the details of a document in front of Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton, at right with hand covering mouth…” — So what document did she have that needed to be hidden from the public?
Hillary’s Outrageous Hypocrisy: Wants to ‘Restore Faith in Government!!’

12/27/13 Ben Shapiro at Breitbart.com says Hillary Clinton has just announced a speaking tour, “…she would be launching a series of speeches about American foreign policy in the “next few months.” According to Philip Rucker, White House correspondent for The Washington Post, Hillary planned to emphasize restoring faith in government – an ironic theme, considering that she was a member of the current administration presiding over the rapid decline in faith in government.” No kidding! As Secretary of State (the Government) Hillary Clinton lied to the faces of the families of the Benghazi victims saying the attack was because of some video. That was an absolute lie and she knew it when she said it. How can this woman hope to ‘restore faith in government’?!!

Hillary Clinton Mismanages State Department!

11/2013 – From the American Thinker, “The first [of three] surfaced in a November 12, 2013 memorandum from the DOS’s Inspector General (IG), Steve A. Linick two months after he became the IG. The subject line of the memo reads: “Management Alert: OIG Findings of Significant and Recurring Weaknesses in the Department of State Information System Security Program (AUD-IT-14-04).” The first paragraph outlines the “weaknesses”: The Department of State (Department) is entrusted to safeguard sensitive information, which is often the target of terrorist and criminal organizations. Cyber attacks against government organizations appear to be on the rise, including state-sponsored efforts to exploit U.S. Government information security vulnerabilities. The Department is responsible for preserving and protecting classified information vital to the preservation of national security in high risk environments across the globe. The Department also undertakes significant numbers of financial and other transactions, including, for instance, the daily collection of millions of dollars in consular fees. In addition the Department maintains records on approximately 192 million current passports, which contain such sensitive personally identifiable information (PII) as dates of birth and social security numbers. To protect this information, the
Department must ensure that its Information System Security Program and management control structure are operationally effective.” In short, Hillary’s DOS didn’t adequately safeguard sensitive information.

546. Would Hillary Clinton be the First Bisexual President?

547. case of having to go overseas to get US News: A report in the United Kingdom’s Daily Mail online says that Hillary Clinton is bisexual. So, we could go from having the first half-black (really a white-black) President to having the first male-female President! A socialist is a socialist. I don’t care what they do in the privacy of their own bedroom or what color their skin is. However, I doubt most people are aware of the report claiming Hillary likes women as much as men. From the Daily Mail… “Gennifer [ConservativeAmerican.org note: This is Gennifer Flowers – ex-mistress of Billy Bob] said: ‘I don’t know Huma or the Weiners. I just know what Bill told me and that was that he was aware that Hillary was bisexual and he didn’t care. He should know. ‘He said Hillary had eaten more p***y than he had.’ Yet however much their roles as mistress and wife cast Gennifer and Hillary Clinton as natural rivals Gennifer claimed to feel a sense of solidarity with Hillary, 65, and would support Hillary’s candidacy for President. She said: ‘The support I would give Hillary is as a woman.”

–ConservativeAmerican.org says: Whatever. The bottom line is we don’t want her and her part-time husband back in the White House regardless of if Hillary is having more fun with Bill or with Huma Weiner. **UPDATE 4/21/14:** The Daily Caller notes even Jimmy Fallon makes fun of Hillary’s bisexuality. **UPDATE 4/30/14:** Frontiers LA reports Glenn Beck has also discussed Hillary liking other women. ““I’m telling you, I’m telling you, Hillary Clinton will be having sex with a woman on the, on the White House desk if it becomes popular. She will be. She’ll be like, ‘Look, the arc of history wasn’t ready for a president to be a lesbian and have sex on the desk.’”** **UPDATE 7/28/14:** Jenny McCarthy suggested Hillary Clinton is gay on the TV show, The View. From Edgeonthenet.com: ““Well, maybe he has his girlfriends and she has her girlfriends, you never know,” McCarthy said. “Maybe they have an
arrangement.” She later wimped out by saying she shouldn’t have said that.

**UPDATE:** 2/28/15 This is a real ‘news’ headline: It’s Official: Hillary Clinton would run for President as a Woman!” It actually is newsworthy, since she likes women as much as her husband does.

548. The Bill, Hillary & Chelsea Clinton Charitable Foundation Scandal!

549. 8/14/13 –

---

550.

551. Kate Andrews

552. Even the lefty New York Times couldn’t ignore this story. As Kate Andrews notes at TownHall.com that the report, “…reveals that the Clintons have used the charitable foundation to promote other goals, including Bill Clinton’s business ventures and **Hillary Clinton’s political aspirations**; this has led to some unsettling consequences. According to The Times, the foundation is in **disarray**: “For all of its successes, the Clinton Foundation had become a sprawling concern, supervised by a rotating board of old Clinton hands, vulnerable to distraction and threatened by conflicts of interest. It ran **multimillion-dollar deficits for several years**, despite vast amounts of money flowing in.” The Times highlighted Douglas J. Band, “a onetime personal assistant to Mr. Clinton who had started a lucrative corporate consulting firm — which Mr. Clinton joined as a paid adviser — while overseeing the Clinton Global Initiative” as a prime example of an employee with conflicted interests. Band’s private firm, Teneo, charged its clients fees as high as $250,000 per month—clients that were also Clinton Foundation donors…”

553. Hillary Clinton Has No Accomplishments to Run On.
Conservative columnist Jonah Goldberg points out Hillary Clinton has absolutely no accomplishments she can run on: “Quick: What has the woman done? As a lawyer, what important cases did she win? As a first lady, her only major “accomplishment” was a failed health-care-reform scheme that didn’t even get a vote in the Senate. As a carpetbagging senator from New York, what historic legislation did she shepherd? Most of her party, including the president, repudiates her vote for the Iraq War. Pretty much the only thing her biggest supporters can tout about her tenure as secretary of state is that she “traveled a million miles,” which strikes me as the ultimate triumph of quantity over quality (particularly given the hot mess that is American foreign policy)… And that’s Hillary’s Achilles’ heel: Candidates matter.”

The Hillary Clinton Movies that Weren’t

2013 – From Foxy Blondes News: “CNN and NBC were in the process of producing flattering documentaries of Hillary. The networks, both of which portray themselves as straight, non-partisan news organizations, were to air the films just in time to bolster her image in a presidential run. Only a backlash forced them to shut down their projects.” Any doubt about the media bias at CNN (Clinton News Network) or NBC (Network for Bill Clinton)? Again from Fox: “But here’s something sobering for any remaining doubters: A couple of years ago UCLA politics professor Tim Groseclose conducted an empirical study of how different media outlets report political news. He found that “every mainstream national news outlet in the United States has a liberal bias,” and calculated that media bias helps Democratic candidates by as much as ten percentage points in a typical election.”

Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 22 – Misleads People about Her Role After 9/11

Then, in the CNN video above, Hillary Clinton goes on to claim she has 20 years of experience of being “in the administration’s decision making!” She said she helped Bill make decisions, then she says she helped George W. Bush with decisions after 9/11 (???? LIKE WHAT ???? Another LIE!) and was “working with him.” Really?! Do you remember any stories in the news about how Hillary Clinton helped George W. Bush after 9/11? Yeah, me neither. What she means by the statement is that she voted in favor of the Iraq
war, something most liberals hated. Then she brags that now she is in the Obama cabinet. Bottom line? She really has no experience at all with administration decision-making. Obama sidelined her instead of asking her for advice and input.

561. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – #21 -Everyone who spoke in the Fog of War Tried to tell the Same Lies!

562. 10/16/12 Democrat party-run CNN asked Hillary (video above) about the story that the attack was due to a protest (deliberately leaving out the video that Hillary and team Obama claimed resulted in the fake protest). REPORTER: “Was it a rush to judgment? Or was it bad intelligence as Vice President Biden suggests?” – I love how the reporter gives Hillary two choices, both of which would let Hillary off the hook. No effort there to help Hillary, right? She told the reporter she takes “a very different view of this.” She sure does. “In the wake of an attack like this, in the fog of war, there’s always going to be confusion and I think that it is absolutely fair to say that everyone had the same intelligence, everyone who spoke…” said Hillary. The reporter then interrupts (she probably got written up for that) and says “But it was bad intelligence.” No, Ms. Reporter, it was a series of LIES. Hillary replies: “Well, everyone that spoke tried to give the information that they had. As time has gone on, the information has changed, we’ve gotten more detail, but that’s not surprising, that always happens.” Notice she never answers the question. She simply says that people who spoke (herself, Susan Rice and others) had the same intelligence/talking points and tried to say them. Now they have, more details. No biggy, right? So Hillary Clinton purposely failed to answer the question and ignored her made-up protest she had placed into the talking points and her made-up story about some video no one ever watched. Side-stepping instead, she basically just said, ‘Look, everyone who spoke tried to say the same thing.’ Wow. Thanks for that flash of insight! Boy, she is so brilliant, maybe she should be President. Not. The sidestep statement is true, of course, everyone who spoke told the same Hillary Clinton Benghazi Lies about the video and the protest.

563. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 20 “Buck Stops with Me”

564. 10/16/12 Somebody better tell Her Hillaryness that she didn’t win the White House in 2008. Today she said the buck stops with her when it comes to Benghazi, not the President. Say what?

565. No, Mrs. Clinton, the buck does not stop with you. You have to love how the democrat reporter says the State Department never said the attack was due to a “protest” and neither, she says, did CNN! Uhm… what about the video? The story was a protest took place BECAUSE OF the video! And, YES HILLARY DID SAY this was caused by a video and she promised to throw an innocent man in jail to help her cover up the effort to sneak weapons to Al Qaeda members fighting to toss out Syria’s leader. Hillary laughs when told that “republicans” are saying this was a cover-up. First of all, Ms. Democrat Reporter, it wasn’t just republicans, many of your fellow reporters smelled this
rat long before you did (if you ever did). And why is she laughing? The deaths of four Americans, all of whom expected help to be on the way, is funny to her?! Ha! Ha! It’s so darn funny!

567. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – #19 I had a hard week!

568. Hillary 2016 Clinton was just too darn tired to do those weekend talk shows. Turns out that’s why they sent out Susan Rice. At least that is what Rice is telling CBS News at the end of 2013. She says poor Hillary had just finished a really, really hard week and she (RICE) imagines Hillary was just too tired to do the interviews herself!!! She can't be serious! It is EASY, not hard, for the Clintons to lie. That's all Hillary Clinton did that week was lie about what happened. And how dare Susan Rice say that HILLARY CLINTON had a hard week?! It wasn't Hillary Clinton, it was the families of the four Benghazi victims that had the hard week and have had a hard 15 months since the attack.

Susan Rice is a Liar, just like Hillary Clinton. From the U.K. Telegraph:
“…over two fifths of Americans believe that the continuing fallout from Benghazi will hurt Clinton’s chances if she decides to make a run for the White House.”

569. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – #18 Hillary lies to the faces of the killed men’s families

570. Hillary 2016 Clinton told the families of the murdered Americans that this was because of some video and that the USA was going to do everything it could to make sure the guy who made the video went to jail! She knew from editing the talking points that this video had nothing to do with the murders at all. Saying so, however, would have hurt her own selfish 2016 political ambitions. So her choice was to tell the truth to the families and risk ruining her chances of living in the White House again, or to lie to their faces and scream, “What difference, at this point, does it make?!”

571. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – #17 Hillary Deleted Info about CIA Warnings She Ignored

572. One of the talking points edits, was made to advance the Hillary 2016 campaign. That edit removed any reference from the talking points that for months, the CIA had warned of terrorist threats in Benghazi! Nah, can't have that in their. That makes it look like Hillary just ignored the situation. That's because SHE DID!

573. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – #16 ‘The edits didn’t change the substance of the talking Points’ Lie

574. Another whopper from Jay Carney. Yes, they did change the substance. Carney: “Non-substantive factual corrections” were made. Mmmm hmmm. The Hillary Clinton State Department deleted all references to the Al Qaeda-affiliated group, for example. UPDATE 2/26/14: Rep. Devin Nunes of California said on Fox News today that members of Hillary Clinton’s staff changed the talking points.


576. Hillary 2016 Clinton actually claimed it was the bad guys in the Benghazi attack who blamed all of this on the video!! In fact, it was she and President
Obama who did so. Glenn Beck has the Hillary quote: "Some have sought to justify this vicious behavior along with the protest that took place at our embassy in Cairo yesterday as a response to inflammatory material posted on the Internet." — Hillary Clinton. — Yep. Some did, Hillary. Some who wanted to win an election to the White House like YOU and Mr. Obama! “To address the video circulating on the Internet that has led to these protests.” — Hillary Clinton.

577. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 14 Hillary’s Gunfight Lie

578. Hillary’s State department accounts say “the agents were under prolonged fire throughout their ordeal, with battle raging in the compound grounds. “There is considerable firing going on outside,” one spokesman briefed journalists, “There are tracer bullets. There is smoke … there are explosions. I can’t tell you that they were RPGs, but I think they were RPGs. So there’s a lot of action going on.” **Conflicting evidence:** The testimony of heavy fighting is hard to reconcile with the lack of bullet holes in the buildings. The villa’s sandy walls are still blackened by the smoke from the fire, but there are few bullet marks here or on the other buildings, nor are there spent casings visible…

579. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 13 – Hypocrisy over Security in Northern Africa — Good for the Goose, not the Ganders

So, in number # 12 below, Team Hillary claimed security for the brave men killed was more than adequate. Not for her, it wasn’t! Talk about Hypocrisy. A number of months prior to the attack in Benghazi, Madame Hillary visited Libya. She was taken into Tripoli inside a military aircraft. From the Clinton-owned NY Times: “Mrs. Clinton… arrived here from Malta aboard an American military jet shortly after noon and was greeted by a phalanx of uniformed fighters, part of an irregular militia that now controls Tripoli’s airport… “I am proud to stand here on the soil of a free Libya,” Mrs. Clinton said at an Islamic conference center in the capital.” — Proud and protected, she was. From Pat Dollard comes this, “When then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton made an unannounced part-of-the-day visit to Tripoli, Libya, on Oct. 18, 2011, the U.S.
Defense Department pre-positioned assets off the Libyan coast in case it needed to rescue the secretary of state. The fact that the assets were pre-positioned for Clinton’s visit was included in the annual report of the State Department’s Bureau of Diplomatic Security (BDS)... “The transitional operating environment in Tripoli was turbulent and unpredictable,” said the report. “DS advance team agents engaged in delicate negotiations with local militia, and quickly coordinated a diverse security team of quick-reaction forces, a tactical operations center, casualty evacuation planners, and DoD assets pre-positioned off the coast of Tripoli.

581. “Her DS protective detail then safely escorted the secretary and her party into the country…” — That’s quite a bit of planning to protect Mrs. Clinton when she was in a turbulent part of the world. But she expected to be kept safe as a State Department employee, the leader of the whole department. Hmmmmmm. That’s odd, none of this happened for State Department employees like Chris Stevens or Sean Smith, or like CIA agents Glen Doherty or Tyrone Woods. Apparently their lives were less worthy of being preserved and kept safe than the life of Hillary Rodham Clinton.

582. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 12 Hillary’s ‘Security was more than Adequate!’

583. Uhm…no, it wasn’t. The Hillary Clinton State Department wants to you look over there instead of at this one. Her department claimed security was more than adequate. However, Flopping Aces notes, “…Stevens had cabled three times (7 June, 9 July, and 15 August) asking for more protection or that plans to draw down security be halted…Stevens cabled Washington to say that security in Benghazi was left dangerously exposed…In addition, the police officers supposed to guard the mission were often late. “Many hours pass when we have no police support at all”, he wrote.” – UPDATE 3/17/14: From Breitbart.com: “We know that Amb. Stevens was forced to hire local security militias for protection due to Hillary’s denials of his security requests. The Report explains that Amb. Stevens believed that the local Libyan militia members would provide the “least bad option.””

584. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 11 Compound Had Been Fortified

585. Really? The Hillary-Obama administration said the walls of the compound had been built up to 12′ tall and had barbed wire at the top. Yet Flopping Aces notes, “…Most of the wall running around the compound had not been heightened beyond around 8ft. The rear wall also had no wire. Two days after the attack the landlord showed the Guardian where attackers had scrambled over. “It was easy for them,” he said…” More on these lies from the U.K. Guardian...
588. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 10 No Warning of the Attack

While Team Obama said there was no warning of a pending attack, Flopping Aces says that’s not true: “…Event Staff at the US special mission in Benghazi woke on 11 September to the sight of a Libyan policeman, deployed to guard them, filming the compound from a neighbouring rooftop. When challenged, he vanished. Later, an unmarked car made lazy circles around the compound, a walled redoubt rented in the southern suburbs of the Libyan city…” The aces at Flopping Aces also report US Ambassador Chris Stevens had received a “veiled warning” two days prior to the 9/11 attack. Hillary 2016 Clinton also claimed there was no advance warning of the attack. “We had no actionable intelligence that said an attack on our post in Benghazi was planned or imminent.” BS! The CIA had warned the administration ahead of time as had the ambassador himself. Glenn Beck notes that local Libyan authorities had told staff at the post three days prior to the attack that deteriorating security conditions were “frightening. It scares us…” Gregory Hicks also said his contacts warned him in advance of impending attacks. Hillary lied, people died.

589. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 9 Team Hillary Changed the Talking Points

For weeks after the attack, The cussing and spitting Susan Rice, Hillary 2016 Clinton, Barack Obama and others all stuck to the talking points. State Department spokeswoman Victoria Nuland is in big trouble. She accidentally told the truth stating that her “building leadership” (her building is the State Department, the leader is Hillary) wanted the original talking points changed. Conservative American Rep. Darrell Issa wants to know exactly who she was talking about.

590. Hillary Adviser Huma Abedin accused of Having Ties to the Terrorist Muslim Brotherhood

2012 – Walid Shoebat claims both Hassan Abedin and Saleha Abedin, Huma Abedin’s brother and mother, have direct ties to the Muslim
Brotherhood. Shoebat says Saleha Abedin is a leader of the Muslim Brotherhood’s Sisterhood Branch. His research found that Huma Abedin Weiner served on a Board with a man the U.S. Government had connected to al-Qaeda, Dr. Abdullah Omar Naseef. Shoebat writes, “With all of this, why would Huma serve on a board with Saleha and coordinate a meeting between her mother and the Secretary of State while Saleha still appears on the main Al-azhar university website as a member of the High Council for Islamic Matters? As such, she participated in the 12th session regarding the Islamic Conference for The Islamic Uprising as representing the Islamic Committee for Woman and Child (the same group that supports marital rape).”

594. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 8 Hillary Clinton Screaming Mad She’ll Get Caught Lying about Benghazi!!

595. Cheryl Chumley at the Washington Times reports, “Rep. Adam Kinzinger, Illinois Republican, said he was shocked when former Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton actually screamed at one of his congressional colleagues during a closed-door session to discuss Benghazi, Libya, just days after the terrorist attack. “Two days after this attack, we were in a briefing with Hillary Clinton and she screamed at a member of Congress who dared suggest that this was a terrorist attack,” Mr. Kinzinger said earlier this week during a town hall meeting with constituents in Rochelle, Ill., the Blaze reported. “Now we find out that while it was happening, they knew it was a terrorist attack.”

596. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 7 Hillary a Year After Benghazi – Still Makes no Difference!

597. The Washington Times notes, “The administration, including then-Secretary of State Clinton, vowed to investigate and bring to justice the guilty parties, but the issue has since fallen to the wayside.” She got heckled at a speech she gave exactly one year after the attack, but few noticed.

598. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 6 Hillary Got to See (Edit?) Report before it went Public

599. So if everything was on the up and up, and we know it wasn’t, why would the Benghazi investigators give Hillary 2016 an advanced look at the report? Did she have an opportunity to edit the report? From the Washington Times: “Retired Adm. Mike Mullen, vice chairman of the accountability review board, also acknowledged that he had warned Mrs. Clinton’s chief of staff not to send a particular official to Congress because he thought “she would be a weak witness” who might have hurt the State Department’s stance.” – How do you spell FAKE REPORT?! – “The White House and State Department have made clear that the single adjustment that was made to those talking points by either of those two ?? of these two institutions were changing the word consulate to diplomatic facility because consulate was inaccurate.” – Jay Carney

600. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 5 – People were held Accountable?!

601. From Sick of It comes another, “Hilary Clinton accepted the resignations of four personnel. Well, kind of. She accepted the resignations enough to get some headlines from the toe-the-line lame-stream media. But, that pesky ol’ Fox News and their propaganda (Progressive to Sanity translation: Journalism)
managed to scrounge up the interesting way the State Department defines “resignation”.

602.
603. And the Washington Times reported the four people were simply put back to work elsewhere in the government!
604. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 4 And BTW, Why were we in Benghazi in the first place?!
605. Conservative American Glenn Beck has been a champion on this issue. Remember President Reagan’s Iran-Contra scandal? That’s the one with Col. Oliver North in the White House basement sending arms to the Contra rebels in exchange for Iran freeing the American hostages they held under President Jimmy Carter. While we were all told how horrible that was for Reagan to do, the socialist-democrat press remains uninterested in the story that this is what was going on in Benghazi. Team Obama had an operation in that location to smuggle weapons to Syrian rebels. Remember, in Syria both sides are “the bad guys” and many rebels are Al Qaeda! That’s a boring story though, so of course, no coverage. Thanks Glenn for keeping it up! See Benghazi Lie #14 below where the video (at 2:02) discusses this. The Canadian Free Press reported the lies were necessary to cover up the USA’s covert operation there to secretly arm anti-Assad rebels in Syria by funneling arms from Libya. Even the liberal, annoying, self-centered Geraldo Rivera said his sources also told him the whole reason for the staff to be in Benghazi was to arm the Syrian Rebels. Obama and Hillary Clinton needed that fact hidden as well. He compared it to the Iran-Contra affair and said it merited a gigantic investigation.

UPDATE 8/23/14:

More here under “Weapons to Rebels” from World Net Daily.

606. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies – # 3 The attack was because of a video someone put online!
607. The great website, “Simply Sick of It!” details some of Team Obama’s most outrageous lies designed to hide the truth from the American people about the attack in Benghazi, Libya. The real goal, of course, was to ensure Obama’s 2012 election victory. From Simply Sick of It:

608.

609. Perhaps the biggest lie of the entire scandal, the made up notion that a video no one watched caused this, this is a lie both Barack Obama and Hillary 2016 Clinton told to family members of those killed. A disgrace that should have forced both from office and needs to keep Hillary out of the White House. This lie was made up to give these two politicians cover for the awful mishandling of the attack. From the Washington Times: “I was told a few things, and they were all lies,” said Pat Smith, mother of State Department officer Sean Smith. She said President Obama and his top aides came up to her at the casket ceremony when her son’s body was returned to the U.S. “Every one of them came up to me, gave me a big hug, and I asked them what happened. Please tell me. And every one of them said it was the video. And we all know that it wasn’t the
video. So they all lied to me," she said." – Meanwhile, Team Hillary made sure the YouTube movie maker stayed in jail for months, despite not taking part in anything illegal. "Nakoula Basseley Nakoula, who produced the "Innocence of Muslims" video blamed for inciting the Sept. 11 attacks in Benghazi, urged the White House to be more careful in its assessments in the future, National Review Online reported. "Before you do anything, please give yourself time to think about it," he told the Obama administration in an interview Tuesday with CNN." – “That is what we saw play out in the last two weeks, as a crude and disgusting video, sparked outrage throughout the Muslim world.” — President Obama — UPDATE 3/17/14: From Breitbart.com: “While it is no surprise that Hillary or her husband would have any qualms on lying to the American public about the cause of Benghazi attack, or anything else for that matter, it is disconcerting that someone who believes she is capable of serving as Commander in Chief would lie directly to the father of the fallen Navy Seal Tyrone S. Woods on the cause of his son’s unnecessary death. Yet in a memorial service days after the Islamist attack, Hillary approached Tyrone’s father Charles and assured him that the Obama administration was going to “arrest and prosecute” the man that made the scapegoated YouTube video critical of Islam. The Report does not mention the video once.” UPDATE 6/11/14: Fox News reports today that Hillary’s new book says SHE ws the one who first blamed the video! “According to the chronology she offers, Clinton issued the statement linking Benghazi to the video before she called President Obama on the night of the attack to provide an update, suggesting she was the originator of the flawed explanation...”[The video] was unquestionably inciting the region and triggering protests all over, so it would have been strange not to consider, as days of protests unfolded, that it might have had the same effect here, too,"Clinton wrote. “That’s just common sense.”

—ConservativeAmerican.org asks if Hillary is concerned about ‘common sense,’ then why did she keep repeating the same lie after she knew it was not true?! Hmmmm? Of course she skips that ‘hard choice’ in her book. She skips it because she did it only to cover up her mistakes and preserve her chances of running in 2016. It was all about her.

610. Hillary’s Benghazi Lies # 2 – Lies About Why She Didn’t Do the Talk Shows About Benghazi

611. From Mediaite.com we learn that Rep. Joe Wilson asked Hillary why she failed to appear on the shows and instead sent Susan Rice out to lie for her. “Clinton responded by expressing her general aversion to the weekly programs.—“I have to confess, here in public, going on the Sunday shows is not my favorite thing to do. There are other things I’d prefer to do on Sunday mornings. And, you know, I haven’t been on a Sunday show in way over a year. It just isn’t something that I normally jump to do. And I did feel strongly that we had a lot that we had to manage, that I had to respond to, and that that should be my priority.” — Total Bull. She needed someone else to lie for her over and over again so she could preserve her own ability to run for President in 2016. UPDATE: 2/23/14: Susan Rice had the audacity to appear on another
Sunday democrat-run news show and said she has no regrets at all about lying repeatedly to the American people claiming there was a protest when there wasn’t one and claiming the attack was all because of a video when it wasn’t. This is the kind of person Clinton surrounds herself with; people who tell blatant, awful, hurtful lies and have “no regrets.”

612.  The Biggest Hillary Scandal – This one Must Prevent Her from Becoming President – The Benghazi Lies # 1!

613.  2011 – Hillary Clinton’s infamous scream at Conservative American Ron Johnson, “What difference, at this point, does it Make?!” is an amazing admission that Hillary just doesn’t care about why four Americans working for her were murdered. It makes no difference to her. Amazing.

614.  This alone should disqualify this woman from ever becoming President of the United States. How dare she go along with the Team Obama decision to let these men die, to leave them behind?! How dare she take part in creating and spreading the big lie that it was all about a video or “some guys out for a walk?!” This testimony was a moment that revealed her true ruling elite colors. Just say no to Hillary 2016.

615.  

616.  **UPDATE: 2-27-15:** More evidence from newly released emails that Hillary knew it was a terrorist attack on 9/11, and not the result of some video. More here. And from World Net Daily: “Remember Benghazi? Hillary stuck with the story that the attack was over an Internet video when she had contrary evidence even as the attack was going on,” [Ambassador John] Bolton said. “She left her desk at the State Department to go home while the attack at Benghazi was still going on and Americans at U.S. embassies in North Africa and all across the Middle East were at risk,” he said. “No boss I ever worked for at the State Department would have left their desk while Americans were in danger,” said Bolton.

617.  Hillary Hires Hypocrite Looney Harold Koh!

618.  8/6/11 Even the liberal DeadStream Media’s NY Times says Harold Koh is a hypocrite on this one. “During the Bush administration, he was legendary for his piercing criticisms of “executive muscle flexing” in the White House’s pursuit of the so-called war on terror. Even more, he was described by those who knew him as the inspiration for a generation of human rights activists and lawyers passionately committed to a vision of a post-imperial America as a model of constitutional restraint. His colleagues viewed him as not only a brilliant scholar but a “liberal icon.” Suddenly, though, Mr. Koh seems to be a different person. Just over two years ago, he became legal adviser to Hillary Rodham Clinton’s State Department, and in that job, he has become the administration’s defender of the right to stay engaged in a conflict against Libya without Congressional approval. He argues that the president can proceed because the country is not actually engaging in “hostilities.”

–ConservativeAmerican.org points out these liberal leaders who will flip-flop on a dime are far too common.
The U.K. Telegraph’s other one added to our list is: “In July 2009 the president made a striking defence of the principle of national sovereignty in a speech he gave at the New Economic School in Moscow. President Obama spoke in eloquent terms of: “America’s interest in an international system that advances cooperation while respecting the sovereignty of all nations. State sovereignty must be a cornerstone of international order. Just as all states should have the right to choose their leaders, states must have the right to borders that are secure, and to their own foreign policies. That is true for Russia, just as it is true for the United States. Any system that cedes those rights will lead to anarchy.” His administration, however, has done all it can to advance the pooling of national sovereignty in Europe, and the rise of a European superstate. In her meeting with EU Foreign Policy chief Baroness Ashton in January, Hillary Clinton described the Lisbon Treaty, a blueprint for a European federal superstate, as “a major milestone in our world’s history”, and Obama’s Ambassador to London, Louis Susman, told a group of MEPs in Brussels that “all key issues must run through Europe.”
Hillary Loves Huma! Hillary Clinton Leading Huma Abedin Weiner. How fitting. She no doubt advised her to stand by her man. *I wonder what kind of relationship these two women have with each other?* And what’s with these so-called feminist leaders standing by these abusive men? **Why did Hillary stand by Bill?** This should disqualify Hillary as any kind of ‘leader of Women.’ She is, in fact, **a bad example for feminists.** UPDATE 2/4/13 Howard Kurtz writes at Fox news under the headline, “Hillary, Bill and the media: The Under-the-radar Marriage Issue,” about the issue. “…Since Bill Clinton’s extracurricular relationships go back to Gennifer Flowers, I doubt Hillary was totally unaware of his horndog ways. Certainly the Paula Jones lawsuit must have been an eye-opener… But is the subtext of a Hillary campaign going to be the **internal dynamics of her marriage** and yet another argument about whether she should have dumped her husband in 1998? Didn’t the country move on after the Clinton impeachment? Are the media going to buy into that? I’d prefer that Hillary Clinton be judged by her record as senator, first lady and secretary of State, on her health care plan and Benghazi and leadership skills. But a vote for president is very personal, and some voters are undoubtedly going to weigh her marriage. **And that will happen, in this social media era, whether mainstream news organizations look the other way or not.**”

Hillary Disagrees with her Boss About Libya and Plays Both Sides

3/23/11 While President Obama is flying around the world giving interviews, he says Libyan Leader Muammar Qaddafi may be “hunkering down.” Meanwhile, **Hillary RahmRod Clinton says Qaddafi is making calls to friends** to ask what he can do now and trying to find a way for him to leave the country. While both could be happening, these are certainly mixed messages to be sending out. 3/27/11 Foxy Blondes News reports just one day before Obama’s scheduled address, the administration still is disagreeing with itself!! “Obama said Saturday that intervening in Libya was “in our national interest,” but then Defense Secretary Robert Gates said the conflict, while of interest to
the United States, was “not a vital national interest.” Then Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said the strife was, rather, a “vital” interest to the United States’ allies in Europe....” 3/29/11 An Admiral today said he is aware of “flickerings” of Al Qaeda being in and among the rebels fighting the Muammar Qaddafi regime in Libya. Continuing with its plan of utter confusion, Team Obama then contradicted that information when Hillary RahmRod Clinton said there is “no evidence” of that. Meanwhile the self-describe cussing and spitting Susan Rice says we might provide arms and weapons to the rebels. Soooooooo, Team Obama may ARM AL QAEDA?! 3/29/11 So after Susie Rice cleared it all up, Hillary RahmRod Clinton also made sure she played both sides of the issue. She said today that Muammar Qaddafii “has lost legitimacy to lead” in Libya. So, he can’t lead anymore. But, that’s not why we’re there. We’re not there for regime change. Rush Hudson Limbaugh said today, “This is classic; ya take both sides of it” so the Obama administration can “win” either way. They sit back and wait to see what happens. If Qaddafii stays, they point out that’s what they said all along: that this wasn’t about regime change. If Qaddafii is ‘removed,’ they point out that’s what they said all along: that Qaddafii had lost his legitimacy to lead. Rush said Obama thinks his path to reelection goes through Tripoli! Noooooow, does it make sense to you? Yeah, no. Me neither. The real OBAMA DOCTRINE is to play both sides of every issue. Hillary Clinton is following that doctrine. It is what we have consistently referred to as “The Obama Pattern.”

Hillary Clinton Allowed Tyrant to enter the USA!

3/29/11 Barack Obama went out of his way to tell us what an awful Tyrant Muammar Gadafi is. Hmmmm. That’s interesting. Obama’s own State Department, run by her Hillaryness, approved Khamis Gadghafi’s participation in an internship program with a big engineering firm from L.A.! Do we always welcome Tyrants into the U.S.? Is that some kind of official State Department policy? ABCDEmocrat News reports: “The trip was part of an internship program with Los Angeles-based engineering giant AECOM, set to span just over a month, and take Khamis Gadghafi, head of Libya’s elite Khamis Brigade, to tours and meetings with high-profile universities and companies from Houston to L.A., San Francisco, Denver, Chicago, Washington D.C., New York and Boston,... But on the day... protests against his father’s regime rang out in Benghazi, Libya... an AECOM spokesperson said that instead of heading uptown to Columbia, Khamis hopped a plane and flew back to his home country that night... Less than a month later, Khamis was rumored to have been killed in an attack by a Libyan kamikaze pilot. The reports have not been confirmed...”

Hillary Clinton: Ignoring the Constitution has Pluses and Minuses!!

The President does not have the Constitutional authority on his own to authorize military action against another nation when there is no direct threat to the United States. This is a huge abuse of Presidential power. “I can only conclude that your [Obama’s] order to the United States Armed Forces to attack the nation of Libya on March 19, 2011 is in direct violation of the War
Powers Resolution and constitutes a usurpation of Constitutional powers clearly and solely vested in the United States Congress and is accordingly unlawful and unconstitutional," wrote Rep. Tom McClintock (R-CA) in a unilateral missive to Mr. Obama. UPDATE: As for not following the Constitution and seeking congressional approval, Hillary Clinton says “Every decision we make is going to have pluses and minuses.”

MINUSES?! Ignoring the Constitution is described as just a “minus” on a list of pros and cons?! — In his address to the nation on March 28th, President Obama tonight said “after consulting with congress” he took action. Members of congress dispute his assertion that he “consulted” with them.

Hillary Clinton Says the Terrorist News Network is “Real News!”

3/3/11 From the Rush Limbaugh Show: “It was a Senate foreign operations subcommittee of the Senate Appropriations Committee, and there’s a Q&A, Ron Johnson (Republican-Wisconsin), said, “I totally agree with you about the power of information. I’d like to have your evaluation in terms of the priority of our information initiative. I mean, what are the components that you want to most emphasize in that region, the Middle East, of the world?” HILLARY: (shouting) Al-Jazeera has been the — the leader in — that are literally changing people’s minds and attitudes. And like it or hate it, it is really effective. Viewership of al-Jazeera is going up in the United States because it’s real news! You may not agree with it, but you feel you’re getting real news around the clock instead of a million commercials and, you know, arguments between talking heads and the kind of stuff that we do on our news — which, you know, is not particularly informative to us, let alone foreigners.”

Hillary Ignores Free Speech During Talk on… Free Speech!

February 15, 2011

Hillary Ineffective in Russia

2011 – From the American Thinker: “In 2010 and 2011, Clinton was deeply involved in the negotiations that culminated in the New START treaty and rewarded Russia for armament cuts it was making already. There new treaty provided no recognizable benefit to the U.S. other than political cover for the Obama Administration to cut U.S. nuclear weapons stockpiles. Clinton has called the Russia Reset “brilliant.” It is a debacle.”

Hillary Ineffective in Syria

11/28/10 Just coming out are details leaked from thousands of pages of documents in Hillary Clinton’s State Department. Did Clinton allow the leaks to make Obama look bad? Fox reports one of the stories is that Obama and Hillary were unable to convince Syria to stop shipping weapons to the terrorist group Hezbollah.

Hillary’s Documents Illegally Distributed

11/28/10 ConservativeAmerican.org notes that it may well have been Hillary herself who leaked these documents to make her boss, President Obama, look bad. The two of them are not friends, despite public displays. Another story developing from the WikiLeaks illegal distribution of Hillary’s
State Department documents: Hillary’s State Department and the rest of Team Obama have failed to get Qatar to stop funding terrorist activities.

647. Hillary Clinton Lied about Running for President Again!

11/5/2010 – According to Fox News, Hillary RahmRod Clinton says ConservativeAmerican.org is way off base in thinking she’ll run for president again! – “Asked by TV3 New Zealand whether she really has ruled out running for the White House through 2016, “Oh yes, yes,” she insisted. “I’m very pleased to be doing what I’m doing as secretary of state,” she told TV3 New Zealand.” If Mrs. Clinton actually had actually been telling the truth for a change, she would have finished her time as Secretary of State and then retired from politics all together. And she asks why she has to constantly prove to people that she is not a liar?!!

648. Hillary’s Empty Threats To Pakistan! Cries Wolf Again!!

5/9/10 Secretary of State Hillary Clinton is sooooooooooooooo scary. NOT!

Now she is promising “severe consequences” for Pakistan if there ever is a successful terror attack connected to their nation.

650. 5/9/10 Secretary of State Hillary Clinton is sooooooooooooooo scary. NOT!

Now she is promising “severe consequences” for Pakistan if there ever is a successful terror attack connected to their nation.

651. Let’s see… “severe consequences,”… hmmm. That sounds familiar. You mean like the severe consequences she promised for Iran if they didn’t comply with nuclear program UN resolutions?! Wasn’t the deadline back in January,2010? So far those severe consequences have been President Obama writing personal letters to their terrorist thug of a leader. Eeeeeeeeeeereeeeeeew Saaaaaaaaaaary! Or there was the “severe consequences” Hillary and Barack promised for North Korea. Remember those? If they tested another missile, we were going to get severe with them!!!

The only severe consequence they received as a visit from Billy Bob Clinton who swooped in for photos and a long plane ride alone with not one, but two interns. Gosh, what will the scary “severe consequences” be this time? Another UN resolution?

652. Hillary’s Nuclear Option Flip-Flop

2/28/2010 As Socialist-Democrats prepared this week to go nuclear on healthcare, Flopping Aces and Naked Emporer News line up the Democrat Hypocrisy!! They all, including Hillary Clinton, spoke about how awful this option was in 2005 when Republicans tried it! Now they love it?!

653. Team Hillary Fought To Block Free Speech

1/27/2010 When the free speech was negative talk about Mrs. Clinton, her team fought against it. The so-called Citizens United case heard by the U.S. Supreme Court was all about silencing Hillary enemies. BACKFIRE! The result was not what she was hoping for. – In his infamous public attack on the Supreme Court at a state of the union speech, Barack Obama said, “With all due deference to separation of powers, last week the Supreme Court reversed a century of law that I believe will open the floodgates for special interests including foreign corporations to spend without limit in our elections. I don’t think American elections should be bankrolled by America’s most powerful interests, or worse, by foreign entities.” The Wall Street journal noted, “…the remark itself. It was factually wrong. The Court’s ruling in Citizens United
concerned the right of labor unions and domestic corporations, including nonprofits, to express their views about candidates in media such as books, films and TV within 60 days of an election. In short, it concerned freedom of speech; in particular, an independent film critical of Hillary Clinton funded by a nonprofit corporation. While the Court reversed a 1990 decision allowing such a ban, it left standing current restrictions on foreign nationals and "entities." Also untouched was a 100-year-old ban on domestic corporate contributions to political campaigns to which the president was presumably referring erroneously.

656. Hillary Grants Visa to man Barred from Country!
657. 1/17/10 – From the Washington Post: “James Riady, an Indonesian tycoon… He’d been barred from America after pleading guilty in 2001 to a "conspiracy to defraud the United States" through illegal contributions to the campaigns of Bill Clinton and other Democrats… Last year, however, the Indonesian mogul finally made it to Arkansas. He traveled there during the first of two previously unreported trips he made in 2009 to the United States. He was allowed in only after receiving a waiver from a rule that forbids entry to foreigners guilty of “a crime involving moral turpitude,” a term that government lawyers generally interpret to include fraud. Riady’s return to the United States poses a prickly question for Hillary Clinton… How and why did a foreign billionaire stained by Clinton-era scandals get a U.S. visa after being kept out for so long under the Bush administration?” Gosh, ya don’t think Hillary might have approved this waiver, do you?!

658. Hillary Clinton’s James Riady Scandal!
659. 1/5/10 – From Michelle Malkin: “Secretary of State Hillary Clinton has no idea how Chinagate scandal figure and old family friend James Riady found his way back into the country this year. No idea whatsoever, according to the Washington Post: ‘In March 2004, James Riady, an Indonesian tycoon and devout Christian, received an honorary doctorate from Ouachita Baptist University in Arkansas. The university — which has a scholarship program funded by the Indonesian — didn’t announce the honor. Nor did Riady pick up the diploma in person: He’d been barred from America after pleading guilty in 2001 to a "conspiracy to defraud the United States" through illegal contributions to the campaigns of Bill Clinton and other Democrats. Last year, however, the Indonesian mogul finally made it to Arkansas. He traveled there during the first of two previously unreported trips he made in 2009 to the United States. He was allowed in only after receiving a waiver from a rule that forbids entry to foreigners guilty of “a crime involving moral turpitude,” a term that government lawyers generally interpret to include fraud. Riady’s return to the United States poses a prickly question for Hillary Clinton’s State Department: How and why did a foreign billionaire stained by Clinton-era scandals get a U.S. visa after being kept out for so long under the Bush administration?’ – Oh, and that $20,000 Riady donated to Bill Clinton’s philanthropic foundation? Nah, no appearance of a quid pro quo there. None whatsoever… I mean, it’s not like Hillary’s ever intervened before on behalf of her hubby’s donors. Oh,
wait…oops… ‘Secretary of State appointee Hillary Rodham Clinton intervened at least six times in government issues directly affecting companies and others that later contributed to her husband’s foundation, an Associated Press review of her official correspondence found.’ 

Hillary Clinton Agreed to Help Free a Convicted Murderer – Amanda Knox 12/8/2009 – While, many in the United States questioned the Italian murder conviction of Amanda Knox from the beginning, Knox was indeed initially convicted of “the drug-fuelled sex murder of British student Meredith Kercher.” And guess who came to help her out? Madame Hillary. From the U.K. Daily Mail: “Hillary Clinton has been drawn into the battle to overturn Amanda Knox’s conviction. Amid a growing U.S. backlash against the verdict, the American Secretary of State has agreed to meet a senator from 22-year-old Knox’s home state of Washington… Murder appeal: Amanda Knox’s supporters have arranged to meet US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton as they prepare to fight for her release… gaining support on Capitol Hill. Senator Maria Cantwell, from Washington state, declared there were ‘serious questions about the Italian justice system’. She said she was concerned there had been an ‘anti-American’ feeling at the trial and said she would be raising her concerns with Mrs Clinton.” — Nearly 2 years later, Knox was given a new trial and, as CNN reported, the jury “cleared Amanda Knox of murder and other charges, nearly four years after she was arrested on suspicion of having killed her roommate in this picturesque Italian university town. There was an audible gasp in the courtroom as the verdict was read, then an eruption of emotion, prompting the judge to call for silence. Knox herself was nearly hysterical, according to CNN’s Matthew Chance, and had to be assisted out of the courtroom by two people. The jury evidently believed Knox’s impassioned final statement to the court, delivered in a voice trembling with emotion. “I am not what they say I am — perverse, violent. … I haven’t murdered. I haven’t raped. I haven’t stolen,” Knox said in the most important speech of her life.” So, did Hillary do the right thing or not? We reported. You decide. UPDATE 1/20/2014: A new trial was held in Italy, though Knox stayed in the USA in case she would be convicted, and the court did, in fact, convict her again. She has been sentenced to a 28-year prison term in Italy, though she is not expected to return to serve that sentence.

Obama Sidelines Hillary Clinton and prefers to use Fill-ins! 10/23/09 White House Press Spinner Robert “Brothers” Gibbs slipped on Wednesday calling democrat Senator John F. Kerry, “Secretary Kerry.” Fox News reported, “…it seemed like one heck of a Freudian slip. But Sen. John Kerry, the Massachusetts Democrat and former presidential candidate — fresh back from a successful diplomatic mission to Afghanistan — is brushing off any suggestion that he’s positioning for a promotion or stepping on the real secretary of state’s toes. “…I was in touch with Secretary Clinton constantly. She encouraged me to stay at it, and I think we worked as an effective team.” Obama has also used regional Czars to sideline Hillary. He even used Bill Clinton to sideline Hillary Clinton in North Korea!
664. Hillary Gets Her Countrywide Loan Scandal-Friend a Job with Team Obama

10/6/9 Obama’s Afghanistan Czar is Richard Holbrooke, a former Hillary Clinton campaign adviser… According to Portfolio.com, he’s also one of those to get a special real estate deal from Countrywide! “(Holbrooke) received loans from Countrywide Financial through a little-known program that waived points, lender fees, and company borrowing rules for prominent people…known in company documents and emails as “F.O.A.’s”—Friends of Angelo, a reference to Countrywide chief executive Angelo Mozilo.” UPDATE 10/24/9: “Caving to months of pressure from congressional Republicans, the chairman of the House oversight committee agreed Friday to subpoena documents from Countrywide Financial Corporation about its VIP loan program that offered special mortgages to members of Congress and other influential figures. Sens. Chris Dodd, D-Conn., and Kent Conrad, D-N.D., both received loans from the so-called “Friends of Angelo” program, a reference to the company’s former CEO Angelo Mozilo, now charged with insider trading and securities fraud by the SEC.”

665. The Hillary Who Cried Wolf!

666. Both Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama cried wolf numerous times claiming Iran would soon face additional tough sanctions! Fox News reports today, “Obama said Iran must grant international inspectors “unfettered” access to its newly disclosed nuclear facility within two weeks.” Yeah…or Else! We reeeeeeeeeeally
mean it this time too! The delay came after six nation talks today with Iran. Just one week ago, Hillary Clinton told reporters... While Clinton wouldn’t detail what a next step could look like, she stressed there would be consequences if Iran doesn’t show progress. “We want to see a serious effort by Iran to discuss the nuclear issue,” Clinton said, and added Iran must realize it is “at a turning point” and invite international investigators to see and verify its total nuclear program. Iran said it would “allow” inspectors. However, they did not cooperate fully. Hillary Clinton, just as she and Obama did with North Korea, had promised “there would be consequences,” instead, they get a delay and there never were any consequences. In fact, in 2013 Team Obama lifted many sanctions against Iran and failed to negotiate the release of two Americans being held in that nation.

Hillary Also Cried Wolf Regarding North Korea

We’re Waiting… President Obama’s Secretary of State warned North Korea not to launch its missile. North Korea did it anyway. Sec. of State Hillary Clinton: “It is an unfortunate and continuing example of provocation by the North Koreans,” Clinton told a news briefing at a conference in The Hague, Netherlands. “There will be consequences” if North Korea launches a missile" Okay. They launched. Where were the consequences? (sound of crickets)

Did Hillary Use Her Husband For Back-Channel Talks with North Korea?!

While President George W. Bush included North Korea in his “axis of evil” comment, Hillary Clinton wanted to sit down and chat with Pyongyang. Here’s how it works… The Japanese weekly magazine Shukan Gendai quoted an unnamed senior North Korean official
close to General Secretary Kim Jong Il who revealed that Pyongyang was conducting back-channel diplomacy directly to the Obama White House, courtesy of Christopher Hill. Let’s see now. Christopher Hill works for Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. Her husband certainly would be able to communicate “diplomacy directly to the Obama White House.” So, is Hillary using former President Bill Clinton for top secret talks with North Korea? With an ego the size of Bill Clinton’s, we can only imagine how much he would love to broker some breath-taking deal.

674. Hillary Abandons Afghanistan Promises!
675. 9/25/9 – From Kori Schake writing in the Wall Street Journal: “When Mr. Obama announced his current Afghanistan policy in March, he said it was “a stronger, smarter, more comprehensive strategy” that would build schools, hospitals, roads, and enterprise zones, addressing issues like energy and trade. Where are those efforts? He said “to advance security, opportunity and justice—not just in Kabul, but from the bottom up in the provinces—we need agricultural specialists and educators; engineers and lawyers.” Where are those specialists? The president said “I am ordering a substantial increase in our civilians on the ground.” He directed Secretary of State Hillary Clinton to develop a diplomatic plan to parallel Gen. McChrystal’s military plan. Where is that plan? The administration has done virtually nothing in these areas.” Ms. Schake is a fellow at Stanford University’s Hoover Institution and an associate professor at the United States Military Academy.

676. Polish Leader Refuses to talk to Hillary Clinton
677. 9/18/9 Fox News reports, “(Polish Prime Minister Donald) Tusk told Polish radio that he did not want to speak with Obama on Wednesday night because he wanted to “properly prepare for the discussion.” But Politico.com reported Friday that it wasn’t Obama on the line — that Tusk actually rejected a call from Secretary of State Hillary Clinton — who called him to detail the plan — because as a head of government, he thought he should hear from Obama directly.” Hillary called — and the reason he turned it down was because of protocol,” one of two U.S.-based sources close to the Polish government told Politico."

678. Hillary Staff Involved in Sexual Hazing!
679. 9/14/9 Reuters and the New York Times: “The U.S. State Department will review its use of private contractors at overseas embassies after a scandal over sexual hazing by security guards at the U.S. embassy in Kabul, an official said on Monday. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton asked both the State Department and USAID, the government’s foreign assistance arm, to take an “across the board” look at how contractors are used and prepare to do more of the jobs themselves, department spokesman Ian Kelly said.”

680. Second Hillary Clinton Fundraiser off to Jail!
681. 8/26/9 – Fox News: “A wealthy investment banker and prominent fundraiser for President Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton and other top Democrats was arrested Tuesday on charges he lied to get a $74 million business loan that — once confronted by authorities—he hastily repaid. Prosecutors accused
Hassan Nemazee of giving Citibank documents showing he owned millions of dollars in collateral. They said the documents were fraudulent and forged."

-ConservativeAmerican.org's take: another example of Obama's incredibly poor judgement of character. UPDATE 7/15/10: Associated Democrat Press reports Nemazee is going to prison for 12 years.

Hillary Not so Diplomatic Again

ABCDeNews: “Hillary Clinton may be the United States’ top diplomat, but some are accusing the Secretary of State for undiplomatic behavior abroad. For the second time this week, the former first lady is embroiled in a controversy over remarks she made in Africa. At a town hall in Abuja, Nigeria, a land of corrupt elections, Clinton…caught people’s attention. “Our democracy is still evolving. You know we’ve had all kinds of problems in some of our past elections as you might remember. In 2000, our presidential election came down to one state where the brother of the man running for president was the governor of the state, so we have our problems, too.”

Clinton gets Irate with Question while overseas

Fox News: “A week after former President Bill Clinton traveled to North Korea to secure the release of two detained American journalists and stole the limelight from the start of his wife’s first trip to Africa, Clinton was clearly displeased by the question at town hall forum in Kinshasa. “You want me to tell you what my husband thinks?” she replied incredulously when the male student asked her what “Mr. Clinton” thought of World Bank concerns about a multi-billion-dollar Chinese loan offer to the Congo. “My husband is not secretary of state, I am,” an obviously annoyed Clinton said sharply. “If you want my opinion, I will tell you my opinion. I am not going to be channeling my husband.” The question was left unanswered as the moderator of the event quickly moved on.” — Sheesh! You can feel the love between Hillary and cheating Bill! Also, notice how just like her boss Barack, Hillary has to remind people who she is, ‘I’m the Secretary of State’

Hillary Flip-Flop on Mob Action

This stuff is getting so outrageous it is beyond belief. It seems the Obama Administration is suddenly saying it is bad to get people to act like a mob when just weeks back he and Hillary Clinton encouraged it! What hypocrisy! From the Associated Democrat Press: “Pushing back, Democrats have accused Republicans of sanctioning mob tactics, and Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., accused protesters of trying to sabotage the
democratic process." — By speaking up??!! These are either lunatics or they don’t honestly believe what they are saying. Democrat Hillary Clinton screamed about stifling the debate when she thought George W. Bush was trying to do it. She said it was good for people to get mad and speak up and take part! Obama urged his own followers to “argue with them” and “get in their face” when he was using his own Obama Street Gang community organizing to get elected! “Reid scoffed at the notion that the [tea party] protesters reflect grass-roots sentiment. He held up a piece of artificial turf during a session with reporters.

688. Hillary Clinton Has to Cover for Joe Biden
689. 7/28/9 Biden had suggested in an interview with The Wall Street Journal that Russia would have no choice but to cooperate with the United States because it is on the brink of sharp decline. After a rebuke from the Kremlin, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton walked back the remarks.

690. Even President Obama Disregards Hillary Clinton!
691. 7/9/9 Obama goes on a world foreign policy (he has one??!!!!) tour and forgets to take his pal, Hillary! He has done an excellent job of containing Hillary Clinton. Fox News says: “When the president travels out of country, his secretary of state customarily follows. Not so with Hillary Clinton. More and more, President Obama is ditching his top diplomat when he travels abroad. By the time Obama returns from Ghana on Sunday, the last stop on his latest three-country tour, he will have visited nine countries without Clinton. That’s highly unusual for a new secretary of state. Though Clinton has accompanied Obama on several key international visits this year, including Egypt and Trinidad and Tobago, Obama has spent far more time than his predecessors without his foreign policy point person.”

692. Hillary Clinton was Ignored by Her own President!
693. Obama Ignored Secretary of State Clinton on Iran!- 7/1/9 Even Hillary Clinton knew President Obama was making a mistake in not standing with protesters in Iran. She reportedly had to push him on the subject for two days before he would give half-an-inch. She knows he can’t handle the 3:00 A.M. phone calls coming in. From The Washington Times & Fox News: “Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton urged President Obama for two days to toughen his language on Iran before he did so, and then was surprised when he condemned Iran’s crackdown on demonstrators last week, the Washington Times reported administration officials as saying.” – She was surprised? Apparently they’re not on speaking terms?! Not only does Obama not listen to Hillary, he doesn’t speak to her either!

694. Hillary Clinton on the Board of Directors for the Liberal-Hated Wal-Mart Corporation!
695. 7/1/9 Democrats before the 2008 election: Wal-Mart Bad. After election, Wal-Mart Good!!! President Barack Hugo Obama bashed Wal-mart for not hiring union workers. Obama’s campaign was critical of Hillary Clinton for her ties to the Wal-Mart Board. The U.K. Daily mail reported that Hillary became quite rich by serving on this corporate board. One company chairman
explained Hillary’s presence on his board as “making sure he was in good
grace with the people in power.” — Former Clinton adviser Dick Morris says,
“She was silent about their labor and health care practices.”

696. Hillary Hypocrisy on ‘Meddling’

697. According to Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, meddling in Iran is bad, but
meddling in Honduras is good!- 6/29/09 After the socialist leader of Honduras is
tossed out on his rear end, America's first Socialist President, Barack Hugo
Obama, working with Hillary, immediately meddles in the affairs of another
nation. In fact, he sent Hillary Clinton out to say this defrocked socialist
must be put back into power! Think of that, Hillary Clinton spoke out in favor
of a socialist that the people of Honduras sent packing! True colors exposed.

698. Hillary Clinton Invites Jihadist to Tea!

699. 6/8/09 Fox News: “A Muslim leader invited by Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton to participate in a conference call after President Obama's speech in
Cairo last week once told a crowd that “the jihad way is the way to liberate your
land.” Esam Omeish, a surgeon and community leader who is running for
Virginia state assemblyman, made the statements in 2000 at pro-Palestinian
rally where he spoke out against Israel and urged Muslims to support the
Palestinian liberation movement. “We the Muslims of the Washington
Metropolitan area are here today in sub-freezing temperatures to tell our
brothers and sisters in (Palestine) that you have learned the way, that you
have known that the jihad way is the way to liberate your land,” Omeish said,
just three months into the Al-Aqsa uprising that would claim over a thousand
lives through Palestinian terrorist attacks.”

700. Hillary’s Requirement That You Must Buy Health Insurance!

701. “You know that nasty Obamacare thing we all hate? Yeah, well the whole
mandate that you buy health insurance or get big fines… that was Hillary’s
idea. Thanks a lot, Hillary. From The Forbes Five Obama Health Care Lies: –
#1 No one will be compelled to buy coverage- 7/5/09 – Shikha Dalmia has a
great story at Forbes magazine about Obama’s top five health care lies! #1 on
her list is that Obama won’t make anyone buy coverage. From Forbes:
“Obama insisted that he would not resort to an individual mandate to achieve
universal coverage. In fact, he repeatedly ripped Hillary Clinton’s plan for
proposing one. “To force people to buy coverage,” he insisted, “you’ve got to
have a very harsh penalty.” What will this penalty be, he demanded? “Are you
going to garnish their wages?” he asked Hillary in one debate. Yet now,
Obama is behaving as if he said never a hostile word about the mandate.
Earlier this month, in a letter to Sens. Max Baucus, D-Mont., and Ted Kennedy,
D-Mass., he blithely declared that he was all for “making every American
responsible for having health insurance coverage, and making employers
share in the cost.”

702. Hillary Clinton Fundraiser in Jail!
5/7/9 Fox News: Former top Democratic fundraiser Norman Hsu has told a federal judge in Manhattan he will plead guilty to 10 counts of wire and mail fraud…Hsu was indicted in 2007 on charges of cheating investors of at least $20 million in what prosecutors say was a huge Ponzi scheme. The government also says he made illegal donations to politicians including Hillary Clinton. Her Senate campaign later returned money linked to him. That must not have gone over well with Hsu who jumped to team Obama later in its fight with Hillary for the White House. KOA Radio reports Hsu was “a close friend and political ally of Obama who was one of Obama’s biggest fundraisers.”

4/2009 – Make no mistake, Hillary Clinton is as pro-abortion as they come, a radical extremist…

4/2/9 - Sec. of State Hillary Clinton & assistant ATF director William Hoover both say 90% of weapons used for crimes in Mexico come from the USA. Fox says untrue: “In fact, it’s not even close. The fact is, only 17 percent of guns found at Mexican crime scenes have been traced to the U.S.” 90% of the guns they send back to be tested to see if they came from the US actually came from the US. Quite a different story than the one Team Obama is selling. UPDATE 4/17/9 Obama repeats the lie: “This war is being waged with guns purchased not here, but in the United States. More than 90 percent of the guns recovered in Mexico come from the United States, many from gun shops that line our shared border.” — At the time, we were not aware that these lies were part of the Hillary-Obama campaign to create murders, blame American guns, and strive for gun control. They are so afraid of Conservative Americans having guns.

Hillary Clinton’s Apology Tour -Apologizes to Mexico for Fast and Furious (Sort of)!
712. As part of her role in the Fast-n-Furious gun-running scandal, Hillary was apologizing for USA causing problems in Mexico! – 3/25/9 Fox News: “I feel very strongly we have a co-responsibility (for drug-fueled violence in Mexico). … Our insatiable demand for illegal drugs fuels the drug trade. **Our inability to prevent weapons from being illegally smuggled across the border to arm these criminals causes the deaths of police officers, soldiers and civilians.**” – Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, en route to Mexico City. Wow. She admitted the gun-running she was covering up for (where Team Obama deliberately allowed guns to cross into Mexico so they could be used in violent crimes, traced back to America, and then provide fuel for the Hillary-Obama gun control battle) was causing the deaths of others.

713. Hillary Clinton Said She Did Not Understand the Two-Party System!

714. 3/6/9 Reuters reports Obama’s Sec. of State told the European Union: **“I have never understood multiparty democracy.** It is hard enough with two parties to come to any resolution, and I say this very respectfully, because I feel the same way about our own democracy, which has been around a lot longer than European democracy.” With Bush, the Reuters story would have been that he was stupid to say this. With Clinton however, democrat Reuters says she was just “tired!”

715. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s Russian Reset Gaffe

716. March, 2009 – Fox News: “During a March meeting in Geneva with Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov, she presented a gift-wrapped red button that said “Reset” in English and “Peregruzka” in Russian. The problem was, “peregruzka” doesn’t mean reset. It means overcharged, or overloaded. “You got it wrong,” Lavrov said.”

717. **For as long as Hillary Clinton has been on the national scene, she has left a path of destruction and wreckage in her wake that is both impressive and terrible to behold. She is a testament to the extent of damage that can be done by one person determined to conquer everything before her in the quest for unlimited power and self-gratification.” – Jeffrey T. Brown, American Thinker**

718. Hillary downplays Human Rights!

719. 2/24/09 Jim Geraghty at National Review Online: “[Obama’s Secretary of State Hillary Clinton] went out of her way to downgrade human rights, placing economic, environmental and security relations above the abuse of countless individuals under Chinese rule” Of course, Team Obama had promised they’d be tough on China when it came to human rights. Guess that memo never made it to Hillary RahmRod (As in Rahm Emanuel & Rod Blagojevich) Clinton’s desk!

720. Hillary Illegally Takes Secretary of State Role!

721. Jan. 22, 2009 -With no objections from the majority of wimpy republicans, Hillary Rodham Clinton is sworn in as Sec. of State. Her senate vote increasing the pay for the Sec. of State made her ineligible for the position according to Article 1 Section 6 of the US Constitution. This is yet another example of liberal democrats ignoring the US Constitution when it gets in their way. If Hillary ignored the crystal clear Constitution on this issue, won’t she easily
ignore it again on other issues? Only Conservative American U.S. Senators Jim DeMint and David Vitter voted no on the Clinton nomination. The rest just didn’t care. It’s just the Constitution, “What difference does it make?”

722. Democrat says Hillary Clinton is a Monster!
723. 1/30/09

724. Samantha Power – Clearly in need of a nicer dress and a bra.
725. Newsmax: Samantha Power, who earned notoriety for calling Hillary Clinton a “monster” while working to elect Obama president, took a senior foreign policy job at the White House. Power was named senior director for multilateral affairs at the National Security Council, a job that required close contact and potential travel with Clinton, who was then secretary of state. Maybe Power was enrolled in Monster University? That’s from your side, democrats! Contrast that with Conservative American Andrea Tantaros who has actually defended Hillary Clinton at certain times.
726. Nasty Campaigner, Hillary Clinton Releases Picture of Obama as Somali Elder!
729.  Photo from Politico Click2Visit

730.  2/25/08 – From the Politico: “…The photo, taken in 2006, shows the Democrat front-runner dressed as a Somali Elder, during his visit to Wajir, a rural area in northeastern Kenya,” the Drudge Report said. The photo created huge buzz in political circles and immediately became known as “the ‘dressed’ photo,” reflecting the Drudge terminology. [David] Plouffe said in a statement: “On the very day that Senator Clinton is giving a speech about restoring respect for America in the world, her campaign has engaged in the most shameful, offensive fear-mongering we’ve seen from either party in this election. This is part of a disturbing pattern that led her county chairs to resign in Iowa, her campaign chairman to resign in New Hampshire, and it’s exactly the kind of divisive politics that turns away Americans of all parties and diminishes respect for America in the world…”

731.  Hillary’s Madison Guaranty Bank Scandal

732.  From the U.K. Daily mail comes yet another Hillary Clinton scandal: “Another “can of worms” that landed on his desk concerned the collapse of a bank called Madison Guaranty. To his consternation, allegations were being made that funds from the bank had been illegally diverted to Bill Clinton’s campaign for governor in the mid-Eighties – and that Bill and Hillary had intervened with state regulators to help keep the bank solvent.” – Hillary and Bill never faced any charges related to the Madison Guaranty Bank.

733.  Hillary The Taskmaster!

734.  “Her subordinates – who called her “The Big Girl” or later “Big Mama” and wore badges saying “Hillaryland” – had a starry-eyed devotion that was almost cult-like.” The UK Daily Mail reports that one of Hillary’s friends said: “They were all afraid to say no to her.” She was a hard taskmaster and would call her staff at home after hours to make trifling requests.

735.  Hillary says Men are A**-Holes!

736.  The U.K. Daily Mail also reports, “One time, Hillary said: ‘Mel, your problem is you just aren’t mean enough,’” recalled her friend Mary Mel French. “I couldn’t work for her and keep our friendship. She is too dogmatic. She gets so into it that she ends up being mean. That is why she has to have such a young staff. They take it, and they bow and scrape.” According to one commentator, the reason Hillary surrounded herself with women was because she found men too complicated. Indeed, she once told former Secretary of State Madeleine Albright, who owed her appointment to Hillary’s support: “We both know what a**holes men can be.”

737.  Hillary’s Travel Office Firings Cronyism Scandal – “Travelgate”
Sally Bedell Smith has done an excellent job in her book, “The Clintons in the White House,” and in writing for the U.K. Daily Mail of summarizing numerous reasons Hillary Clinton should not be the President of the United States. Here’s another: “Other White House aides later confirmed that she wanted her own “people” in the office, and that everyone felt “there would be hell to pay” if her wishes were defied. On May 19, the travel office’s seven employees were fired – and there was immediate uproar. Allegations of cronyism hit the headlines when it emerged that a distant cousin of Bill was to be put in charge of the office, while a friend of a friend was being promoted to take over some of the White House’s air-charter business. Worse still, none of the charges against the original travel office employees stood up, and their precipitous dismissals became a damaging test of Hillary’s honesty. She now insisted that the firings were not her fault. Others [Like Vince Foster, her close friend] had misconstrued an “off-hand comment”: she had meant only to suggest that the staff should “look into” questions about mismanagement… An official report issued seven years later concluded that her statements had been “factually false.” — Nothing like tossing your best friend under the bus, Hillary. What a lousy person!

Hillary’s Wal-Mart Was Against Labor Unions

What follows comes from Barack Obama’s Organizing for America organization: “On other topics, like Wal-Mart’s vehement anti-unionism, for example, she (Hillary) was largely silent, they said.” (NY Times) “Clinton served on Wal-Mart’s board for six years… I’ve raised the Wal-Mart relationship repeatedly in my current race against Clinton and it causes deep unease among voters. I believe it speaks to the incumbent’s close ties to abusive corporate power: her large corporate financial contributions, her support for so-called “free trade” (which is simply trade to benefit corporations) and her unwillingness to confront corporate power that denies every American, among other things, universal health insurance. So, I had to chuckle when I read that Clinton, having never said a bad word about the company in the past, recently said that Wal-Mart should pay more for its workers’ health benefits… when asked what she did about the company’s benefits for workers when she served on the board, she replied, “Well, you know, I, that was a long time ago … have to remember…” -“Clinton served on Wal-Mart’s board of directors for six years when her husband was governor of Arkansas. And the Rose Law Firm, where she was a partner, handled many of the Arkansas-based company’s legal affairs. Hillary Clinton… [said] her time on the board "was a great experience in every respect." …the company has drawn intense scrutiny for its labor practices — from its wages to the lack of affordable health coverage for employees, to its stiff resistance to unionization. Throughout the 1980s, both Bill and Hillary Clinton nurtured relationships with
Walton, a conservative Republican and by far Arkansas' most influential businessman. Among other things, Hillary Clinton sought Walton's help in 1983 for Bill Clinton’s so-called Blue Ribbon Commission on Education, a major effort to improve Arkansas' troubled public schools. The overhaul became a centerpiece of Clinton’s governorship. And Wal-Mart’s Made in America campaign, which for years touted the company's sales of American products in its stores, was launched after Bill Clinton persuaded Walton to help save 200 jobs at an Arkansas shirt manufacturing plant... The Clintons also benefited financially from Wal-Mart. Hillary Clinton was paid $18,000 each year she served on the board, plus $1,500 for each meeting she attended. By 1993 she had accumulated at least $100,000 in Wal-Mart stock, according to Bill Clinton’s federal financial disclosure forms that year... If I was a large retailer in the US with few scruples about using cheap labor, I would love Hillary Clinton, too."

741. Democrat Activist Accuses Hillary of Racism in 2008
742. Controversial Roman Catholic Priest, Fr. Michael Pfleger of Chicago, spoke at Barack Obama’s ‘G** Da** America!’ church mocking Hillary Clinton saying she expected to win only because she was white. Not very flattering when it comes from Hillary’s own side of the political aisle. It was certainly more flattering when Vice President Joey Buttafuoco Biden said Hillary was more qualified to be President than he was!
743. Hillary Clinton Lied About Where Chelsea Was on 9/11!
744. 4/9/2008 – While some websites (mediamatters – the Clinton propaganda site) claim Dick Morris lied about this one, the evidence is impossible to dispute. The National Review reported, “...Clinton told NBC’s “Dateline” that Chelsea had been jogging near the World Trade Center, out for a cup of coffee, when the first plane hit. Chelsea, writing a first-hand account in the defunct Talk magazine, later revealed that she was watching TV in a pal’s apartment on Park Avenue South. But it turns out that one of the two daughters of Sen. Charles Schumer (D-N.Y.), Jessica, actually was at high school on Sept. 11 – in the shadow of the World Trade Center. One Clinton aide was furious about coverage of that one. “Her daughter was in lower Manhattan,” the aide e-mailed. “Put yourself in her shoes. She was a mother worried sick about her daughter, who couldn’t connect with her for hours, knew she had gone running, knew people who were in the buildings and likely died. She made these comments only days later, and she had been worried and scared.” — So basically, what he is saying is, she lied.
745. Hillary Clinton was Fired by the U.S. House Judiciary Committee for her work on the Nixon impeachment
746. 2008 –
From John Fund at National Review Online: “In March 2008, as Hillary Clinton was running for president, Jerry Zeifman — the chief counsel to the House Judiciary Committee at the time of Nixon’s impeachment and a lifelong Democrat — expressed his profound disappointment with her work on the committee. Among her transgressions were lying, removing files from the committee offices without permission, and arguing that Nixon shouldn’t be allowed any legal counsel before the committee. “I terminated her employment on the Nixon impeachment staff,” he told me. “My only regret was I had not reported her unethical practices to the appropriate bar associations. I could not recommend her for any subsequent position of public or private trust.” UPDATE 6/28/14: Roger Stone’s new book repeats the facts about Hillary getting fired. “Clinton was fired as a staff lawyer for the House of Representatives’ Judiciary Committee for “writing fraudulent legal briefs, lying to investigators and confiscating public documents.”

Hillary brought you lead paint coated toys for your kids!

What follows comes from Barack Obama’s Organizing for America organization: The Clinton folks, working with large US corporations that wanted cheap labor costs, brought you MFN with China and your kids lead paint coated toys. (Bill Clinton had promised not to do so—but what’s a campaign promise to him?)

Hillary Litigated “For Rats in Food!”

What follows comes from Barack Obama’s Organizing for America organization: “Hillary has fuzzy math when it comes to her claim that
she was working for change for 35 years—unless you call litigating for rats in food working for change.” – Suzanne Goldenberg in the Guardian Unlimited - “One of her first cases involved going to court to defend a food manufacturer against a suit brought by a man who found part of a rat in a can of pork and beans.”

Hillary Clinton Lied about Her Vote For the Iraq War!

754. 755. 756. 757. 3/28/08 – From the H. R. Puff-n-Stuffington Post blog, comes this report of the Hillary lie, “This morning on Meet the Press, Hillary Clinton defended her 2002 vote for the Iraq war resolution, saying that she “thought it was a vote to put inspectors back in” so Saddam Hussein could not go unchecked. She insisted that she and others were “told by the White House personally” that this was the purpose of the resolution, and cited President Bush’s assurances to defend her position. Moderator Tim Russert pointed out that the title of the resolution was the “Authorization for Use of Military Force Against Iraq Resolution of 2002.” Clinton responded saying, “We can have this Jesuitical argument about what exactly was meant. But when Chuck Hagel, who helped to draft the resolution said, ‘It was not a vote for war,’ What I was told directly by the White House in response to my question, ‘If you are given this authority, will you put the inspectors in and permit them to finish their job,’ I was told that’s exactly what we intended to do.” — ConservativeAmerican.org points out her careful wording “if you are given this authority…” — what authority? Authority to go to war? That was the name of the act. “Will you put inspectors in…?” Okay, so she asked if they would put inspectors in. That in know way means that she didn’t know what the bill was about. If she is telling the truth, she is far too stupid to be a Senator, let alone a President. How can you vote for an authorization of Military force without knowing it would mean military force would be used? It is absolute nonsense. Hillary Clinton is the Queen of Bullshit. She brushes off Tim Russert’s moment of truth by claiming HE is being “Jesuitical.” ( the word “Jesuitical” came to characterize a form of argument designed less to seek the truth than to make a case, a form of argument that was aggressive and clever but perhaps not always sincere—indeed, one that was at times cunningly equivocal or downright deceitful.) Uhm, Mrs. Clinton? Mam? It was hardly Tim Russert who was Jesuitical. It was you! Maybe we should call it Hillaryical (downright deceitful and intentionally misleading).
Hillary Clinton Lied in Her Book, “Living History.”

2/7/2008 – Author Ronald Kessler writes at Newsmax, “…on TV, Hillary speaks of her compassion for the little people. In her book “Living History,” Hillary Clinton wrote of her gratitude to the White House staff. The truth is, said a Secret Service agent, “Hillary did not speak to us. We spent years with her. She never said thank you.”

4H Clubs – Youth Development & Empowerment

Hillary Clinton Says 4-H Club Families Don’t Have Any Money & Are a Waste of Time!

2/7/2008 – By now you understand that Hillary Clinton is a very difficult, angry and demanding woman. Author Ronald Kessler writes at Newsmax, “During her “listening tour,” Hillary’s campaign staff planned a visit to a 4-H Club in dairy farm country in upstate New York. As they approached the outdoor event and she saw people dressed in jeans and surrounded by cows, Hillary became livid. “She turned to a staffer and said, ‘What the [expletive] did we come here for? There’s no money here,’” a former Secret Service agent said.” What a stupid and unfounded stereotype Mrs. Clinton had in her head when it came to the bright and successful young people involved in 4-H. 4-H is a great organizationand her comments were uncalled for.

Hillary Clinton Wasted Money on Three Cadillac De Villes – Insisted on Minivans

2/7/2008 – By now you understand that Hillary Clinton is a very difficult, angry and demanding woman. Author Ronald Kessler writes at Newsmax, “For
her Senate campaign, the Secret Service purchased three Cadillac De Villes. “She decided they were not compatible with her down-home image. They were used once or twice,” an agent said. “She wanted a conversion van with picture windows and two captain chairs. So we purchased three of them, each outfitted with armor, bulletproof glass, and a system to supply clean air. Each was positioned around New York State to help reduce travel time.” – Thanks for wasting taxpayer money for your pretend ‘down home’ image, Hillary.

767. Hillary Clinton Asks People to Make Sure She Doesn’t See any Police Officers?!

768. 2/7/2008 – What the heck?! Author Ronald Kessler writes at Newsmax, “Publicly, Hillary courted law enforcement organizations, but privately she had disdain for police. “She did not want police officers in sight,” a former agent said. “How do you explain that to the police? She did not want Secret Service protection near. She wanted state troopers and local police to wear suits and stay in unmarked cars. If there were an incident, that could pose a big problem. People don’t know police are in the area unless officers wear uniforms and drive police cars. If they are unaware of a police presence, people are more likely to get out of control.” – In fact, Kessler says that actually happened: “In Syracuse, a bearded man who aggressively sought autographs accosted Hillary as she went for a walk outside her hotel during her Senate race. “He grabbed her,” an agent said. “She was livid. But she had insisted she did not want us near her.””

769. Secret Service Agents Hated Working with Hillary Rodham Clinton!

770. 2/7/2008 – Author Ronald Kessler writes at Newsmax, “…no protectee evokes more disdain than Hillary Clinton. Secret Service agents assigned at various points to guarding Hillary during her campaign for the Senate were dismayed to find her two-faced and perpetually angry… Hillary flew into rages when she thought her campaign staff had not corralled enough onlookers beforehand. Hillary had an explosive temper.” – Can you say ‘Anger Management’?!”

771. Hillary Clinton had her Campaign Stage ‘Impromptu’ Events!

772. 2/7/2008 – Author Ronald Kessler writes at Newsmax that Secret Service agents told him, “…During the listening tour, she planned ‘impromptu’ visits at diners and local hangouts,” a former Secret Service agent told me for my book… “The events were all staged, and the questions were screened,” the former agent said. “She would stop off at diners. The campaign would tell them three days ahead that they were coming. They would talk to the owner and tell him to invite everyone and bring his friends.

773. Promises Schmomises! Hillary Clinton Stages yet Another Campaign Event! Third Time was no Charm!

774. 12/22/2007
After promising that staging events would not happen again, it happened again. I guess she just meant she would try not to get caught again. From Patterico.com: “Gateway Pundit has the story on Hillary’s Jesus moment: “Hillary got a “surprise” visit from her Sunday School teacher from the Chicago area while she spoke in Donnellson, Iowa. It looks like Hillary’s Jesus moment was likely another staged event for the Democratic front runner.” Read the details at Gateway Pundit and then note this BarackObama.com community blog post and update: “As you know, Hillary met in Donnellson Iowa at a firehouse (you can’t beat that, images of 9/11 and all) and a person, Amy Fellows of “Croton Iowa” (no such city) asked her if she was Christian. What followed was a saccharine exchange of religious greetings and an opportunity for Hillary to expound on her Methodist upbringing. Following on the heels of the e-mail scandal where Hillary campaign workers were caught spreading misinformation that Obama was a Muslim, this was pretty neat. After this homily on Methodism, “somone in the crowd” (how convenient, an anonymous person) shouted our “Her Sunday School Teacher is Here!” What happened next is up for debate. The AP wire story and other outlets carried this as a long-lost reunion between Clinton and Ms. Bentzinger, her Sunday school teacher. No mention was made that the two had met in April of this year at a similar event in nearby Fort Madison. The spin on the story was that this hearwarming event was a reunion for Ms. Clinton and Ms. Bentzinger. I first heard of this event on the hillaryclinton.com blogsite when a poster put up a message to the effect that this was such a wonderful heartwarming event – again the implication that this was a long-lost reunion. When I pointed out they had seen each other a few months earlier, the poster on the blogsite deleted the original message…”

Hillary Clinton Stages Question at Another Campaign Event!

11/12/2007 – Another staged question. This time it was followed by Hillary Clinton claiming she knew nothing about that! “On November 12, 2007, the New York Times reported that “At two campaign events in Iowa this year, aides
to Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton encouraged audience members to ask her specific questions, a tactic that drew criticism from an opponent for the Democratic presidential nomination and led her yesterday to promise that it would not happen again." In response, Clinton remarked, "It was news to me [...] and neither I nor my campaign approve of that, and it will certainly not be tolerated."

780. "In a 2007 article in the London Telegraph, [London Mayor Boris] Johnson wrote of Hillary Clinton that “she’s got dyed blonde hair and pouty lips, and a steely blue stare, like a sadistic nurse in a mental hospital… she represents, on the face of it, everything I came into politics to oppose: not just a general desire to raise taxes and nationalize things, but an all-round purse-lipped political correctness.”

781. Hillary Clinton Plants Fake Question at Campaign Event

782. 11/10/2007 – From Fox: “Democratic presidential frontrunner Hillary Clinton’s campaign admitted Friday that it planted a global warming question in Newton, Iowa, Tuesday during a town hall meeting to discuss clean energy. Clinton campaign spokesman Mo Elliethee admitted that the campaign had planted the question and said it would not happen again.”

783. Hillary Flip Flops on Giving Drivers Licenses to Illegal Aliens

784. Russert

786. 11/1/07 From the New York Post: "MR. RUSSERT: Senator Clinton, Governor of New York Eliot Spitzer has proposed giving driver’s licenses to illegal immigrants. You told the Nashua, N.H., editorial board it makes a lot of sense. Why does it make a lot of sense to give an illegal immigrant a driver’s license? – MRS. CLINTON: Well, what Governor Spitzer is trying to do is fill the vacuum left by the failure of this administration to bring about comprehensive immigration reform… – After an exchange between Mr. Russert and Senator Christopher J. Dodd of Connecticut, Mrs. Clinton jumped in: MRS. CLINTON: I just want to add, I did not say that it should be done, but I certainly recognize why Governor Spitzer is trying to do it. And we have failed—— MR. DODD: Wait a minute. No, no, no. You said, yes, you thought it made sense to do it. MRS. CLINTON: No, I didn’t, Chris… – MR. RUSSERT: Senator Clinton, I just want to make sure what I heard. Do you, the New York Senator Hillary Clinton, support the New York governor’s plan to
give illegal immigrants a driver’s license? You told the Nashua, N.H., paper it made a lot of sense. MRS. CLINTON: It—— MR. RUSSERT: Do you support his plan? MRS. CLINTON: You know, Tim, this is where everybody plays gotcha…” —[ConservativeAmerican.org:] And, Mrs. Clinton, it’s where you LIE and flip-flop. -More here from the Weekly Standard.

787. The Hillary Clinton – Sandy Berger Scandal

788. 10/18/2007 From RealClearPolitics: “According to reports in Newsweek, The Washington Post, and other liberal news media not commonly associated with a “vast right wing conspiracy,” Hillary Clinton has selected a team of national security advisers led by the “triumvirate” of Madeline Albright, Richard Holbrooke, and Sandy Berger. All three were prominent members of Bill Clinton’s national security team when he was president… Mr. Berger was President Clinton’s National Security Advisor. Sandy Berger isn’t just a former National Security Advisor – he’s also the only National Security Advisor in U.S. history to be convicted after stealing and destroying classified documents.

789. For those who missed the story, Berger was President Clinton’s designated representative to the 9/11 Commission investigating intelligence-gathering and analysis preceding the terrorist attacks that took the lives of 3,000 innocents on American soil, by far the worst such attack in our history. As President Clinton’s representative, Berger was granted access to specially classified material in the National Archives relating to the handling of information respecting the threat from al Qaeda and the Clinton Administration’s response in preparation for his testimony before the 9/11 Commission. Berger willfully removed classified material, hiding documents first in his pants and then under a construction trailer, destroyed them, and lied to officials investigating the theft.

790. We’ll never know just what information Berger destroyed…”

791. The Hillary Clinton – George Soros Conspiracy

792. Shiver – IsraelNationalNews pic

793. As reported in the American Thinker by Kyle-Anne Shiver, “So, even though Soros is hedging his political bets by donating to more than one candidate, his intimate ties to Hillary and Bill, going back more than a decade now, make it clear that he would prefer a 2nd Clinton administration, where he is already part of the very in-crowd. Not so fast, you two. We’re onto you. Senators Reid and Harkin are taking their cues from Media Matters, a Soros-funded front group. As Hillary Clinton declared at the recent YearlyKos convention (her confirming sound bite played by Rush Limbaugh on the radio), she was the mastermind behind both The Center for American
Progress (her think tank) and Media Matters (her media attack machine). Hillary provides the name and political connections that Soros craves, and Soros provides the money. Quite a powerful partnership, what some might even call a conspiracy.”

The Hillary Clinton – George Soros ‘General Betray Us’ Advertisement!

The Hillary Clinton – George Soros ‘General Betray Us’ Advertisement!

Perfection Under a Red Umbrella image – click for more from them.

September, 2007 – From the American Thinker: “MoveOn, another Soros front group, came out with their ad defaming our Commander in Iraq, General Petraeus. Because that was a political ad in a major public forum, The New York Times, and because it defamed an American General in wartime during his momentous testimony before Congress, the ad sparked a reaction in the Senate: a resolution denouncing the ad. Notably, while many Democrat Senators joined in condemning the MoveOn ad, Senator Hillary Clinton did not.” — Even the Clinton-loving New York Times had to admit it basically agreed with ad and therefore gave Soros a big break in the advertising rate for his full page ad! “FOR nearly two weeks, The New York Times has been defending a political advertisement that critics say was an unfair shot at the American commander in Iraq. But I think the ad violated The Times’s own written standards, and the paper now says that the advertiser got a price break it was not entitled to. On Monday, Sept. 10, the day that Gen. David H. Petraeus came before Congress to warn against a rapid withdrawal of troops, The Times carried a full-page ad attacking his truthfulness. Under the provocative headline “General Petraeus or General Betray Us?” the ad, purchased by the liberal activist group MoveOn.org, charged that the highly
decorated Petraeus was “constantly at war with the facts” in giving upbeat assessments of progress and refusing to acknowledge that Iraq is “mired in an unwinnable religious civil war.”

799. Will the Real Hillary Clinton Please sit down?

800. 6/26/07 – Is Hillary Clinton for the union workers? Or is she for the big, fat-cat, corporate jet-flying, oil-burning CEO’s of big business? Fortune Magazine says Morgan Stanley’s Chief Administrative Officer, Thomas Nides, set up a private meeting between Hillary and his boss, republican donor and Morgan Stanley CEO John Mack and his wife Christy: “But he [NIDES] also appreciated the importance of trying [to get the GOP donor to support Hillary]. Adding such a prominent GOP executive to the Clinton roster would counteract business fears that the former First Lady is a big-government, big-spending, big-taxing liberal. "It would say to the business community, 'It's safe to swim here,'” Nides recalled. — ConservativeAmerican.org says we would not get in a pool with Hillary Clinton. Just sayin’. Hillary seems to have an identity crisis here that worries democrats. As a socialist-union-democrat she is supposed to hate people like Christy and John Mack. She’s also supposed to convince other people to hate them, tax them more, and redistribute their wealth. Turns out, with her own estimated net worth of $34.9-million, Hillary loves evil corporate CEO’s! Not the kind of thing democrat donors want to hear.

801. The Clinton’s Lied about Hillary not wanting to seek Public Office

802. 5/25/2007 – From former Clinton architect Dick Morris, we learn that Billy Bob Clinton recorded a TV ad for his wife in which he made some incorrect statements about Hillary. “Bill says: Hillary never wanted to run for public office, but she did want to work at public service. The facts are: When Clinton was considering not running for another term as Governor of Arkansas in 1990, Hillary said she would run if he didn't. She and Bill even had me take two surveys to assess her chances of winning. The conclusion was that she couldn’t win because people would just see her as a seat warmer for when Bill came back licking his wounds after losing for president. So she didn’t run. Bill did and won. But there is no question she had her eye on public office, as opposed to service, long ago.”

803. Hillary Clinton’s Ties to the Racist democrat group, the Black Panthers

804. 5/25/2007 – From Dick Morris: “Hillary’s main extra-curricular activity in law school was helping the Black Panthers, on trial in Connecticut for torturing and killing a federal agent. She went to court every day as part of a law student
monitoring committee trying to spot civil rights violations and develop grounds
for appeal."

805. Hillary’s Communist Experience!

806. 5/25/2007 – From Dick Morris: “Bill says: Hillary spent a year after
graduation working on a children’s rights project for poor kids. The facts are:
Hillary interned with Bob Truehaft, the head of the California Communist
Party. She met Bob when he represented the [Black] Panthers and traveled all
the way to San Francisco to take an internship with him.” I guess like Obama,
she sought out the communists to make friends with them.

807. Hillary Clinton Failed the DC Bar Exam!

808. 5/25/2007 – From Dick Morris: “She flunked the DC bar exam and only
passed the Arkansas bar. She had no job offers in Arkansas and only got
hired by the University of Arkansas Law School at Fayetteville because Bill
was already teaching there. She only joined the prestigious Rose Law Firm
after Bill became Attorney General and made partner only after he was elected
governor.”

809. Hillary Launches Senate Campaign by Speaking in 'Black dialect' to group
of Blacks

810. 3/4/2007 – This is the day Hillary Clinton spoke at an event in Selma,
Alabama and launched into a fake black dialect. She also purposely messed
up the grammar, dumbing it down, apparently so she would sound more like
what she thinks blacks sound like! Talk about degrading. See for yourself…

811.

812. She insulted the intelligence of black voters saying, “I don’t feel no ways
tired! I come too far from where I started from!” She insults them to their faces
and they clap?!

813. The Hillary Clinton – Vince Foster Love Affair?

814. 2007 – Some believe the cozy relationship Hillary had with Vince turned
into a romantic affair. From the U.K. Daily Mail: “Foster himself raised the
subject in his first meeting with the man who would be his immediate boss,
White House counsel Bernie Nussbaum. There was no truth in the rumour,
said Foster. And when his wife, Lisa, was asked about it later, she insisted: “I
don’t think Hillary would do it. I think, in a lot of ways, he felt sort of protective
of her.”

815. Hillary Clinton Lied about How She Got Her Name!

816. Dick Morris notes that Hillary once claimed she, “was named after Sir
Edmund Hillary. (She [later] admitted she was wrong. He climbed Mt. Everest
five years after her birth.)”

817. Hillary Clinton asks, “Why do I have to keep proving to people that I am not
a liar?!"

818. 2005 – No, she wasn’t kidding. Obviously the answer is you can’t prove to
us you’re not a liar because you are, in fact, a very big liar. Another one from
Snopes.com, which tries to sort internet fiction from actual facts: “In his 2005
book about Bill Clinton in the White House, The Survivor, John F. Harris (a
Washington Post national correspondent who covered the Clinton
administration for six years) wrote of Hillary Clinton's 2000 campaign for a seat representing New York in the U.S. Senate: One way that [Hillary] was not like her husband was in how she responded to the rigors of political combat. Criticism might make him indignant in the moment, but he regarded it as part of the game; he was resilient. She, however, was sensitive. Beneath a tough exterior, criticism was personal and painful to her. During one sordid moment in summer 2000, a character from the president's Arkansas past surfaced, leveling charges of anti-Semitic utterances by Hillary Clinton. The alleged episode was more than a quarter century old, from Clinton's unsuccessful 1974 campaign for Congress. Hillary Rodham, not yet married to Clinton, supposedly hurled the epithets at a campaign staff aide in an argument. An angry dressing-down was certainly plausible; crude religious epithets were not. After denying them heatedly in public, she privately began to sob to an aide, “Why do I keep having to prove that I am not a liar?”

819. Hillary Clinton Favors Taking from Rich for the ‘Common Good’ – Redistribution!

820. 6/28/04 From Snopes.com: “Headlining an appearance with other Democratic women senators on behalf of Sen. Barbara Boxer, who is up for re-election this year, Hillary Clinton told several hundred supporters some of whom had ponied up as much as $10,000 to attend to expect to lose some of the tax cuts passed by President Bush if Democrats win the White House and control of Congress. “Many of you are well enough off that . . . the tax cuts may have helped you,” Sen. Clinton said. “We’re saying that for America to get back on track, we’re probably going to cut that short and not give it to you. We’re going to take things away from you on behalf of the common good.”

821. Hillary Clinton Tries to Block Free Speech of Rush Limbaugh!

822.

823. May, 2004 – As reported at one of our favorite sites, the American Thinker: “Hillary’s media attack machine Media Matters first tried to hush Rush by attempting to have him thrown off the Armed Forces Radio and Television Service in May 2004. In a letter to Secretary Rumsfeld, they demanded Rush be silenced after his “trivialization” of the military misconduct at the Abu Ghraib prison. The gag on Rush was necessary, they wrote, “to protect our troops from these reckless and dangerous messages.” Senator Tom Harkin jumped on the Hush-Rush Campaign that time too, just as he is now, demanding “balance” in media. With the taxpayer-funded, liberal propaganda organ, NPR,
being broadcast to the troops 24/7, it's hard to believe that anyone could feel
one hour a day of Rush Limbaugh is a threat to balance. If anything, that one
hour of Rush may be the only balance to the unending, livestream of
“The-War-Is-Lost” Harry Reid and his Democrat followers: Tom Harkin, John
Murtha, John Kerry and Ted Kennedy.” – ConservativeAmerican.org points out
this isn’t the only item on this list where Hillary tries to silence free speech.

824. Did Hillary Clinton Tell a State Trooper to “F**k Off?”
825. From Snopes.com: This quote is taken from Christopher Andersen’s 2004
book, American Evita: [Hillary] also resented [the state troopers’] constant
presence and the loss of privacy that entailed. At times, a simple “Good
morning, Mrs. Clinton” could provoke an attack. “F**k off!” she would bark. “It’s
enough that I have to see you sh*t-kickers every day. I’m not going to talk to
you, too. Just do your g*dd**n job and keep your mouth shut.”
826. Hillary Clinton’s Racist Joke against those from India!
827. January, 2004 – Hillary Clinton thought it would be cute to make a racist
joke while she was giving a speech. She said Mahatma Ghandi was just a guy
who owned a gas station in St. Louis!

828. For the left, this is okay. It’s only bad when a republican makes a racist
joke. After all, Hillary said later it was a lame attempt at humor. So, all is
forgiven. If it were a republican, this would never, ever be forgiven and every
single republican would be called a hater of people from India. The press
would ask other republicans to denounce the woman. Since it is Hillary though,
nothing to see here. She probably thinks Gov. Bobby Jindal owns a gas station
too.
830. Paranoid Hillary Clinton Accused Republicans of “Perverting the
Constitution!”
831. Another one from Snopes.com, “During a Barbara Walters interview with
Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton that was aired on the ABC news magazine
program 20/20 on 8 June 2003… Walters: “If I asked you straight out, was
there and is there a right wing conspiracy to destroy your husband’s
Presidency, would you today say yes?” Clinton: “I would say that there is a
very well financed right-wing network of people that was after his Presidency
from the very beginning. Really stopped at nothing, even to the point of
perverting the Constitution in order to undermine what he was trying to do
for the country.”
832. Hillary Clinton Wanted Marine One to Stop for her Sunglasses!
833. Another one from Snopes.com, which tries to sort internet fiction from
actual facts: “This passage is taken from Dereliction of Duty, a 2003 book by
Air Force Lt. Colonel Robert Patterson (who served as a military aide to
President Clinton for two years): ‘On a similar trip, as we lifted off a helicopter
pad in Marine One en route to Air Force One for the journey home, Hillary
suddenly shouted, “Put this back on the ground! I left my sunglasses in the
limo.” By this time, however, Marine One was safely scooting to an awaiting
747. The required support for even a helicopter flight was involved and
extensive. The Secret Service, White House Communications Agency, and administration staff were pulling down communications lines, lifting barricades, and driving off in vehicles. "Ma'am," my fellow military aide responded, "we can't safely do that." – "I need my sunglasses. We need to go back!" – The onboard Secret Service agent chimed in, “Yes, ma'am, the milaide is correct. That wouldn't be wise." She acquiesced, but not without obvious disdain in her eyes."

834. Pro-War Hillary Clinton Backs Republican War Plan!

835. 2002 – In 2002, Senator Hillary RodRahm Clinton stood strong in FAVOR of a REPUBLICAN war plan in Iraq. It was and is a vote that causes Hillary Clinton trouble with her anti-war left pals. From the American Thinker: “And Hillary Clinton, even though she voted for the War, has done all she could to squirm out of it — without apologizing — ever since the War became more difficult than bombing an aspirin factory in the middle of the night.”

836. Did Hillary Clinton Steal Furniture & Furnishings from the White House?!

837. 2001 – Even ABC Democrat News reported on this one: “After they were criticized for taking $190,000 worth of china, flatware, rugs, televisions, sofas and other gifts with them when they left, the Clintons announced last week that they would pay for $86,000 worth of gifts, or nearly half the amount.” ConservativeAmerican.org asks, what about the other $104,000 worth of stuff?! And actually, ABC, that’s not ‘nearly half.’ From ABC again: “Their [Bill & Hillary Clinton’s] latest decision to send back $28,000 in [furniture] gifts brings to $114,000 the value of items the Clintons have either decided to pay for or return… Mrs. Clinton’s office referred all questions about the gift return to the former president’s transition office. Transition office workers said the Clintons would make no statement. They referred all questions to the Park Service, which wasn’t exactly sure which gifts were being returned or where they had been kept.” ConservativeAmerican.org: Oh, how very generous of them! Talk about trailer trash! These people actually removed items that belong to the nation from the freaking White House! Sure speaks to their lack of character. Oh, and Hillary never bother to pay back the other $76,000 or to return the items. All part of the plan, I guess. The LA Times says the Clintons started shipping White House items to their “pretend-to-live-in-New-York-home” in February of 2000, nearly a year before they left office.

838. Hillary Clinton and the Mark Rich Scandal

839. 2001 – From Wikipedia, “Marc Rich, a fugitive who had fled the U.S. during his prosecution, was residing in Switzerland. Rich owed $48 million in taxes and was charged with 51 counts of tax fraud, was pardoned of tax evasion. He was required to pay a $1 million fine and waive any use of the pardon as a defense against any future civil charges that were filed against him in the same case. Critics complained that Denise Eisenberg Rich, his former wife, had made substantial donations to both the Clinton library and to Mrs. Clinton’s senate campaign. According to Paul Volcker’s independent investigation of Iraqi Oil-for-Food kickback schemes, Marc Rich was a middleman for several suspect Iraqi oil deals involving over 4 million barrels (640,000 m3) of oil.[23]
Longtime Clinton supporters and Democratic leaders such as former President Jimmy Carter, James Carville and Terry McAuliffe, were all critical of the Clinton pardon. Carter said the pardons were “disgraceful.”[24]  

840. Hillary is a… New Yorker?!  
841. 2000 –  

842.  
843. Geology.com  
844. So Arkansas native Hillary Clinton, in early planning for her dream of becoming President, quickly moved to New York and bought a house “with” hubby, Billy Bob Clinton, just so she could run for the U.S. Senate in an easy district where she would not face any tough scrutiny. She was, of course, elected and served setting up her failed 2008 run for the White House.  
845. Did Hillary Clinton Tell a Secret Service Agent to “F**k Off” as well?!  
846. It seems Hillary Clinton treats people like crap. There are numerous similar reports out there, including this one. From Snopes.com: “This quote appears in Joyce Milton’s 1999 book, The First Partner,… ‘One [Secret Service] agent, who politely explained to Mrs. Clinton that his duties did not include toting suitcases from their airplane to their limo, was shocked when she replied, “If you want to remain on this detail, get your f**king a** over here and grab those bags.” ConservativeAmerican.org says Hillary should remember that what goes around comes around.  
847. Did Hillary & Billy Bob Trade Military Secrets with China for Campaign Cash?  
848. 1999 – Doug Ross is quoted by the American thinker discussing the Cox Report, “The Cox Report was issued in 1999, when Democrats put country before party, after an investigation of some shocking transfers of military technology to the Communist Chinese military. This special committee, created by a 409-10 vote of the U.S. House of Representatives on June 18, 1998, was tasked with the responsibility of investigating whether technology or information was transferred to the People’s Republic of China that may have contributed to the enhancement of the nuclear-armed intercontinental ballistic missiles or to
the manufacture of weapons of mass destruction… …The committee’s final report was approved unanimously by all 9 [bipartisan] members. The redacted version of the report was released to the public May 25, 1999. **The full report has never been released.** Why might that be? Because the Clintons appear to have traded military secrets to the Red Chinese in exchange for millions in campaign contributions…”

**849.** Hillary Flip Flop on Bill’s Commutation of Puerto Rican Terrorist Sentences!

**850.** 1999 – From Wikipedia, “On August 11, 1999, Clinton commuted the sentences of 16 members of FALN, a violent Puerto Rican terrorist group that set off 120 bombs in the United States, mostly in New York City and Chicago. There were convictions for conspiracy to commit robbery, bomb-making, and sedition, as well as firearms and explosives violations.[5] The 16 were convicted of conspiracy and sedition and sentenced with terms ranging from 35 to 105 years in prison. Congress, however, recognizes that the FALN is responsible for “6 deaths and the permanent maiming of dozens of others, including law enforcement officials.” Clinton offered clemency on the condition that the prisoners renounce violence, seeing as none of the 16 had been convicted of harming anyone and they had already served 19 years in prison. This action was lobbied for by ten Nobel Laureates, the Archbishop of Puerto Rico and the Roman Catholic Cardinal of New York City.[6] The commutation was opposed by the U.S. Attorney’s Office, the FBI, and the Federal Bureau of Prisons and was criticized by many, including former victims of FALN terrorist activities and the Fraternal Order of Police.[7] Hillary Clinton, then campaigning for her first term in the Senate, initially supported the commutation,[8] but later withdrew her support.[9]”

**851.** Did Hillary & Billy Bob Use the IRS and the U.S Justice Department Against Political Enemies?

**852.** 1999 – Doug Ross is quoted by the American thinker, “Another little-remembered scandal involving the Clintons, The Barrett Report: …is a 400 page report created by special prosecutor David Barrett… the investigation eventually delved into allegations that President Clinton had used the U.S. Department of Justice and the Internal Revenue Service as political tools against American citizens. Before the release of the report, three Democrat U.S. Senators, **John Kerry, Dick Durbin and Byron Dorgan**, forced the redaction of certain pages by attaching a rider to an unrelated appropriations bill… So three powerful Democrat Senators did their level best to cover up reports that Clinton used the IRS and the DOJ to attack political opponents!”

**853.** Paranoid Hillary Clinton invents a “Vast Right Wing Conspiracy!”

**854.** Another one from Snopes.com, “…remark Hillary Clinton had made five years earlier (27 January 1998) during an interview with Matt Lauer aired on NBC’s The Today Show: ‘Clinton: “Well, I don’t know if I’ve been that dramatic. That would sound like a good line from a movie. But I do believe that this is a battle. I mean, look at the very people who are involved in this, they have popped up in other settings. **This is the great story here,** for anybody willing to find it and write about it and explain it, is **this vast right-wing conspiracy**
that has been conspiring against my husband since the day he announced for president. A few journalists have kind of caught onto it and explained it, but it has not yet been fully revealed to the American public. And, actually, you know, in a bizarre sort of way, this may do it.” – UPDATE 2014: Mother Jones reports on internal memo that helped create Hillary’s vast right wing nonsense.

Hillary Clinton’s Part in the Monica Lewinsky Scandal

1998 – Thinking of Hillary for President? The American Thinker asks, “What about the endless parade of women, long known to Mrs. Clinton and laughably passed off by her as “ministering” to a troubled young woman in the matter of Miss Lewinsky? Nevertheless, when the truth came out, she was entirely happy to exploit the illusion of victimhood for her own martyrdom in the cause of political advancement.” – ConservativeAmerican.org says Hillary Clinton hurt other women by providing the example that women who are trampled on by their cheating husbands, should just stick around and take it. The lefty women’s rights groups were silent about that. WikiLeaks reminds us of the nature of this scandal, “The Lewinsky scandal was a political sex scandal emerging in 1998, from a sexual relationship between United States President Bill Clinton and a 22-year-old White House Intern, Monica Lewinsky. The news of this extra-marital affair and the resulting investigation eventually led to the impeachment of President Clinton in 1998 by the U.S. House of Representatives and his subsequent acquittal on all impeachment charges of perjury and obstruction of justice in a 21-day Senate trial. In 1995, Lewinsky… began a personal relationship with him, the details of which she later confided to her friend and Defense Department co-worker Linda Tripp, who secretly recorded their telephone conversations. When Tripp discovered in January 1998 that Lewinsky had signed an affidavit in the Paula Jones case denying a relationship with Clinton, she delivered the tapes to Kenneth Starr, the Independent Counsel who was investigating Clinton on other matters, including the Whitewater scandal, the White House FBI files controversy, and the White House travel office controversy. During the grand jury testimony Clinton’s responses were carefully worded, and he argued, “It depends on what the meaning of the word ‘is’ is”, in regards to the truthfulness of his statement that “there is not a sexual relationship, an improper sexual relationship or any other kind of improper relationship.”” — ConservativeAmerican.org: Not to mention Billy Bob Clinton wagging his finger at you and swearing he did not have inappropriate relations with “that woman!”

Hillary views herself as Selfish, Dumb and Insensitive!!

1997 – Hillary Clinton told her best friend, Diane Blair, that the fact her husband cheated on her with Monica Lewinsky was partly her own fault! The Washington Free Beacon reports that Blair wrote, “She thinks she was not smart enough, not sensitive enough, not free enough of her own concerns and struggles to realize the price he was paying.” — ConservativeAmerican.org says this is not the kind of person you want as President of the United States.
1997 – Rush Limbaugh said on 2/10/14 that he’s not sure why these so-called “Hillary Papers” are coming out now. He wondered if there is some connection between Senator Rand Paul harping on Bill Clinton over his treatment of women and this new news about Monica Lewinsky. From the Washington Free Beacon: “On July 28, 1997, President Clinton was facing yet another wave of allegations from yet another woman. Kathleen Willey had accused Clinton of sexually assaulting her, and Blair faxed a Drudge Report item about her claims to one of the president’s aides. Blair’s handwritten note attached to the story: “Do we take Matt Drudge seriously?” Six months later, Drudge would break the story of an affair between Clinton and 22-year-old White House intern Monica Lewinsky, setting in motion the events that would lead to the president’s impeachment… When Clinton finally admitted to the relationship after repeated denials, Hillary Clinton defended her husband in a phone call with Blair. She said her husband had made a mistake by fooling around with the “narcissistic loony toon” Lewinsky, but was driven to it in part by his political adversaries, the loneliness of the presidency, and her own failures as a wife. She told Blair that the affair did not include sex “within any real meaning” of the term and noted President Clinton “tried to manage” Monica after they broke up but things spiraled “beyond control.” — Rush said he’s not buying this. ConservativeAmerican.org takes a slightly different approach. We do believe that this is the kind of thing Hillary would have said to others when asked about Lewinsky. Hillary’s statements may, or may not, have
anything to do with the truth. Her claim that the vast right wing conspiracy made her husband Bill do inappropriate things with Monica and a Cigar is beyond ridiculous. The truth may be closer to her own admission that she had “failures as a wife.”

863. Hillary & Hubby Get a $286,000 Fine for Hillary’s Illegal Secret Task Force!

864. 12/18/1997 – Hillary Clinton is accountable to no one. She answers to no one. She set up a secret healthcare task force to help her with her 1993 attempt to nationalize healthcare. From NowTheEndBegins.com, “In 1997, federal judge Royce Lamberth levied $286,000 in sanctions against Bill Clinton’s administration for “running amok” in a “cover-up” of Hillary Clinton’s health-care task force. The scandal began when deputy White House counsel Vincent Foster made contradictory assertions about the first lady’s job status, in an attempt to keep the work of the task force secret.” – The federal government had to pay the fine, not the Clintons.

865. Hillary’s Rose Law Firm Scandal

866.

867. Arkansas Business Pic – Click to visit their site

868. From the American Thinker: “Do you recall the Rose Law Firm billing records that magically appeared in Mrs. Clinton’s White House office, years after they had been subpoenaed?” From the lefty New York Times: “After nearly two years of searches and subpoenas, the White House said this evening that it had unexpectedly discovered copies of missing documents from Hillary Rodham Clinton’s law firm that describe her work for a failing savings and loan association in the 1980’s. Federal and Congressional investigators have issued subpoenas for the documents since 1994, and the
White House has said it did not have them. **The originals disappeared from the Rose Law Firm, in which Mrs. Clinton was a partner, shortly before Mr. Clinton took office.** The newly discovered documents are copies of billing records from the Rose firm, where Mrs. Clinton helped represent Madison Guaranty, a savings and loan run by James B. McDougal, the Clintons' business partner in the Whitewater land venture. The originals are still missing. Investigators have been seeking the documents to determine the role Mrs. Clinton played in the firm's representation of the savings and loan. The Clintons' personal lawyer, David E. Kendall, said tonight that the documents show that the work Mrs. Clinton performed was limited both in time and scope, as she has repeatedly said.” – The Daily Signal reportson it this way, “Missing: Hillary Clinton Law Firm Records. In 1996, after nearly two years of searches and subpoenas, the White House reported it found copies of missing documents from Hillary Rodham Clinton’s law firm that described her work for Madison S&L in the 1980s. The White House previously said it did not have the records. The originals have not turned up.” **UPDATE:** 2-27-15 Here’s a Hillary quote that is just too good to pass up: “I don’t throw anything away. I’m like two steps short of a hoarder.” Soooo, she admits she saves everything, but apparently she didn’t save her law firm records?!

869.  Hillary Helps Kill Help for Families with Children!

870.  Click2Visit

871.  **Stop Hillary!**

872.  1996 – While she claims to be pro-women and support kids and families, the truth is she just doesn’t care. From Doug Henwood at Harper's: "It’s hard to find any substantive political argument in her favor. She has, in the past, been
associated with women’s issues, with children’s issues — but she also encouraged her husband to sign the 1996 bill that put an end to the Aid to Families with Dependent Children program (AFDC), which had been in effect since 1935.”

873. Hillary Speaks to the Dead!
874. 7/1996 – From the Press Herald, “Apparently. Bob Woodward first reported in his 2005 book, “The Choice,” that as first lady, Clinton communed with former first lady Eleanor Roosevelt and Mahatma Gandhi. A spokesman described the sessions not as formal seances but as lighthearted affairs that helped Clinton laugh. According to the Associated Press, Clinton herself wrote in a June 4, 1996 newspaper column: “I occasionally have imaginary conversations with Mrs. Roosevelt to try to figure out what she would do in my shoes. She usually responds by telling me to buck up or at least grow skin as thick as a rhinoceros.”

875. Hillary’s Filegate
876. 6/15/1996 – From Questia.com, “The Clinton White House obtained FBI background summaries on at least 408 people without justification, the bureau disclosed Friday in what it called “egregious violations of privacy.” The White House and the FBI imposed strict new controls on such requests. FBI Director Louis J. Freeh took a slap at White House officials who requested the files and announced changes in the way future requests will be handled. “The inquiry shows the FBI gave inadequate protection to the privacy interests of persons in FBI files,” Freeh said. “The prior system of providing files to the White House relied on good faith and honor. Unfortunately, the FBI and I were victimized.” The White House, which had acknowledged earlier this week that it had sought and obtained 341 background reports, accepted the FBI findings but questioned Freeh’s comment that he had been victimized. “I do not understand that statement,” White House press secretary Mike McCurry said. He stressed that no one was being fired or disciplined in the case. McCurry said that “there has been no abuse” of the information in the files. He said Craig Livingstone, director of the White House office of personnel security, had made a sworn statement to that effect Friday.”

877. — ConservativeAmerican.org: Then, the Clintons tried to delay a lawsuit over the files that tied everything directly to Hillary… “Sheryl Hall, a computer specialist who left her job three months ago, said Michelle Peterson of the White House Counsel’s Office told her in late May or early June “that `our strategy’ for the Filegate lawsuit was to `stall’ because `we had just a couple of more years to go,’ ”

878. — Then from Questia again: “FBI General Counsel Howard M. Shapiro, under fire for alerting the White House about a confidential FBI interview linking Hillary Rodham Clinton to a key White House aide in the Filegate scandal, is expected to resign.” He did resign a week later.

879. — Then this update: “A White House computer manager who was transferred to the Treasury Department amid job discrimination claims has accused first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton of using a key “Filegate” figure
as her personal agent. In a sworn affidavit filed yesterday in U.S. District Court, Sheryl L. Hall said Craig L. Livingstone, the former White House personnel security chief who improperly obtained hundreds of FBI files of former Reagan and Bush administration appointees, was among “the small group of White House staffers who acted as Mrs. Clinton’s agents.” Mrs. Hall, 50, now a GS-15 computer manager at the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, has filed a lawsuit against Mrs. Clinton in the U.S. District Court in Alexandria accusing the first lady and nine White House political appointees of job harassment and reprisals.

UPDATE 7/15/99 From the Washington Times: “First lady Hillary Rodham Clinton denied this week that she “requested anyone” to obtain FBI files on people who worked at the White House during the Reagan and Bush administrations. She made the statement in an affidavit filed Monday in the $90 million “Filegate” lawsuit brought by the conservative watchdog group Judicial Watch. “I never obtained, nor ordered nor requested anyone, including [White House Counsel] Bernard Nussbaum, [White House security chief] Craig Livingstone, or Anthony Marceca [a civilian Army investigator detailed to the White House personnel office], to obtain any FBI file, FBI background investigative summary, or information therefrom, of any former government employee employed by either the Bush or Reagan Administration,” Mrs. Clinton said in the affidavit dated July 11. Larry Klayman, who filed the invasion-of-privacy suit over the Clinton administration’s mishandling of secret FBI background files on former White House employees, called her statements inaccurate and “full of as many holes as Swiss cheese. She is the mastermind and implementer of Filegate,” he said.”

UPDATE 12/15/2011 From Judicial Watch’s Docket: “In the early 1990’s, President and Hillary Clinton violated the privacy rights of their perceived political enemies by wrongly accessing and misusing the FBI files of Reagan and Bush I staffer and others. This scandal became known as “Filegate.” In pursuing its Filegate investigation, Judicial Watch learned with the help of whistleblowers Sheryl Hall and Betty Lambuth that the Clinton-Gore White House had hidden over 1.8 million e-mails from courts, Congressional investigators and independent counsels for nearly two years. Plans were also uncovered to destroy the files. To keep the e-mails secret, Clinton-Gore White House officials threatened contractors and staff with their jobs or jail time. Once the failure to produce the e-mails was revealed, the cover-up began; a cover-up that included obstruction and false testimony. Then, on hearing the testimony of the White House whistleblowers, a federal court judge ordered the testimony of former high-level Clinton-Gore White House officials in a court hearing to examine the threats, obstruction and alleged false testimony. Evidence showed that the e-mails are incriminating and covered virtual all of the Clinton-Gore scandals, yet these e-mails were not considered by Independent Counsel Robert Ray who gave the Clinton-Gore White House a clean bill of health. (View ethics complaint.) In January 2001, the e-mail files
were placed under custody of the National Archives (NARA) and were restored, costing the American tax-payers over $13 million. In December 2002 the court ordered the files be searched. The NARA is responsible for responding to all special access requests and subpoenas that are made pursuant to the Presidential Records Act (PRA). The PRA generally restricts public access to the Clinton Presidential and Gore Vice Presidential records for five years after the end of the administration and for specific records for an additional seven years. Judicial Watch is representing plaintiffs in a class-action suit filed by the White House employees of Reagan and George H.W. Bush administrations whose FBI files were wrongly accessed by the Clinton White House. The FBI and White House are being sued for breach of the Federal Privacy Act while other individuals, including Hillary Clinton, are being sued for invasion of privacy."

883. –The case still is pending a final decision.
884. Hillary’s Lie About Being Under Fire in Bosnia!
885. The U.K. Telegraph exposes this famous Hillary lie: “The Democratic candidate is engaged in a frantic damage-limitation exercise amid widespread derision of her comments about a visit to Tuzla in 1996. [Hillary:] “I remember landing under sniper fire,” she said in Washington on Monday. “There was supposed to be some kind of a greeting ceremony at the airport, but instead we just ran with our heads down to get into the vehicles to get to our base.” News footage of the event however showed her claims to have been wide of the mark, and reporters who accompanied her stated that there was no sniper fire. Her account was ridiculed by ABC News as “like a scene from Saving Private Ryan”.
886. Hillary Clinton calls Muslim Feast an “American event!”
887. 2/20/1996 From Snopes.com, quoting the Washington Post: “American Muslims marked a milestone in the growth and acceptance of Islam in the United States with the first presidential reception to celebrate the end of the holy month of Ramadan. “It’s only fitting that, just as children and families of other faiths come here to celebrate their holy days …[Muslims] come here, too,” first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton said at the family event in the Old Executive Office Building. The reception marked the day Muslims call Eid al-Fitr; the feast of the fast-breaking. It signals the end of Ramadan… Clinton called the Eid “an American event” and said White House recognition of the holiday was “historic and overdue.” She said Muslims who number as many as 5 million in the United States were the latest immigrant group to enrich the United States by contributing to its religious heritage.”
888. Hillary Clinton works ‘Together as a Team’ with Lefty Lunatic George Soros!
889. 1995 – George Soros appeared on PBS with Charlie Rose, and said this: “I like to influence policy. I was not able to get to George Bush (Senior). But now I think I have succeeded with my influence…I do now have great access in the (Clinton) administration. There is no question about this. We actually work together as a team.” (The Shadow Party; David Horowitz and Richard Poe; p.
91) — ConservativeAmerican.org notes that they worked together so closely, that in 1998 Soros would donate millions to create “MoveOn.org,” a pro-regressive website designed to help Billy Bob Clinton convince the nation to just “move on” and forget about Monica Lewinsky, the Bill Clinton Lies and the impeachment.

890. Hillary Had “Contempt” For Media Scrutiny

891. Mid 1994 – If she wants to be President, she will have to get used to tough media scrutiny. But, as ABCDEmocrat News reports, “New documents, recollections and letters collected by [Hillary friend Diane] Blair and obtained by ABC News about Clinton’s time as first lady show a Clinton simultaneously struggling during the low points of her husband’s presidency and moving steadily toward satisfying her personal ambition — even when it polarized the public and activated her enemies. “Just visited with Hillary. I told her how fascinating I found the latest spate of Hillary-at-two years stories, and she expressed her total exasperation with all this obsession and attention, and how hard she’s finding to conceal her contempt for it all,” Blair wrote. Clinton discussed often a desire to correct the record and was frustrated by a seemingly endless spate of stories that she could “totally refute,” according to Blair.” — Correct the record?! We’d love to see her try.

892. The Fraudulent Senator’s Peter Paul & Fabio Scandal
1994 – From the book, “The Fraudulent Senator,” the authors write, “In 1994, after a private meeting with co-presidents Bill and Hillary, Mr. [Peter] Paul conducted the first-ever book signing at the White House, where one of the media icons he represented, Fabio… signed books and… posed [for a photograph] with none other than the co-president herself.” Later, the book adds, “Fabio chased Hillary around a conference table… but she sat down on the floor in her gown because she didn’t want to be embarrassed by her weight when Fabio engaged in his signature activity – swooping women up in his arms. But Fabio’s strength was legendary and he finally scooped Hillary off the floor, with the White House photographer snapping away. The pictures, Mr. Paul said, “Have never seen the light of day.”” — At the same gathering a year later [1995], Bill attended without Hillary. He reportedly said in his opening remarks that Hillary has never been the same since Fabio picked her up here ‘last year.’ Paul says he sent Hillary roses every Valentine’s Day trying to get her to release the photos. He also claims Hillary told her she would release the photo’s if he helped her senate campaign, which he did. An event he planned and held for the Clintons brought in more than $1-million for Hillary. True to form however, she never gave the pics to Peter Paul. From the book again, “Two days after the gala, the Washington Post ran the first of two articles that challenged Hillary as being soft on crime because of her relationship with Paul, who the post uncovered as an ex-felon from the 1970’s. “That was when vintage Team Clinton did what they’re famous for,” Mr. Paul said. “They
developed complete amnesia about the several meetings and encounters we had and pretended they didn’t know me!”

896. While the Boss was away, Hillary Clinton got to Play!

897. 1994 – Was Hillary Co-President with Billy Bob? Apparently she liked to at least pretend she was. A White House staff member noted in a legal declaration that Hillary liked to go to the Oval Office while Bill was away!

CHRIS EMERY: “I recall instances when the Secret Service notified The White House Usher’s Office that Mrs. Clinton was in the Oval Office for periods of time while the President was “off site” or out of The White House complex.” – Okay. So what the heck was she doing in there?

898. Hillary Clinton Furious with Bill Clinton, “Drives Her Nuts!”


900. Hillary Clinton Stopped Supreme Court Appointment to Punish Political Enemy

901. May 11, 1994 – In yet another revelation from “The Hillary Papers,” in the Washington Free Beacon on 2/10/14: “Hillary Clinton also argued that rejecting [Judge Richard] Arnold would send a “message” to the judge’s ally, Arkansas Democrat-Gazette publisher Walter Hussman, Jr., whose paper often printed unflattering stories about the Clintons. [HILLARY:] “Goddamn Hussman needs to know that it’s his own goddamn fault; that he can’t destroy everybody from Ark. and everything about the state and not pay the price for his precious Richard [Arnold],” Hillary said, according to [Diane] Blair’s account.” The Free Beacon reports Hillary wanted to use the dismissal of Arnold to get Hussman to lay off the Clintons. In return, perhaps Arnold would get the job next time. Blackmail? Read all of the Hillary Papers here.

902. Hillary Clinton Hated White House First Year!

903. Alana Goodman

904. Alana Goodman

“hellacious” first year in the White House, and her many clashes with staffers, administration figures, and her husband.”

906. Hillary Clinton Fired White House Usher for Talking to a Republican?!

907. 1994 – His name was Chris Emery. From Judicial Watch, comes this memory from the Washington Post…

908. Emery said some of that report was not true, specifically the reason for his termination: “The reason for my termination, as conveyed to me by my supervisor Gary Walters, was that Mrs. Clinton didn’t feel comfortable with me.” And, like the other Clinton scandals, they worked hard to conceal information. From the lefty New York Times on March 18th, 1994: “The White House refused today to allow the head of the office that runs the Executive Mansion to testify before a Congressional subcommittee whose Republican members had hoped to ask about the abrupt dismissal of a member of his staff. A White House lawyer contended that the official, Gary Walters, the chief White House usher, had no obligation to appear before Congress…”

910. Hillary Clinton Cattle Futures Controversy

911. From the Washington Post in 1994: “Hillary Rodham Clinton was allowed to order 10 cattle futures contracts, normally a $12,000 investment, in her first commodity trade in 1978 although she had only $1,000 in her account at the time, according to trade records the White House released yesterday. The computerized records of her trades, which the White House obtained from the Chicago Mercantile Exchange, show for the first time how she was able to turn her initial investment into $6,300 overnight. In about 10 months of trading, she made nearly $100,000, relying heavily on advice from her friend James B. Blair, an experienced futures trader. The new records also raise the possibility that some of her profits — as much as $40,000 — came from larger trades ordered by someone else and then shifted to her account. Leo Melamed, a former chairman of the Merc who reviewed the records for the White House, said in an interview. He said the discrepancies in Clinton’s records also could have been caused by human error.” As Jonah Goldberg notes, this ‘amazing’ trading success does not qualify her to be President: “Wildly implausible statements about how she parlayed pocket change into $100,000 in the commodities markets simply by reading the Wall Street Journal don’t count.” From the American Thinker: “Do you remember Mrs. Clinton earning $100,000 in profit in 1979 on a $1,000 investment over the course of only 9 months in
volatile cattle futures, about which she knew nothing, thanks to help from a highly placed Tyson Foods connection? Tyson profited handsomely in Arkansas, with state loans and appointments. We are to believe that Clinton studied the Wall Street Journal to achieve a feat against which the odds were one in 250 million.” — And, as Dick Morris points out, the Wall Street Journal didn't cover those markets in 1979. Hillary caught in yet another lie.

912. “...The symbol of a Mercedes is a three-pointed star. The symbol of Coca-Cola is the contour bottle. The symbol of McDonald’s is the golden arches. What is Clinton’s symbol?” How about cattle futures?” — Paul Mirengoff

913. Hillary Clinton Tired of Whiney Women!!

914. December, 1993 – From the Washington Free Beacon on 2/10/14: “In a Dec. 3, 1993, diary entry, [Hillary's best friend, Diane] Blair recounted a conversation with the first lady about “Packwood”—a reference to then-Sen. Bob Packwood, an influential Republican on health care embroiled in a sexual harassment scandal. “HC tired of all those whiney women, and she needs him on health care,” wrote Blair. “I told her I’d been bonding w. creeps; she said that was the story of her whole past year.” – So, women who say they have been sexually harassed are ‘whiney’ according to Hillary?!

915. Team Hillary Lied About Foster Suicide Note – Why?!

916. From the Daily Signal: “Missing: Clinton Counsel’s Foster Suicide Note. Also in 1993, the White House released an official statement incorrectly saying that no Foster suicide note had been found. However, more than 24 hours after a note had been found, White House counsel Nussbaum turned it over to Attorney General Janet Reno.”

917. Hillary Had Foster Documents Destroyed – Why?!

918. From the Daily Signal: “Missing: Clinton Counsel’s Foster Records. In 1993, according to a Secret Service official, first lady Hillary Clinton’s chief of staff, Maggie Williams, removed records from the office of White House Deputy Counsel Vincent Foster the night of his suicide. Other Clinton officials, including White House Counsel Bernard Nussbaum, later testified that they conducted an improper search of Foster’s office. At least one file was marked “Whitewater” and another was marked “taxes.” Another White House counsel, Bob Barnett, later picked up a box of Foster’s documents. Associate counsel Clifford Sloan’s contemporaneous notes cite the Clintons’ initials: “get Maggie—go through office—get HRC, WJC stuff.”

1993 – The headline from the U.K. Daily Mail reads: “The man who knew too much? The truth about the death of Hillary Clinton’s close friend Vince Foster.” The American Thinker asks if you remember, “…the death of Vince Foster under rather extraordinary and inexplicable circumstances, and the lies and cover-up that followed?” Sally Bedell Smith’s story from January of 2008 on the Daily Mail: “…July 1993, a 48-year-old lawyer called Vince Foster was found dead in a park near Washington DC. He had died from a gunshot wound to the mouth and his father’s .38-calibre revolver… was at his side. …Vince Foster was distraught at the prospect of being grilled about the shady affairs of Hillary Clinton. A clear case of suicide, then. Or was it? As the months passed, wild rumours began to grow that a hitman had murdered him because he knew too much. …Vince Foster was one of Hillary’s closest colleagues and best friends. In Little Rock, Arkansas, they were partners in a law firm while Bill Clinton was governor of the state. And, naturally, when the Clintons moved to the White House, Vince Foster came, too. It was unusual for Hillary to have such a close friendship with a man. Since her school days, she had operated most easily among women; and when it came to appointing her own staff at the White House, she chose 29 women and one man… At the funeral for Hillary’s father… it was on Foster’s shoulder that the First Lady rested her slightly over-large head. Inevitably, this intimate gesture added fuel to rumours that they were – or at least had been – romantically involved. After all, Bill Clinton had been seeking his pleasures elsewhere – so why not Hillary? …What is certain is that he was unsettled by the First Lady’s increasingly
uncompromising demands. In March 1993, he told a colleague that she had “snapped at him” - a rebuke that “hurt him deeply.” …Foster was also fretting over the “excessive” sums Hillary was lavishing on redecoration of the White House. In the end, though, it was the firing of seven staff – following pressure from the imperious First Lady – that “drove Vince batty,” according to White House counsel Bernie Nussbaum. Hillary had become convinced that the staff in the travel office that served the White House press corps were guilty of “financial mismanagement and waste.” Foster was asked to help get rid of them. In a meeting with him on May 13, 1993, Hillary asked him if he was “on top of” the travel office situation. He assured her that his team was working on it. Afterwards, Foster noted that Hillary’s mood was “general impatience … general frustration.” [See Travel Office Scandal Below] …At the time, Vince Foster felt deeply responsible for the imbroglio and was worried that Congress might investigate. White House aide David Watkins remembers Foster saying to him “My God, what have we done?” and expressing concern that Hillary’s role in the firings would come to light. He urged Watkins to protect “the client” at all costs.
On July 16, Foster and his wife drove to an inn in Maryland for the weekend. At dinner that night, Foster cried when Lisa asked him “if he felt trapped.” Three days later, he called his doctor, who gave him a prescription for the antidepressant Desyrel. The following night, July 20, he was found dead… Hillary burst into tears when she was told. But her behaviour, as well as that of staff and associates, in the days following Foster’s death was to haunt the administration for years, raising questions about what the Clintons had to hide – about Whitewater, “Travelgate,” the failed Arkansas bank and more besides. The night after the tragedy, White House staff – including Hillary’s Chief of Staff – searched Foster’s office for a suicide note. Under the noses of the police and FBI, they took away a number of sensitive files. Later, it was alleged but never proved that the Clintons had combed through these files during the five days before they were handed over… the appearance of concealment was enough to trigger five separate federal inquiries…three official investigations into Foster’s death.. On the day she returned to her office, a torn-up note on yellow paper was found at the bottom of Foster’s briefcase. It was a list of grievances and concerns about life in the White House that he had jotted down in the days before his death. Nussbaum went to Hillary’s office to tell her he’d “found something Vince wrote that may help explain why he did what he did.” Hillary “looked startled,” Nussbaum recalled. She glanced at the note, said “I can’t deal with this,” and abruptly left the room. The contents of Foster’s note were tantalising. At one point, the man who knew so many of the First Couple’s secrets had written: “The public will never believe the innocence of the Clintons and their loyal staff.” It was a comment that can be interpreted to mean that he believed the Clintons were blameless – or that he was worried about some unspecified information that could destroy Bill and Hillary’s reputation. At the very least, the note revealed just how hard working for Hillary had become. “I was not meant for the job in the spotlight of public life in Washington,” Foster had written. “Here, ruining people is considered sport.” – John Fund at National Review Online notes, “a Secret Service agent saw Hillary Clinton’s chief of staff, Margaret Williams, carry boxes of papers out of Foster’s office before investigators showed up to seal it.”

926. Hillary Clinton’s Dishonest Testimony Before Congress
927. September, 1993 – First Lady Hillary Clinton was dishonest (what else is new?) in her testimony before congress. Her own best friend, Diane Blair wrote: “As the First Lady prepared to testify before Congress in September 1993, Blair wrote that “she’s begun to see that they don’t really care about the issues but want to feel they’re part of the process. So she’s slobbering over their ‘craft’ as she testifies.” Hillary Clinton’s testimony is seen in retrospect as the high point of her failed health care campaign. “The week may have been the pinnacle of her career as First Lady,” wrote Carl Bernstein in his 2008 book Woman in Charge. “Hillary was making history, and there were comparisons on the floor of Congress to Martha Washington, Eleanor Roosevelt, and in one particularly tortured leap of logic, Abraham Lincoln.”
928. Hillary Clinton said Those in the Media “Have no brains!”
929. May, 1993 – From “The Hillary Papers,” in the Washington Free Beacon on 2/10/14: “Hillary Clinton’s “adversaries” included the media, Republicans, and top members of President Clinton’s staff, according to a Washington Free Beacon analysis of the contents of the Blair archive. “HC says press has big egos and no brains,” wrote Blair on May 19, 1993, during the White House travel office controversy. “That [the White House is] just going to have to work them better; that her staff has figured it out and would be glad to teach [Bill’s] staff.”
930. Hillary Clinton advised Bill to Leave Slobodan Milosovic Alone!
931. April 29, 1993 – From “The Hillary Papers,” in the Washington Free Beacon on 2/10/14: “That same month, he [Bill] met with top U.S. military officials, diplomats, and aid workers advocating for military action against the Serbian forces of Slobodan Milosevic. At the time, however, Hillary Clinton was not on board with the use of deadly force. According to Blair’s April 29, 1993 account, the First Lady said she “was very much against any intervention—had been killing each other for 900 yrs.” Blair later spoke with President Clinton in mid-May and gave him “messages a la [Hillary’s] instructions: stop ruminating aloud re Bosnia.” The White House was under increasing pressure to address the atrocities in the Balkans. Yet the United States waited more than two years before taking military action.” – ConservativeAmerican.org asks, does this mean that of Hillary Clinton genocide continued for two more years?!! What difference, at this point, does it make… riiiiight? After all, they’ve been killing each other for 900 years! Oh, and why did Blair have to relay messages between the Clintons?? Didn’t they talk to each other?! In typical Hillary fashion, she was against it before she was for it. From the Free Beacon: “An unnamed friend of the Clintons told Newsweek…First Lady “regards [Bosnia] as a Vietnam that would compromise health-care reform.” …Since leaving the White House, however, Hillary Clinton has said that she favored earlier intervention in the Balkans…in a 2005 speech to the United Nations.” – ConservativeAmerican.org believes that everything this woman says is only designed to give her political power at the moment. She tells whatever lie is “needed” at the moment to fit her struggle for unlimited power.
932. First Lady Hillary Clinton sent on Tour to get her out of the White House!
933. 1993 – From Dick Morris: “Bill says: Hillary was the face of America all over the world. The facts are: Her visits were part of a program to get her out of town so that Bill would not appear weak by feeding stories that Hillary was running the White House. Her visits abroad were entirely touristic and symbolic and there was no substantive diplomacy on any of them.”
934. Janet Reno calls Hillary Clinton a “Mask”
Clinton is resenting her ‘celebrity’ status. Janet wants to connect w. HC; not communicate thru Carol Rasco,” Blair added. “Finds HC a ‘mask.’”

936. Hillary Clinton’s Health Plan = Single Payer/Government Run Socialist Healthcare!

937. February, 1993 – From the Washington Examiner 2/10/14: “They are called the “Hillary Papers,” a collection of notes from political science professor Diane Blair, a personal friend of Hillary Clinton, who died in 2000. The papers reveal some of Clinton’s thoughts during her husband’s first administration, as recorded by her friend… “At dinner, [Hillary] to [Bill] at length on the complexities of health care—thinks managed competition a crock; single-payer necessary; maybe add to Medicare,” Blair wrote in February 1993 after a dinner at the White House.” From the Washington Free Beacon: “The account is at odds with public statements by the former First Lady that she never supported the single-payer option. In an interview with the New York Times as she ran for president in 2008, Hillary Clinton said she had never seriously considered adopting a single-payer system, in which the government, using funds appropriated from taxpayers, pays for all health care expenses. “You know, I have thought about this, as you might guess, for 15 years and I never seriously considered a single payer system,” said Clinton in the interview.”

938. Hillary Clinton’s Health Security Act of 1993 – Lawsuit # 2

939. From Wikipedia: “In 1997, the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons, along with several other groups, filed a lawsuit against Hillary Clinton and Donna Shalala over closed-door meetings related to the health care plan. The AAPS sued to gain access to the list of members of the task force. Judge Royce C. Lamberth found in favor of the plaintiffs and awarded $285,864 to the AAPS for legal costs; Lamberth also harshly criticized the Clinton administration and Clinton aide Ira Magaziner in his ruling. Subsequently, a federal appeals court overturned the award and the initial findings on the basis that Magaziner and the administration had not acted in bad faith.” – Big surprise that ANOTHER liberal judge sided with Hillary.

940. Hillary Clinton’s Health Security Act of 1993 – Lawsuit # 1

941. From Wikipedia: “The First Lady’s role in the secret proceedings of the Health Care Task Force also sparked litigation in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, in relation to the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) which requires openness in government. The Clinton White House argued that the Recommendation Clause in Article II of the U.S. Constitution would make it unconstitutional to apply the procedural requirements of FACA to Hillary’s participation in the meetings of the Task Force. Some constitutional experts argued to the court that such a legal theory was not supported by the text, history, or structure of the Constitution. Ultimately, Hillary Clinton won the litigation when the D.C. Circuit ruled narrowly that the First Lady of the United States can be deemed a government official (and not a mere private citizen) for purposes of not having to comply with the procedural requirements of FACA.” — Big surprise that a liberal judge sided with Hillary.

942. Hillary Clinton’s Health Security Act of 1993 – Hillarycare!
1993 – After winning the election in 1992, Bill Clinton surprised the nation by appointing his wife to be chair of a new task force designed to create universal healthcare. This was the first time a first lady had been given such power and authority and it created discussions centering around people wondering if they were voting for Bill or for the couple. [Hillary had long relied on [VINCE] Foster as a confidant, telling him before Bill’s inauguration that, despite being an unelected spouse, she was going to “take command” and be “involved in this presidency” – a conversation he recorded in a journal.] DailyMail on Facebook Hillarycare would have included an enforced mandate that employers provide health insurance to all employees. It also would have heavily regulated the insurance industry which put together the extremely effective “Harry & Louise” TV ad against Hillarycare…

The plan and Hillary’s leadership were both big failures.

Clinton Accused of Tossing a Lamp at Her Husband During White House Fight!

1993 – From Snopes.com, “Barring shards of a lamp being unearthed, no one will ever really know” if Clinton threw a lamp at Billy Bob shortly after moving into the White House in 1993. The clintons have denied the story. “The rumor about the lamp moved into the Print media February 19, 1993 when the Chicago Sun Times reported, ‘Seems First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton has a temper to match her hubby’s. Wicked Washington whispers claim Hillary broke a lamp during a heated late night argument with the President.”

Hillary Gets an “F” for Truthfulness!!

From the National Review Online: “First led by Robert Fiske, then by Ken Starr, the special prosecutor’s office was deeply disturbed by the lack of candor from the Clintons when they were deposed under oath. Hickman Ewing, Starr’s deputy, testified in court that after he heard Hillary Clinton say “I don’t recall” some 50 times in one deposition, he gave her an F grade for her truthfulness.”

Hillary’s Whitewater Scandal

Late 1992 – From the U.K. Daily Mail: “In the weeks before the inauguration, he [Vince Foster] had worked intensively with another Arkansas lawyer to expunge Bill and Hillary’s financial records of a shady land deal – a scandal later known as the Whitewater
affair… One of his [Vince Foster's] first jobs in the White House was to try to make sense of the Clintons’ false tax returns concerning the Whitewater land investment. A note in his handwriting, found much later, warned that Whitewater was “a can of worms you shouldn’t open.” And Jonah Goldberg says this scandal in no way makes Hillary “ready” to be President: “Neither do her explanations of how her Whitewater billing records miraculously appeared out of thin air in the most secure building in America.” From the American Thinker: “Do you recall the slime that was Whitewater, in which the Clintons dissembled and lied while their former business partners went to jail?” – You can find a detailed summary of the Whitewater Scandal, from 1978 to 1995, by clicking here. Live Trading News reports serious crimes were uncovered, “The 1st independent prosecutor in the Whitewater investigation said that he had quickly uncovered “serious crimes” and was ready to indict top Arkansas figures based on testimony from a Key witness against former US President Bill Clinton before he was abruptly replaced by a panel of federal judges.”

952. Hillary Says There’s Not Enough Mean People in the White House!
953. 1992 – She must not have been including herself. From the Washington Free Beacon on 2/9/14: “The records paint a complex portrait of Hillary Clinton, revealing her to be a loyal friend, devoted mother, and a cutthroat strategist who relished revenge against her adversaries and complained in private that nobody in the White House was “tough and mean enough.” – ConservativeAmerican.org wonders if that included her hubby, Billy Bob Clinton?!
954. Hillary Blasts Stay-at-Home Moms!!
955. 1992 – Remember this one? “She has never exactly said, “I’m not a crook.” Though she has certainly slipped up with… other maladroit pronunciamentos, from her famous 1992 boast, “I suppose I could have stayed home and baked cookies…” An obvious slam on the hard working women who take pride in being stay at home Moms, who raise strong kids, and from time to time, bake cookies. Contrary to Hillary’s belief, it does not take a village to raise a child. It takes an impressive stay-at-home Mom.
956. Hillary’s Own Pollsters Find Her “Ruthless!”
957. May 12, 1992 – From the Washington Free Beacon on 2/9/14: “On May 12, 1992, Stan Greenberg and Celinda Lake, top pollsters for Bill Clinton’s presidential campaign, issued a confidential memo. The memo’s subject was “Research on Hillary Clinton.” Voters admired the strength of the Arkansas first couple, the pollsters wrote. However, “they also fear that only someone too politically ambitious, too strong, and too ruthless could survive such controversy so well.” Their conclusion: “What voters find slick in Bill Clinton, they find ruthless in Hillary.”
958. Hillary was in Charge of Handling Bimbo Eruptions!
1992 – From Rush Limbaugh, “Hillary Clinton was in charge of the “bimbo eruptions.” She and Betsey Wright handled those during the campaign for 1992. There were all these women that Clinton had had all these dalliances with and they were all popping up like jacks-in-the-box. It was Hillary and Betsey Wright’s job to deal with the bimbo eruptions, and the way they dealt with the bimbo eruptions was basically to threaten the women. In the modern age of feminism, of course, they’d just trash the women. She was in charge of ruining the lives of women her husband had abused and assaulted.”

Hillary Orders Evidence Destroyed!

1988 – From The Daily Signal and reporter Sharyl Attkisson: “Missing: Hillary Clinton S&L Records. In 1988, according to congressional investigators, Hillary Clinton “ordered the destruction of records relating to her [legal] representation of [Jim] McDougal’s Madison S&L” when federal regulators were investigating the insolvency of the Arkansas savings and loan. Bill Clinton was Arkansas governor at the time. The Clintons and McDougal were business partners in the failed Whitewater real estate venture. McDougal later was convicted of fraud for attempting to use S&L funds to cover Whitewater losses. His wife, Susan, served prison time for refusing to answer grand jury questions about whether Bill Clinton lied in his testimony during her Whitewater trial.”

Hillary Accused of Making Anti-Semitic Comments

1974 – From Aurthur Louis at BernardGoldberg.com: “The book, written by Jerry Oppenheimer, who specializes in unauthorized biographies, and published by Harper Collins, was entitled “State of a Union,” and professed to be a thorough analysis of the marriage of Bill and Hillary Clinton. It contended that in 1974, when Bill Clinton ran for Congress from Arkansas and narrowly lost, Hillary – not yet Mrs. Clinton — took out her anger on one of Bill’s campaign officials, calling him “You f—— Jew bastard!” Hillary denied the allegation when it surfaced, and Bill, then in his final months as president, weighed in too, with the odd statement that “I was there and she didn’t say it.” Odd because if it didn’t happen, where was “there”? I cannot believe that either Bill (“I did not have sex with that woman”) or Hillary (“I remember landing under sniper fire”) would speak an untruth, even if it meant protecting themselves politically…”

Hillary Cusses Out Another Lawyer
From Snopes.com: On July 24, 1970,... [Attorney Joseph Califano:] As
Paul Austin, [Coca-Cola food division head] Luke Smith, and I entered the
Caucus Room on that steamy Washington morning, it was so jammed with
spectators that many were standing and sitting on the floor. A large number
were student interns working on the Hill that summer, angry about Nixon's
bombing Cambodia, dispirited about the four students killed at Kent State
University that May. Many in that room had been among the 100,000 young
Americans who had earlier that summer clogged the city to protest the war.
Anti-establishment fervor, at a fever pitch that July, was palpable in the hearing
room. About half way down the aisle, a young woman with dark hair and
thick-rimmed glasses abruptly came in front of me and said, "You sold out,
you motherfucker, you sold out!" I kept walking, pretending to ignore her.
Two and a half years later, at ...on ...March 19, ...1973, that same young
woman walked into my office at Williams, Connolly & Califano for a job
interview. It was Hillary Rodham, who was graduating from Yale Law School
later that year. Neither of us mentioned the incident in the Senate Caucus
Room. I offered her a job, but she decided to go to Arkansas rather than
practice law in Washington."

Bisexual Hillary Blasts Men in her College Graduation Speech!

1969 – From the National Journal: “Our attitudes are easily understood,
having grown up, having come to consciousness in the first five years of this
decade—years dominated by men with dreams, men in the civil- rights
movement, the Peace Corps, the space program—so we arrived at Wellesley
and we found, as all of us have found, that there was a gap between
expectation and realities. But it wasn’t a discouraging gap and it didn’t turn us
into cynical, bitter old women at the age of 18. It just inspired us to do
something about that gap.” At the end of her speech, Clinton read a poem by
Nancy Scheibner referring to “the hollow men of anger and bitterness” who
must be abandoned as remnants of a bygone age.” While the Journal defends
Hillary in the article, it does point out Republican Senator Edward Brooke, who
Clinton had campaigned for (a republican?!), had just finished speaking before
Clinton and was personally offended by Clinton calling her one of the “hollow
men.”

Hillary’s Saul Alinsky Training Scandal

1969 – Just like Barack Hussein Obama, Hillary Clinton was educated in
the Saul Alinsky “Rules for Radicals” method to create socialism. She knew the
socialist-radical Saul Alinsky personally, said he was charming, met with him
over the course of two years, and remained in contact with him for the rest of
his life. Alinsky even tried to hire Hillary Clinton who said the offer was
“tempting.” From the American Thinker: " I suspect it must bother her that
Obama also appears to have mastered the playbook used by her own political
teacher, the legendary amoral guru of left wing activism, Saul Alinksy. Hillary
has met not only her match in Alinsky tactics, she has met the master of
bloodless socialist revolution, in my opinion.” Also from the American Thinker:
“If you want a complete rundown on how all of Hillary’s and Soros’ “non-profit
groups” work together in her plan to take over America, get yourself a copy of the book by her mentor, Saul Alinsky, Rules for Radicals. In it, you’ll find the complete outline for throwing Judeo/Christian principles and honesty to the winds of revolutionary fervor. Hillary Clinton has been the perfectly patient disciple of Alinsky’s since she wrote her thesis about him her senior year at Wellesley in 1969. If her admiration of Alinsky had died with her thesis, no one would care. But it didn’t. He remained a close confidant until his death (The Shadow Party, p. 56) and his tactical fingerprints are all over her projection of the false “Centrist” image she is manipulating to garner political power. It’s all in the book.” – ConservativeAmerican.org points out: She viewed Alinsky as a “master showman” who brilliantly used street-fighter instinct to ruthlessly exploit his enemy’s weakness.

973. Hillary’s Love of Community Organizers (Agitators)

974. 1969 – Hillary Rodham wrote in her college thesis paper that she sees value in community organizers, “There is no lack of issues; what is missing are politically sophisticated organizers.” She learned community organizing from her socialist friend, Saul Alinsky and understood the organizer’s initial function was to “rub raw” the resentments of the people. She said that those who define community organizer to mean agitator are completely correct!

975. Hillary Says Unions are made up of Radicals and Unreasonable Men!

976. 1969 – Hillary Rodham wrote in her college thesis paper that she acknowledges radicals built the labor unions! At the same time she says “radicals have been the most emotional and least reasonable of men”. Sounds like she just slammed and blasted the base of support, labor unions, she hopes will put her in the White House in 2016!

977. Hillary Says Criticism of Saul Alinsky is “Hysteria!”

978. 1969 – Hillary Rodham wrote in her college thesis paper: “Philip M. Hauser, head of the Department of Sociology at the University of Chicago, believes that “[t]he methods by which Alinsky organized TWO may actually have impeded the achievement of consensus and thus delayed the attaining of Woodlawn’s true objectives.” Even questioning whether Professor Hauser knows what those “true objectives” are, his comment is suggestive of other academic criticism of the Alinsky model’s results. Dr. Harold Foy, editor of Christian Century, and Dr. Frank Reissman of the New York Institute for Developmental Studies, are two other outspoken critics. Dr. Foy’s objections center on Alinsky’s abrasive manner and avowed intention to alter the-existing balance of social power. He has charged Alinsky with encouraging “a political movement whose object is to establish control over urban society by raising up from its ruins a ‘power structure’ dictatorship based on slum dwellers”Such amorphous hysteria is characteristic of Dr Foy."

979. Hillary was Lifelong Friend to a Man Who Fought For Fascsim!

980. 1969 – Hillary Rodham wrote in her college thesis paper: “Alinsky remembers that many young people from the yards [Back of the Yards, Chicago] area formed a crypto-fascist cadre in the late 1930’s. He fought against and for them once and may do so again.”
Young Hillary Thought the American Dream was a “Nightmare”!

1969 – Hillary Rodham wrote in her college thesis paper: “Although [Saul] Alinsky calls Chicago his “city”, the place really represents to him the American Dream – in all its nightmare and its glory.” Now, she was clear that Chicago represented the American Dream to Alinsky. It is not clear from her written words if it was he, or she who described/defined that American dream as “in all its nightmare and its glory.” It does seem to be an editorial comment by the author (Hillary) of the paper. So what did she mean when she wrote the American Dream “in all its nightmare???” Did the American Dream give Hillary Clinton Nightmares?! What in the world is she talking about?

Did Hillary Clinton Flip-Flop on so-called ‘Urban Renewal’?

In 1969, Hillary Clinton was against “Urban Renewal” and saw it as racism and a way to drive blacks out of certain areas. [HILLARY:] “The neighborhood’s problems were compounded by the threat of urban renewal. The Chicago Defender, a Negro newspaper, in its series entitled “The Battle of Woodlawn” characterized the threat as follows: [CHICAGO DEFENDER:] In the century since the Negro won freedom from slavery in America, the battle for freedom has never ceased and a variety of racial organizations his run the gauntlet of devious bans…to keep the Negro less than a free and equal American… But nothing has been more difficult to contend with than the newest strategy of racial discrimination introduced in the past decade… Called urban renewal, it has been difficult to fight because its idea is basically good–tear down the slums and build new homes… But the experience of a decade has demonstrated beyond doubt that in many cases urban renewal has meant Negro removal…And increasingly as urban renewal spread, the question in the community has been: how do you fight a bulldozer and crane?”
[HILLARY:] “How, indeed, are bulldozers and cranes halted when they move with the encouragement of such powerful forces as a city administration and a university behind them?” [CONSERVATIVE AMERICAN.] So, Hillary acknowledged that Urban renewal was a racist tactic. Years later, she was proud that she had used that very same racist tactic herself.

Columbia University’s Student Radio station caught the story in 2008: “[BILAL QURESHI/Narr:] Senator Clinton’s appearance in seen as an an active effort by her to court minority and urban voters. Clinton is facing increasing competition from African-American Senator Barack Obama who has risen to national attention for his positive message of reconciliation and government reform. But as Senator Clinton has said, she is in it to win. [HILLARY/Ax:] “When I take the oath of office in January 2009, I will remember what we’ve done here…” [THE … IS FROM THE RADIO REPORT, NOT US] [Narr:] The Bronx has a high concentration of Black and Latino residents. The Bronx has recently undergone significant urban renewal. Carrion says Senator Clinton’s appearance is symbolic… [BOROUGH PRESIDENT ADOLFO CARRION/Ax:] “President after president have stood in the rubble of the South Bronx in the 1970s and now they can come here and show success…” [Narr:] Many local Latino and black residents admire Clinton’s work for the district. [END RADIO REPORT]

985. Young Hillary Said “WelfarePhiles” Profit From the Industry!

1969 – Hillary Rodham wrote in her college thesis paper: [HILLARY:] Alinsky warns to beware of programs which attack only their economic poverty. [SAUL ALINSKY:] Welfare programs since the New Deal have neither redeveloped poverty areas nor even catalyzed the poor into helping themselves. A cycle of dependency has been created which ensnares its victims into resignation and apathy.” [HILLARY:] To dramatize his warning to the poor, Alinsky proposed sending Negroes dressed in African tribal costumes to greet VISTA volunteers arriving in Chicago. This action would have dramatized what he refers to as the “colonialism” and the “Peace Corps mentality” of the poverty program. Alinsky is interested in people helping themselves without the ineffective interference from welfarephiles.” [CONSERVATIVEAMERICAN.ORG:] Hillary seems to have invented this word, combining the damage of welfare with the disgusting behavior of a pedophile. We think this term could be used to describe any number of liberal activists today who profit from the welfare industry. We also agree with Hillary in her use of the term and her description of the failed War on Poverty. If we agree with her, then you know her democrat-union-socialist pals will strongly disagree!

987. Young Hillary Clinton: War on Poverty No Deeper Than Public Relations
Here’s another time we agree with Hillary, though I doubt her liberal friends would! [HILLARY:] “If, indeed, the purpose of the War on Poverty was to “give”, then most of its Alinsky-like rhetoric about “helping the poor help themselves” and opening “opportunity” and bringing “hope to all who contemplate their future in terms of their discouraging present” went no deeper than the public relations division.” She also wrote that some believe the War on Poverty would be viewed as “history’s greatest relief program for, the benefit of the welfare industry.” Hillary herself would note, “All too often the War on Poverty with confused intentions and armed with misinterpreted social theory fulfilled [PATRICK] Moynihan’s concluding description of the community action programs: “…the soaring rhetoric, the minimum performance; the feigned constancy, the private betrayal; in the end…the sell-out.”